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Introduction

Despite constant progress, gender inequality continues to exist in various do-

mains of society, particularly in the labor markets. National labor market con-

ditions may combine a high degree of gender equality in some aspects with large

disparities in others. Finland is a good example. Finnish men and women have

very similar participation and employment rates, but at the same time labor mar-

kets are strongly segregated by gender and the gender wage gap is above the level

of the other Nordic countries and even somewhat above the EU average. Gender

segregation of the labor markets and gender-based wage and income inequalities

are a source of great public concern and there is strong demand for research in

the field. This is the motivation of my dissertation. It consists of three chapters,

each focusing on different empirical and methodological questions in the field of the

economics of gender and gender inequality.

1 The link between feminization and returns of

Finnish master’s degree-programs

The first chapter of the dissertation studies the relationship between the evolution

of the female share and economic returns in Finnish masters’ degree programs.

This topic has not attracted much scholarly attention. The existing empirical re-

search studies the association between changes in female occupational shares and

occupational wage developments.

As Oguzoglu and Ozbeklik (2016) and Humlum et al. (2019) argue, due to the

timing of the decisions concerning education and occupation, observed education
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and occupation choices are not equally affected by the same factors. Because young

people typically make their university education choices before entering the labor

market and having a family, observed education is likely to reflect individual pref-

erences more clearly. In contrast, observed occupation is probably more strongly

affected by labor market conditions, marriage, children, and possibly discriminatory

hiring decisions by employers.

Feminization of university education is a feature shared by most advanced

economies, including Finland (Becker et al., 2010, Pekkarinen, 2012). At the same

time, large differences in return on different college majors (Altonji et al., 2012) and

university degree programs (Suhonen and Jokinen, 2018) exist, and gender segrega-

tion of university education fields is strong, with women concentrated in low-return

programs (Altonji et al., 2012, Goldin, 2006, Sloane et al., 2019).

Focusing on the association between feminization and the economic returns of

university degrees is of particular relevance in the Finnish context. Due to insti-

tutional factors, the observed correlations may partly reflect the unintended conse-

quences of political decisions. Government funding, which is the central financial

source of Finnish universities, is tied to agreed admission quotas for new students

in various education fields and specific degree programs. On the other hand, the

public sector is a significant employer of university graduates from most programs.

Moreover, for some degree programs in education, humanities, and social sciences,

employment opportunities outside the public sector are limited.

The study’s theoretical framework is developed regarding gender differences in

occupational choice. The same mechanisms also explain gender differences in choice

of master’s degree program, even if, as argued above, the relative importance of the

factors suggested in the literature may have different impacts on educational and

occupational choices. Traditionally, gender inequality in the division of household

responsibilities is viewed by economists as the primary cause of gender differences in

occupation choice. In their seminal paper, Mincer and Polachek (1974) argue that,

because women have to allocate more time to household work than men, women will

be more willing than men to forego wages for family-friendly working conditions.

Therefore a higher share of women is employed in low-wage occupations. Besides,
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Polachek (1981, 1987) argues that due to greater household responsibilities and,

accordingly, lower labor market attachment, women will tend to avoid occupations

where high economic rewards are conditional on continuous accumulation and rapid

updating of human capital. The theories have direct implications for the gender dif-

ferences in educational programs. Women will tend to choose educational programs

that provide access to occupations that offer family-friendly working conditions and

in which career interruptions are not associated with large wage losses.

The explanations in the section above do not draw on market imperfections

or behavior that is not entirely rational in the economic sense. Modern labor eco-

nomics fully recognizes that labor markets are in many respects imperfect, and that

social norms and attitudes, as well as gender differences in psychological traits and

aptitudes, may affect outcomes. Incorporating notions and arguments from sociol-

ogy and psychology in economic research goes back to Becker’s famous "taste for

discrimination" (Becker, 1957).

An early economic theory invoking employer prejudice to explain occupational

segregation is the overcrowding model of Bergmann (1974). Due to social norms or

employer prejudices, only some occupations are accessible to women, while men have

free access to all professions. There will be an oversupply of labor and lower wages

("overcrowding") in the occupations considered suitable for women under certain

conditions. The theory can be applied directly to gender differences in education

program choices and education returns.

More recently, Akerlof and Kranton (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000, 2010) have

suggested a more general analytical framework to incorporate norms alongside tra-

ditional economic variables in models of choice. Explaining the persistence of the

differences between male and female education and occupation choices is one of the

cases to which the authors apply their methods. In that framework are "men" and

"women." Existing norms label some jobs as "male" and others as "female." One

suffers utility loss if one works in a job unsuitable for one’s gender, and, besides,

men suffer utility loss if women work in their "male" job. Men are thus tempted to

sabotage the work of their female colleagues. Sabotage will increase men’s utility

through the identity channel but decrease everybody’s productivity. The model
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predicts that most men will be assigned men’s jobs, and most women will work in

women’s jobs. Only the most productive women will work in men’s jobs (Akerlof

and Kranton, 2010, p.89).

None of the theories above implies a causal relation between female occupational

share and occupational wage. On the contrary, the sociological theory of devaluation

predicts that, as the female share of an occupation increases, its social status and

pay will fall (Levanon et al., 2009). In the context of university education programs,

this translates to the claim that, as the female share of a degree program increases,

the incomes of both male and female graduates from this program will fall behind

the incomes of same-gender graduates from programs that experience a lower degree

of feminization. The devaluation view has not gained much support in economics

because, I think, it completely neglects wage differences as the mechanism needed

to adjust the supply and demand of various types of labor.

Existing empirical research (e.g. Busch, 2018, England et al., 1988, Levanon

et al., 2009, Macpherson and Hirsch, 1995, Murphy and Oesch, 2016), studies de-

valuation in the context of occupations. The results as a whole suggest that de-

valuation is probably a real phenomenon, at least in some occupations, in some

countries, and for some periods, but the generality and importance of the deval-

uation mechanism as an explanation of the persistence of the gender wage gap is

not clear. To my knowledge, the first chapter of the dissertation is, for now, the

only study that examines whether there is empirical support for the devaluation

hypothesis in the context of of educational program.

Contrary to the prediction of the devaluation hypothesis, the relation between

the feminization of Finnish master’s degree programs and the evolution of their

returns has been positive over the last thirty years. I interpret the finding as

evidence that the evolution of master’s degree programs’ relative returns has been

dominated by factors other than feminization per se. I explore two mechanisms

that can generate positive correlation between changes in female share and changes

in return on degree program.

The first mechanism assumes a setting in which employers will choose a man for

a better-paid job if a male candidate with the appropriate knowledge and skills is
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available. An increase in degree-program female share forces employers to substitute

women for men in some better-paid positions, but at the same time, men concentrate

even more in the high-pay jobs. Both male and female average wages increase.

The second suggestion exploits a setting in which the gender composition of

a degree program depends on the distribution of students’ preferences and the

program’s exogenously determined admission quota. Student’s preferences for a

program depend on its expected return and the subjective valuation of its non-

monetary aspects. The average valuation of the non-monetary aspects of a degree

program varies by gender. Improved expectations about future income associated

with graduating from the program that men are more likely to prefer if income

expectations do not depend on study choice lead to increased female share in that

program. If expectations are ex-post confirmed, the observed male and female in-

comes will grow faster than the average in programs whose female share exhibits

above-average growth.

Repeated cross-section regression analysis suggests that, at least for women, the

negative association between feminization level of a degree program and its return

has become stronger. The finding implies that the returns to some feminine degree

programs have further deteriorated. In the Finnish context, the result prompts the

need for closer investigation of the links between typically feminine degrees, public

sector employment, and public sector budget constraints.

2 The effect of a categorical variable on the gen-

der wage gap

Despite methodological developments, contemporary empirical research on the gen-

der wage gap (e.g. Blau and Kahn, 2017, Card et al., 2016, Gallen et al., 2019) still

makes extensive use of the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition (Blinder, 1973, Oaxaca,

1973), which was presented for the first time nearly fifty years ago. The aggregate

OB-decomposition divides the gender wage gap into two parts. The first part is

attributed to gender differences in productive characteristics (e.g., age and tenure)
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or distribution differences of men and women along categorical dimensions that af-

fect wages, such as education level, education type, or occupation. This part is also

commonly known as the explained portion of the gender wage gap. The second

part of the decomposition, widely known as the unexplained part of the gender

wage gap, reflects gender differences in the wage structure, i.e., gender dependence

of the size of economic returns associated with different factors that affect wages.

The intention of the detailed Oaxaca-Blinder (OB) decomposition is to evaluate

each variable’s contribution to each component of the aggregate decomposition.

Yet, Oaxaca and Ransom (1999) show that the wage-structure difference effect of

a particular variable is not well-defined whenever the variable has no natural zero

level. That is the case with categorical variables such as occupation or education

level.1 The wage effects of such variables are normally measured by including a

coefficient (a fixed effect) for each category of the variable in the underlying wage

model. Still, one of these effects cannot be freely estimated. The standard solution

to the problem is to choose a category as reference and drop it from the regression,

which is equivalent to setting its wage effect to zero. In this parametrization, the

fixed effect coefficients for the variable’s categories represent differences between

the true (but unidentified) wage effect of a given category and the true wage effect

of the omitted category. The result of Oaxaca and Ransom is that measuring the

contribution of a categorical variable to the wage-structure difference part of the

gender wage gap in the detailed OB-decomposition is not invariant to the choice

of reference group. Solutions to this identification problem have been proposed

by Nielsen (2000), Gardeazabal and Ugidos (2004) and Yun (2005, 2008). These

are not considered satisfactory by the authoritative text on wage decompositions

in economics Fortin et al. (2011), who point out that while the proposed solutions

may formally lead to representations that do not depend on the choice of reference

group, they also may lack clear economic interpretations.

In the second chapter of the dissertation, I show that in the detailed OB decom-

position the wage structure difference effect of a categorical variable on the gender
1I use the term "categorical variable" as used in data analysis. There it means either a nominal,

an ordinal, or a grouped cardinal variable, such as age grouped into one-year age intervals.
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wage gap is partly identified. The effect identified equals the scaled covariance

between a variable’s within-category male-female wage-effect differences and the

distribution of workers (men or women) among the variable’s categories. The scale

factor is the number of categories. The part of the wage-structure difference ef-

fect that remains unidentified equals the simple unweighted average of the absolute

within-category male-female wage-effect differences. Moreover, I define the overall

identified effect of a categorical variable on the gender wage gap as the sum of its

distribution difference and identified wage-structure difference effects. The overall

effect identified is a lower bound of the variable’s total gender wage gap effect under

plausible conditions.

Algebraically, the categorical variable’s identified effect on the gender wage gap

equals the normalized measure proposed by Yun (2005, 2008). However, the re-

sults of this chapter are contributions in three aspects. Firstly, the relation and the

difference between the identified and the total effects of a categorical variable on

the gender gap are recognized. Secondly, partial identification of the wage-structure

gender wage gap is derived directly from the underlying wage model without any ad-

ditional assumptions or specific parametrizations. Thirdly, the categorical variable’s

identified wage-difference effect on the gender wage gap has a clear interpretation.

The partial identification of the wage-structure difference effect of a categorical

variable on the gender wage gap makes it possible to examine the variable’s impor-

tance more broadly as a source and explanation of the gender wage gap. The paper’s

empirical part shows that in 1995 the identified portions of the wage-structure ef-

fects of age, education, occupation, and employer firm jointly accounted for 28 to

35 % of the total GWG. The result means a strong tendency towards large within-

category male-female wage-effect differences in large workers’ categories. This fea-

ture weakened over time. In 2013 the identified parts of the wage-structure effects

of the model variables jointly accounted for 15 to 25 % of the GWG. Variable-by-

variable examination shows that the above findings are driven by developments in

the identified wage-structure difference effects of education and employer firm.
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3 Firm wage premimus as a gender wage gap

source

A well-established strand in the gender wage gap literature suggests that sorting

of women into low-wage firms 2 is an important factor for the gender wage gap.

In Finland Korkeamäki and Kyyrä (2006) decompose the overall effect of job-level

segregation of men and women into within- and between-firm parts by normalizing

to zero the deviations of the job level wage averages from the overall firm average

wage.

Nevertheless, only the recent paper by Card et al. (2016) (hereafter CCK) has

made the role of firm-specific wage premiums central in the current discussion of the

gender wage gap. Before that, most of the literature on the sources and explanations

of the wage gap used empirical models in which the firms’ contribution to the gender

gap is not interpretable in terms of firm-specific wage premiums. For example, the

"between firm" part of the decomposition presented by Korkeamäki and Kyyrä is not

a measure of differential gender sorting across firms paying different wage premiums.

In their model, the firm is "low wage" whenever it employs a large share of workers

who earn low wages everywhere. In this setting, fast-food restaurant workers always

work in a low-wage firm even if their wages exceed the typical fast-food restaurant

worker’s average.

CCK use the two-way fixed effect model of Abowd et al. (1999) to estimate the

firm-specific wage premiums for men and women and apply the Oaxaca-Blinder de-

composition to explore how they contribute to the gender wage gap. Firm-specific

premiums (in other words, rents) affect the gender wage gap through two effects.

One is the sorting effect due to different gender distributions between high- and low-

rent firms. The other wage-gap impact stems from the within-firm gender differen-

tial in the firm premiums. That is what CCK call the "bargaining effect" because,

in their study setting, it originates from the different ability of men and women to

extract rent in the bargaining process over the distribution of the economic surplus
2Groshen (1991), Barth and Mastekaasa (1996), Bayard et al. (2003), Datta Gupta and Roth-

stein (2005), Amuedo-Dorantes and De La Rica (2006), Simón (2012)
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generated by the firm.

The statistical wage model does not directly identify the bargaining effect be-

cause firm wage effects are identified only up to a constant. Instead of absolute

wage premiums, they measure wage premiums relative to their level in some arbi-

trarily chosen firm or group of firms, the so-called reference group. CCK achieve

full identification of the firm rent levels by assuming that the expected rent is truly

zero for both genders in some firms. In line with the study’s setting, firms pay zero

rent if their profitability is below a threshold. Alternatively, one can assume that

some low-wage sector firms do not (on average) pay premiums.

In the third chapter of the dissertation, I use high-quality panel data to study

firm rents’ importance as a source of the wage gap in the Finnish private sector.

The study contributes to the CCK method in two ways. First, I also estimate the

partially identified bargaining effect discussed in the dissertation’s second chapter.

As pointed out, the partial bargaining effect does not rely on any additional assump-

tions. It will also be a lower bound for the total bargaining effect under plausible

conditions and, consequently, can be viewed as a benchmark. The other method-

ological contribution is that I evaluate the uncertainty introduced into the estimate

of the total bargaining effect through the sampling variability in the estimates of

the constants used to normalize the firm wage effects in a way that allows them to

be interpreted as absolute wage differences.

It turned out that several factors of little importance in previous research are

essential in the Finnish case, and make the empirical part of the study an interesting

contribution to the growing empirical literature on the firm wage premiums’ role as a

source and explanation of the gender wage gap. Firstly, the assumption of exogenous

mobility needed to obtain unbiased estimates for the firm-specific wage effects is

likely to be reasonable only for the subset of blue-collar employees. Secondly, as

gender segregation by employer firm is strongly related to gender segregation by

occupation, the wage gap effect of gender sorting by firm can be confused with the

wage gap effect of occupational segregation by gender. Moreover, quite convincing

evidence exists that firm-specific wage premiums vary not only by gender but also

by gender dominance of the occupation. Thirdly, it turned out that there is no
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clear profitability threshold identifying the zero-rent firms. Consequently, the total

bargaining effect could not be estimated using the baseline procedure suggested by

CCK.

The main numerical results are as follows. In male-dominated blue-collar occu-

pations, the sorting and the partially identified bargaining effects together account

for 1.4 percentage points of the gender wage gap (10 % of the total wage gap). In

this group, the total bargaining effect and the total wage gap contribution of the

firm wage premiums could not be reliably estimated. In female-dominated blue-

collar occupations, the firm-specific wage premiums’ total wage gap contribution is

about 3.6 percentage points (approximately one-third of the group’s overall gender

wage gap). Its size is close to the sum of the sorting and the partial bargaining

effect estimates for this group, 3.1 percentage points.
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Chapter 1 Investigating the link between

feminization and returns of Finnish master’s

degree-programs

Abstract

Contrary to the sociological hypothesis of labor market devaluation of fe-

male work and knowledge, results from a panel data model show that, for

graduates from master’s degree programs in Finland, during the period be-

tween 1987 and 2017 a systematic positive association existed between the

programs ’ female share changes and the income changes of its graduates. I

discuss two mechanisms that could explain the result. On the other hand,

repeated cross-section analysis suggests that the return on markedly femi-

nine degree programs has further deteriorated. This finding requires further

investigation but is likely to be linked to the role of public sector employ-

ment for graduates from these programs, public sector budget constraints,

and the public sector’s role in determining the supply of university education

in Finland.

1 Introduction

Three trends documented by recent research suggest that the link between feminiza-

tion and returns on university degree programs is worth exploring. Firstly, most

advanced economies, including Finland (Becker et al., 2010a, Pekkarinen, 2012),

have growing shares of female university graduates. Secondly, there are large dif-

ferences in return on different college majors (Altonji et al., 2012) and university
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degree programs (Suhonen and Jokinen, 2018). Thirdly, recent studies also point to

strong gender segregation of university education fields with, women concentrated

in low-return programs (Altonji et al., 2012, Goldin, 2006, Sloane et al., 2019).

To my knowledge, this is the first empirical study focusing on the correlation

between education programs’ feminization and their economic return. Previous

research has studied the relationship between feminization and wages at the occu-

pational level. As Oguzoglu and Ozbeklik (2016) and Humlum et al. (2019) argue,

due to the timing of the decisions concerning education and occupation, observed

education and occupation choices are not equally affected by the same factors.

Because young people typically make their university education choices before en-

tering the labor market and having a family, observed education is likely to reflect

individual preferences more clearly. In contrast, observed occupation is probably

more strongly affected by labor market conditions, marriage, children, and possibly

discriminatory hiring decisions by the employer.

Focusing on the association between feminization and economic returns on uni-

versity degrees is of particular relevance in the Finnish context. Due to institutional

factors, the observed correlations may partly reflect the unintended consequences

of political decisions. Government funding, which is the central financial source of

Finnish universities, is tied to agreed admission quotas for new students in various

educational fields and specific degree programs. On the other hand, the public sector

is a significant employer of university graduates from most programs. Moreover, for

certain degree programs in education, humanities, and social sciences, employment

opportunities outside the public sector are limited.

The study’s theoretical framework has been developed regarding gender differ-

ences in occupational choice. The same mechanisms also explain gender differences

in choice of master’s degree program, even if, as argued above, the relative impor-

tance of the factors suggested in the literature may have different impacts on edu-

cational and occupational choices. The explanations of occupational segregation by

gender universally accepted in economics are consistent with negative cross-sectional

correlation between occupational wage and occupation’s female share. However,

they do not imply a causal link between the two. On the contrary, the sociological
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theory of devaluation (England, 1992, Sorensen, 1994) claims that female-dominated

occupations command lower wages than male-dominated occupations because, in

male-dominated societies, women’s work is of lower value than men’s work. The

devaluation theory has not gained popularity in economics, so empirical research on

the validity of the theory’s predictions comes mainly from sociology. In almost all

cases studied, some negative association between occupational female share and oc-

cupational wage remains even after eliminating potential confounding factors to the

extent that the data permits, which is interpreted as evidence for the devaluation

theory.

I use complete register data on Finnish population with detailed information on

educational achievement and income in the present study. The data set covers the

period from 1987 to 2017. I investigate the association between feminization and

returns on master’s degree programs using repeated cross-section regressions and a

panel data model with individual fixed effects.

Contrary to the devaluation hypothesis, the panel data model results show a

persistent positive association between the changes in master’s degree programs’

female-share and their graduates’ income growths. I interpret this as evidence that

over the past thirty years, the association between the evolution of female shares and

returns on master’s programs has been driven by factors other than the feminization

of the degree per se. These factors are most likely related to changes in the demand

and supply conditions for the various types of skills and knowledge associated with

the various degree programs. I suggest two mechanisms that can generate positive

association between degree program feminization and income growth. On the other

hand, repeated cross-section regressions suggest that, at least for women, the neg-

ative association between the feminization level of a degree program and its return

has become stronger over time. The finding implies that the economic returns on

some feminine degree programs have further deteriorated, which prompts the need

for closer investigation of the links between typically feminine degrees, public sector

employment, and public sector budget constraints. These are likely to be impor-

tant in the Finnish context, where the public sector has, in effect, a monopoly over

the supply of academic skills and is simultaneously the only significant employer
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of graduates from some markedly feminine master’s degree programs. The paper

is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the main features of the Finnish educa-

tion system. Section 3 presents the data and continues with a descriptive analysis

of structures and trends in the population with master’s degree. Section 4 is an

overview of the theories explaining gender differences in occupational choice and

the empirical literature investigating the devaluation hypothesis. The econometric

methodology is discussed in section 5, section 6 presents the main estimation re-

sults, and section 7 investigates possible explanations. Section 8 is summary and

conclusions.

2 The Finnish university system

Finnish universities are, in principle, independent entities, but the government is by

far their most important financial source. Government financing is tied to several

criteria, the central one being the provision of education according to agreed targets

for graduates from different educational fields and specific degree programs. The

targets are confirmed by agreements between the universities and the government.

In principle, the government’s goal is to set degree-specific admission quotas for new

students to match estimated future demand for specific knowledge and skills. Initial

estimates are provided by civil servants collaborating with labor market researchers,

but these may change considerably based on the opinions of various interest groups.

Admission quotas are also strongly affected by the specialization of the universities,

regional policies, and government financial constraints. Thus, while the Finnish

university system emphasizes professionally-oriented fields such as business, engi-

neering, teaching, law and medicine, the allocation decisions concerning specific

degree programs result from a complex and not very transparent process. Political

decisions may also affect the demand for university graduates substantially. The

public sector is a significant employer for graduates from most programs. Moreover,

some programs almost exclusively offer public employment opportunities. I discuss

this point together with public sector wage setting in more detail in section 3.6.

Admission of new students to university programs is based on score ranking.
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Until 2020, each student’s score depended on both his/her high-school academic

achievement and results from admission exams. Admission exams were based on

material that most often was not covered in high school, and preparation for them

took substantial time and effort. Furthermore, until quite recently, it was typical for

each degree program in each university to administer its own admission exam. More

recently, similar degree programs in different universities have begun to coordinate

their exam practices. Since 2020 the primary rule has been to grant admission to

new students solely based on high-school academic achievement measured by ma-

triculation exams taken in various high-school curriculum subjects. The evaluation

of matriculation exams is very transparent, and grades are fully comparable across

high schools.

From the students’ perspective, the choice of a degree program in a Finnish

university is probably associated with a much larger lock-in effect than in many

other countries. Admission is usually granted to complete a particular master’s

degree program in a specific university. This principle also covers law and medicine1.

Ending university studies with bachelor’s degrees when admission is granted to

complete master’s (usually the case) is possible but very uncommon. On the other

hand, changing either degree program or university is difficult. The usual route is

to repeat the entire application and admission process. It is common for a student

to apply several times before either obtaining admission to his/her favorite program

or accepting another option. This, together with the strong social and labor market

norm to consider a master’s degree the basic degree in university studies, creates a

side-effect: Finns graduate from universities at a much higher age than their peers

in most countries. A non-trivial fraction of students receives their master’s degree

only in their early thirties. The tendency to graduate at a relatively high age is

further exacerbated by the common practice of working while studying. Combining

studies and work is often motivated not by economic necessity but by the need to

accumulate practical knowledge and experience and convince prospective employers
1The minimal study volume of the medical degree necessary for the right to practice inde-

pendently general medicine is expected to be covered in 6 years of full-time studies. The usual
master’s degree requires five years of full-time studies. The formal title of the degree necessary to
practice general medicine is Licentiate of Medicine
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of one’s professional and interpersonal skills.

Economic constraints are a less common obstacle to university studies than in

many other countries. University studies are tuition-free. Students have been enti-

tled to some form of income support since 1969. First, the state-guaranteed study

loan was introduced in 1969, then the study grant (1973) and the housing supple-

ment (1977) (Lahtinen, 2020). The relative importance of the components of the

students’ income support system, the eligibility conditions, and other details have

varied over the years. The last significant reforms took place in 2017. These reforms

were implemented as part of a government package to improve the sustainability

of Finnish public finances but were also motivated by the desire to provide better

incentives for students to complete their studies more quickly. In 2021 the student

loan for higher education studies is 650 euros per month. The study grant is 250,76

euros per month (higher education studies, age over 18, do not live with parents,

no own children). In the most common situation, the maximum number of support

months to complete a bachelor’s and then a master’s degree is 48 (higher education

studies started after August 2017). Students’ income support duration is aligned

to the so-called "target study length", which is five years for most master’s degrees,

given that in Finland, an academic year corresponds to 9 months of full-time stud-

ies. If a student completes the intended degree within a maximum time, typically

six years for master’s degrees, the government repays 40 % of the amount of the

student loan exceeding 2500 euros2. Students who do not live with their parents are

currently entitled to a housing allowance whose amount is determined according to

the general legislation.

3 Descriptive analysis

3.1 Data and key variables

The analysis data set consists of the non-retired population aged between 18 and

65 with completed master’s degrees at the end of each year between 1987 and 2017.
2Applies to studies which began after 1.8.2014, before that (since 2005) the loan repayments

were partially tax-deductible under similar conditions.
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The data is constructed using a complete register of the Finnish population with

information on age, gender, detailed national education code, employment status,

and total taxable income with breakdowns by income source. I include in the data

both the "basic" and the specialist degrees in medicine, dentistry and veterinary

medicine (see the description of the Finnish university system in section3. The

specialist degrees in these fields have their own code but are not officially classified

as higher degrees. In the econometric analysis, I provide results both including and

excluding all degrees in medicine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine.

After adjustments to take care of very small education programs and certain

technical aspects of the degree program codifications, I ended up with a classification

containing 58 different groups. Most of them represent a single degree, but some

small degree programs in the same science field are grouped together. The most

important adjustment is that an earlier primary school teacher degree, which is

lower than a master’s, is merged with the current master’s degree because holders

of the earlier degree have retained their eligibility to work as fully qualified primary

school teachers. I exclude 132,390 observations at this stage because their degree

program code is "miscellaneous." After that the data contains 7,023,494 (3,294,120

men and 3,729,374 women) subjects. All these observations are used in the later

analysis to calculate female share and other average demographic characteristics of

the degree program holders, e.g., employment rate.

The dependent variable in the econometric model specifications is the logarithm

of a broad income concept covering wages, entrepreneurial income, unemployment,

sickness, and child-care benefits. These social security benefits depend on income

from employment and self-employment, and are therefore linked to one’s choice

of education program. The concept is a more appropriate measure of return on

education program than wages only, especially in this study, which compares male

returns to male returns and female returns to female returns, and not differences in
3As mentioned, the "basic" degree in medicine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine requires six

years of full-time studies, a year more than the master’s degree. Completing the basic degree
is necessary to obtain the right to practice general medicine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine.
Admission to these degree programs is subject to the same requirements as admission to master’s
degree programs in general, and admission is granted directly from the beginning of university
studies. Specialist degrees in these fields are professionally oriented; their holders have specialized
in a sub-field, e.g., orthopedics.
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returns by gender. Incomes from different years are converted to their purchasing

power level in 2017 using the CPI.

Data on income is missing from 155,357 observations. In addition, I consider

potentially misreported incomes at the bottom 2 % and at the top 1 % of the dis-

tribution (the thresholds are calculated separately by year), accounting for 201,307

observations altogether. Observations with missing income or potentially misre-

ported incomes are excluded from calculations of descriptive statistics involving

incomes and the econometric model. The number of observations with valid in-

comes is 6,666,830 (3,107,086 men and 3,559,744 women).

A small share of the individuals in the data, 2.3 %, have more than one de-

gree code (excluding specialist degrees in medicine). In the baseline econometric

model with individual fixed effects, I use individuals with only one completed de-

gree to ensure that education is a permanent individual characteristic for everyone

in the estimation data set. The dataset for this model has 6,507,189 observations

(3,046,499 men and 3,460,690 women).

The principal variable of interest is the female share. Here it is calculated as the

share of women in the non-retired population between 18 and 65. This is a better

measure of the female supply of specific skills than employment or participation

rate because its changes are not related to potential gender differences in behavior

over the economic cycle.

The central feature of the data is its panel structure: the same individuals are

followed over time. The number of observations for each one depends crucially on

the birth year. For each calendar year between 1987 and 2017, the data contains

the population of non-retired master’s degree holders whose age is between 18 and

65 in that year. The maximum number of observations for the same person, 31, can

be reached if the person is born between 1952 and 1969. Examined by gender, one

would expect a higher number of observations per person for men than for women

because the female share of university graduates is growing by age cohort. On

average, a man is observed for 21 periods and a woman for 20 periods. Similarly,

the men’s average age is 42 years and the women’s 41.
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3.2 Growth and feminization of university education

The data permits reliable evaluation of the growth of university education and the

female share of university graduates starting from age cohorts born in the 1930s

until the cohorts born in the beginning of the 1980s. Fig. 1 shows that the share of

Figure 1: Share of master’s degree holders by birth year and gender

university graduates by birth cohort was low but already rising before World War

II. Insufficient resources are likely why university education achievement of men

born between 1940 and 1950 did not improve, and improvement was also slower for

women in these cohorts. But the proportion of women with master’s degrees already

reached the men’s level in the cohort born in 1950, meaning that in Finland, the

number of completed master’s degrees by gender was equal around the end of the

1970s. Access to university education expanded rapidly for cohorts born after 1950.

University education achievement has been higher for every next birth year cohort

in cohorts born between 1950 and 1975. Female university education achievement

has improved much more rapidly than male. Growth of the population share with

university education seems to have come to a halt for cohorts born after 1975. This

observation most likely reflects the shift towards a dual tertiary education system

in Finland, which has converted substantial resources to create and maintain a

dense network of universities of applied sciences (polytechnics). Polytechnics offer
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strongly professionally-oriented programs at bachelor’s level4 in many fields, but

mostly in engineering, business and administration, nursing, and ICT.

In the pool of the non-retired population aged 18-65, the share of university

master’s degree holders grew almost 2.5 times between 1987 and 2017, from about

4.5 percent to over 11 (Appendix Fig. C.1). In absolute terms the population

aged 18-65 with master’s degrees grew even faster, 2.8 times (Appendix Fig. C.2).

Simultaneously the female share of master’s degree holders aged 18-65 increased by

almost 14 percentage points over the period, from 43.8 to 57.4 per cent (Appendix

Fig. C.3).

3.3 Degree structure and female share of university gradu-

ates

As discussed, Finnish universities tend to provide professionally-oriented degree

programs. The fraction of masters from the fields of arts, humanities, and social

sciences that include most of the programs with not very specific occupation pro-

files was 30 % in 2017. It is also seen from Figure 2 that substantial changes in

Figure 2: Distribution of master’s degree holders by broad education field and its
change

the distribution of graduates by major field of the degree program have taken place
4Polytechnics also offer master’s degree programs that can be accessed after completing a

bachelor’s degree and (usually) two years of professional experience
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between the professionally-oriented fields. The share of graduates from Business

and administration has doubled in thirty years. The decrease in the share of engi-

neering degrees is most likely related to the increase in the share of ICT degrees.

The relative share of the broad field of Health and welfare, which covers mostly

graduates from medicine and dentistry, has fallen by almost one third, from 12,5

% in 1987 to 8.7 % in 2017. In relative terms there are also much fewer lawyers

than thirty years ago. These changes reflect changes in Finnish university education

policy.

Figure 3: Female share and income level by broad field: level and change

(a) Female share by broad education field and its change

(b) Income by broad education field and its change

Subfigure b) is based on average yearly earnings- and earnings-related income (see definition in
3.1) of 40-50 year old men. Incomes are converted to 2017 level by the CPI
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The female share increased in all broad fields except in ICT, but far from evenly.

(Figure 3a). Finnish women tend to graduate from education, humanities, social

science, and health. Few women choose engineering, ICT, and services (almost all

graduates in the field "services" are either military officers or have a degree in sports).

The broad fields with above-average female share growth mostly reflect the rapid

feminization of specific degree programs. The above-average female share growth in

social sciences is mostly due to the feminization of the degree programs in political

science and administrative science. In economics, the female share also grew more

quickly than average, and economics has become more gender-balanced, albeit still

male-dominated. Currently, about 40 % of graduates from degree programs in

economics are women.

The substantial increase in female share in agriculture and forestry reflects the

feminization of veterinary medicine. The above-average female share increase in

the broad field of health and welfare is entirely due to the feminization of human

medicine. The female share increased only marginally in dentistry and pharmacy

(both already markedly feminine in 1987). Female share growth was clearly above

average in law. The above-average growth of female share in services is a statistical

artifact: a program called tourism science was created at the end of the 1990s and

almost all its graduates have been female.

There has been a tendency of above-average female-share growth in degree pro-

grams that were male-dominated in 1987. The program-share weighted 5 correlation

between female share in 1987 and the 1987-2017 female share change is -0.36. This

finding somewhat contradicts the trend in the Duncan dissimilarity index, which

changed from 0.413 to 0.397 over the period, implying a marginal decrease in the

gender segregation of degree programs (Appendix figures C.4 and C.5).

3.4 Heterogeneity of degree programs’ returns

Suhonen and Jokinen (2018) have shown that there is considerable variation in the

return on university degrees by degree program. According to Kerr et al. (2020),

return differences between Finnish degree programs are of nearly the same magni-
5Average share of graduates from each program in 1987 and 2017
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tude as in the US. Figure 3b provides a broad picture of return disparities between

degree programs.

Economic returns on medicine or dentistry are exceptionally high, as evident

from the very high average yearly income in Health and Welfare. The high return

on medical disciplines is, of course, related to the longer studies to obtain the

"basic" degree as well as to further studies to obtain specialist qualifications. Still,

another factor of note is that the supply of education for physicians and dentists

has increased much more slowly than the supply of university education in general.

This is manifested by the marked decrease of graduates’ relative share in Health and

Welfare (see Fig. 2). This group’s very rapid income growth is another indication of

a supply shortage. Similar disparities between supply and demand factors are likely

to explain lawyers’ rapid income growth. Law has become a degree whose return is

clearly above the average. The development of incomes of graduates from Business

and administration has been close to the average for all master’s degree holders.

The field has kept its high-return status even though the supply of education in the

field has increased massively. The high growth of return in Services is purely due

to army officers’ very favorable income developments.

The broad field of Education is characterized by an income level which is low in

comparison to the income of the average master’s degree holder. It appears that,

in relative terms, there has been no change in the relative income position of grad-

uates from the field between 1987 and 2017. The average income of graduates from

Education grew at a pace close to the average over the period. Relative income

developments have been much worse for graduates from Arts and humanities. Be-

cause incomes are expressed in 2017 price levels, a two percent cumulative income

growth over 30 years implies that the average income of graduates from this broad

field has grown just enough to compensate for inflation. Compared to the average,

return on education in Arts and humanities has deteriorated by over 20 percent.

The below-average income growth in ICT is most likely related, on the one hand,

to the rapid expansion of education in the field and, on the other hand, to the crisis

of the Finnish ICT sector.

The correlation between the average degree-program income of prime-age men
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(age 40 to 50) between 1987 and 2007 is 0.846. Return differences are highly persis-

tent, but there is also variation in the relative returns of different master’s degree

programs over time. The correlation between male and female degree-program in-

comes is very high: about 0.9 in 1987 and 0.97 in 2017. However, a simple regression

of average female degree-program log-income on the corresponding male income sug-

gests that a 10 % difference in degree-program returns for men is associated with a

8 % degree-program return difference for women7. Because the degree-program re-

turn differences are slightly less dispersed for women, women may be somewhat less

concerned than men about the economic prospects of their education choices. From

the descriptive analysis results presented so far, it is evident that female share has

increased markedly in law and medicine, which are high-return degrees and degrees

that have experienced significant relative return increase over the period. The same

pattern is also observed in veterinary medicine. However, in veterinary medicine,

relative incomes do not exhibit a continuously rising trend, just a sharp one-off

increase at the beginning of the 1990s, after which they have remained stable.

3.5 Female share and degree program return

I present simple descriptive evidence about the observed link between female shares

and degree-program returns, which corroborates the more sophisticated econometric

analysis later in the study. Figure 4 shows that incomes of graduates from programs

where the female share is high tend to be lower. This finding does not concern only

Finland. In their recent article Humlum et al. (2019) report that in Denmark,

advanced university degrees remain strongly gendered, and show that there is a

clear negative relation between a university program’s female share and the income

of its graduates (Humlum et al., 2019, p.451 fig.1). The figure also suggests that the

negative cross-sectional relationship between a degree program’s economic return

and its female-share is stronger in 2017 than in 1987.
6Weighted by degree-program share through the following scheme. The share of each program

degree’s male graduates aged 40 to 50 among the total number of men with master’s degrees aged
40 to 50 is computed separately for 1987 and 2017. The weights are the average of these shares

7Degree-program income is computed for persons aged 40 to 50. Correlations are degree-share
weighted by the share of the degree program holders (men and women) aged 40 to 50 among the
total number of master’s degree holders aged 40 to 50. The same weights are used in the regression
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Figure 4: Degree program female share and income level, 1987 and 2017

(a) Men

(b) Women

Incomes of graduates (men or women) aged 40 to 50 on the vertical axis. Program’s female share
on the horizontal axis. Marker proportional to education program size. The slope of the trend for
men is approx. -0.3 in 1987 and -0.4 in 2017. The slope for women is approx. -0.2 in 1987 and
-0.5 in 2017

On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows a positive correlation between female share

change and degree-program return change for middle-aged men. Qualitatively, the

same results hold for women (Appendix Fig. C.6).
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Figure 5: Correlation between income change and degree program female share
change. Men aged 40 to 50, Weighted by the share of male program graduates of
all male graduates, average of 1987 and 2017

3.6 Public sector employment, female share and income

A key factor behind the negative cross-sectional correlation between female share

and degree program return is the link between degree program, employment sector,

and income. Figure 6 compares public sector employment of male and female mas-

ter’s degree holders to men and women with another educational background. The

public sector is a much more significant employer for Finnish master’s degree hold-

ers than for the average worker. On the other hand, within the group of master’s

degree holders, the public sector is, on average, much more important for women

than for men. However, the public sector’s role as an employer of master’s degree

holders has declined. The finding is not surprising: it would have been neither feasi-

ble nor desirable to combine rapid expansion of university education with a further

increase in the share of public sector employment of master’s programs graduates.

As seen from Figure 2, the structure of the supply of master’s level degrees has

shifted towards business and ICT programs, which typically lead to private sector

employment. The figure starts from 1989 because the data does not have employer

sector information for 1987 and 1988.
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Information on employment sector not available for 1987-88

Figure 6: Trends of employment share in public sector

The decline in the share of university graduates employed in the public sector

has been more pronounced for men. At the end of the period covered by the

data, the share of women master’s degree holders employed in the public sectors is

still as high as 46 %, while for men, the corresponding share is around one-fourth.

Figure 7 shows that public sector employment varies significantly between programs.

There is a substantial positive correlation between the share of program graduates

employed in the public sector and its female share. The slope of the linear trend

line in the figure is 0.5. The programs with both a very low share of graduates

employed in the public sector and a very low female share are in engineering and

ICT. In the upper left corner of the figure (high public employment share and high

female share) are the programs in the field of education and certain language and

social science programs.

Figure 8 presents the income of men (women) aged 40 to 50 employed in the

public sector relative to the corresponding group’s income in the private sector. The

average income of both men and women with master’s degrees is lower for those

employed in the public sector. The figure suggests that, before the financial crisis,

incomes in the public sector grew more slowly than in the private sector. After 2007
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Averages over 1989-2017. Marker size proportional to the average relative share
of program graduates

Figure 7: Public sector employment and female share

this trend reversed clearly for men and less so for women. The cyclical pattern of the

evolution of the private-public sector income ratio is apparent. The developments

after 2007 probably reflect stagnating private-sector salaries, higher private-sector

unemployment (it is enough to be employed just for some period during the year to

be included in the data used for the above figure), and the reallocation of labor from

the Nokia cluster, which was destroyed in the crisis. The result is that by 2017 both

men and women with master’s degrees employed in the public sector have incomes

slightly more than 20 % lower than the incomes of their peers in the private sector.

For men, this is close to the situation at the beginning of the observation period,

but for women, incomes from public employment have fallen behind incomes from

private employment. In 1989 the income of a female master’s degree holder aged

between 40 and 50 and working in the public sector was, on average, only ten

percent lower than the income of a woman with the same education level and in

the same age group working in the private sector.

In summary, the descriptive evidence from this section points to a) strong posi-

tive relation between a degree program’s female share and public sector employment
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Income of men (women) aged 40 to 50 employed in the public sector relative
to the income of the corresponding group employed in the private sector. The
public sector includes the central government and local governments (munic-
ipalities) as well as the public social security institutions. The private sector
includes all other employers. Employment sector is determined by the longest
employment spell during the year.

Figure 8: Public to private income ratio

and b) deterioration of the relative income position of master’s degree holders in

the public sector vis-à-vis their peers in the private sector, especially for women.

This finding is possibly linked to the observation from section 3.5 that the negative

correlation between a degree program’s female share and its returns has become

stronger.

The public/private sector wage ratio is one of the most hotly debated labor

market policy issues in Finland, not least because the municipality sector, which is

the most important public sector employer, is also the dominant employer for key

female-dominated groups such as teachers and nurses. In Finland, wages in the pri-

vate and public sectors are strongly influenced by collective bargaining agreements

at the central and/or branch level. Through the initiative of and pressure from the

unions of the public sector workers, a variety of measures to improve the relative

wage level in the public sector have been implemented over the years. Improving

the public sector’s wage attractiveness was one of the goals of the changes in the
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public sector’s remuneration principles at the end of the 1990s and the first half of

the 2000s. In the central government sector, the ministries, bureaus, and agencies

each introduced their own pay system, but all followed common principles. Each

job’s skill requirements in an organization are evaluated using the same criteria.

Jobs at the same overall skill level have the same basic salary. Individual perfor-

mance affects total pay in the central government agencies substantially: typically,

the performance supplement can be up to 45 % of the basic wage. The munici-

pality sector also adopted similar principles, but the role of individual performance

pay remained very modest. Also, "wage-programs" intended to bring salaries in

the public sector closer to private sector salaries have been implemented over the

years. For example, between 2007-2010, an amount corresponding to 2 percent of

the total wage bill in the municipality sector was allocated to improve the wages

of "educated and female-dominated" groups. The need for such programs emerges

from the general perception that in the private sector, the so-called wage drift, in

other words, the tendency of wages to grow more quickly than collectively negoti-

ated wage increases, is much stronger than in the public sector, which faces tight

budget constraints.

To find a common understanding of the need to improve the public sector’s

wage attractiveness, the collective bargaining parties for the central government

and the municipal government level have commissioned several reports on the wage

differences between the private and public sectors. The most recent is Kauhanen

et al. (2019), which investigates the wage differences between the municipality and

the private sector. The central finding is that while the unadjusted wage difference

points to substantially higher wages in the private sector, after adjusting for factors

such as education field, occupation, and some other demographic characteristics,

the private-public sector wage difference is small. For master’s degree holders, the

unadjusted difference is between 13 and 18 % depending on the wage concept, but

the unexplained wage difference in an Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition (Blinder, 1973,

Oaxaca, 1973) is between 4 and 5.5 % (Kauhanen et al., 2019, fig.5.3, p. 24).

The findings in Kauhanen et al. (2019) are consistent with the findings of the

earlier investigation on the same topic by Kouvonen and Suoperä (2010). The re-
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sults arise because the private and the public sector labor markets are strongly

segregated by education type and occupation, meaning that public and private sec-

tor employees are not necessarily very close substitutes. It is difficult to say if a raw

sectoral income difference of about 20% should raise serious concerns that education

programs offering predominantly public sector employment may not attract enough

talented students. It may well be that non-pecuniary features, including the prestige

of public sector occupations, are strong enough to compensate for the lower income.

While the traditional non-pecuniary advantages of public sector jobs, for example

better employment security, are not as clear as before, public sector occupations

seem to enjoy high social standing. For example, a 2018 opinion poll by the rep-

utable Finnish journal Suomen Kuvalehti suggests that the key female-dominated

public sector occupations in teaching and health care are very prestigious. 8.

4 Why do female choices receive lower economic

rewards?

4.1 Theoretical explanations of occupational gender segre-

gation

Given the likely existence of strong links between field of study in university and

subsequent occupation, theories offered to explain occupational gender segregation

and the negative association between female share and occupational wage are ap-

plicable in the context of education choices. Another source of gender wage and

income gap is the male-female wage difference within the same occupation, in other

words the income difference between men and women who graduated from the same

education program. Because the topic of the present study is the connection be-
8According to the poll, "surgeon" is the most prestigious occupation. The first ten

places are dominated by occupations requiring a degree in medicine. However, "midwife"
ranks 4th, "nurse" 19th, "vocational teacher" 9th, "special needs teacher" 11th, and "sub-
ject teacher" 12th. There are 379 occupations in the list, including "Youtuber," which
ranks last. The list in Finnish is available at https://suomenkuvalehti.fi/jutut/kotimaa/
onko-ammattisi-nousussa-vai-laskussa-katso-mita-ammatteja-suomi-arvostaa-ja-mita-ei
(20.02.2021)
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tween the feminization of university degree programs and their returns, this section

focuses on theories that can explain why there is a tendency to observe lower eco-

nomic returns on education programs with a large share of female graduates. I do

not discuss most of the literature on gender discrimination that is concerned with

explaining the male-female wage differences within occupations and jobs.

4.1.1 The devaluation theory

I start with the devaluation theory because it directly challenges the standard eco-

nomic theories and has been invoked in most empirical research on the relationship

between female share and occupation wages. The devaluation theory is rooted in

the idea that, in male-dominated societies, social norms and values emphasize the

importance of men and underrate women in all aspects of social life. Reskin (1988)

is an excellent introduction to this line of reasoning. A corollary of the views that

emphasize the overarching effects of male social dominance is that the value of work

done by women is considered lower and is paid less vis-a-vis work of similar value in

terms of required skill level knowledge and responsibility but done by men. In the

language of economics, the conjecture of the devaluation theory (England, 1992,

Sorensen, 1994) is that increase in the occupational female share ceteris paribus

results in a decrease in the individual wages of both men and women in the occu-

pation. In other words, female share increase implies a wage penalty for everyone.

Through the link between career and education, the devaluation theory suggests

that the return on a specialized education program depends directly on the propor-

tion female students who graduate from it. The devaluation view has not gained

much support in economics because, I think, it completely neglects wage differences

as the mechanism needed to adjust the supply and demand of different types of

labor.

The devaluation theory differs fundamentally from other explanations in its

policy implications. The idea of the devaluation of female labor is at the heart

of the argument of proponents of policies promoting "equal pay for work of equal

value." Economists will agree that gender equality is an important political goal.

Still, most of them are unlikely to support attempts to alter relative wages through
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legislation. The concern is that such policies may disrupt the market mechanism

needed to adjust the demand and supply of various types of labor. Economists will

typically favor promoting gender equality through de-gendering occupations and

educational choices, which is undoubtedly a slow process.

4.1.2 Standard economic explanations

Standard economic theory explanations of the different labor market behavior of

women and men are built on the observation that the traditional within-family di-

vision of labor assigns women greater household and child-rearing responsibilities.

Consequently, in comparison to men, women can allocate less time and effort to

paid work. This conjecture is the starting point of the classical paper by Mincer

and Polachek (1974), which draws several conclusions about female labor mar-

ket behavior, including occupation and education choice. Specifically, the authors

conclude that, due to lower expected labor supply in terms of working years and

working hours, women cannot fully reap the economic benefits of human capital

investments. Therefore women have lower economic incentives to invest in human

capital. Although women have overtaken men in educational achievement, the ar-

gument is not obsolete. It has been recognized (e.g. Becker et al., 2010b) that

economic benefits are not the single factor affecting education choice. Hence, the

conclusion of Mincer and Polachek can be re-interpreted to suggest that women

place less weight on economic considerations of education choices and more weight

on personal satisfaction from education. This argument could partly explain why,

for example, one finds more women in arts and humanities than in engineering.

Unequal household division of labor implies that, in their occupational and

educational decisions, women pay more attention than men to factors such as flex-

ible working times and other family-friendly arrangements. Because both men and

women would prefer to work in jobs and occupations with attractive non-monetary

characteristics, economic theory predicts that matching labor supply and demand

requires that wages are higher in professions that lack attractive non-pecuniary at-

tributes. This is known as the equalizing (or the compensating) wage difference

principle (see Rosen, 1986). If women place more weight than men on occupational
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characteristics other than wages, the compensating difference principle implies a

negative correlation between the female share of an occupation and its compen-

sation. By this argument, women will also tend to choose educational fields that

grant access to occupations characterized by family-friendly attributes but pay lower

wages due to compensating differences.

Polachek (1981, 1987) notes that career interruptions due to child-rearing should

make women reluctant to choose occupations where high economic rewards are

conditional on continuous and rapid updating of human capital. Similarly, Lazear

and Rosen (1990) argue that a higher risk of career interruption may lower the

probability of assigning women to jobs that are more productive but only if a

worker stays long enough in the job to recoup the initial productivity loss due to

on-the-job learning. The arguments above imply that women may avoid education

fields that lead to occupations where accumulated knowledge quickly loses relevance

or where professional careers are characterized by "long" job ladders.

Another more recent argument related to men’s and women’s labor market at-

tachment has been put forward by Goldin (2014). She notes that some occupations

impose income penalties in much higher proportion than 1:1 vis-à-vis total loss of

working time due to career interruptions and short working hours. Goldin argues

that these are occupations where one should be, for example, always available to

clients and co-workers. The argument does not necessarily imply that women will

avoid specific education fields but that, conditional on educational choice, women

will tend to sort to occupations with a more linear trade-off between time and

money. In the context of occupation choice, Goldin’s argument explains the nega-

tive correlation between hourly occupational wages and female concentration, but

in the context of education, it is a source of gender income differences within the

same education field.

4.1.3 Theories involving market imperfections and social norms

The explanations in the section above do not draw on market imperfections or

behavior that is not completely rational in the economic sense. Modern labor eco-

nomics fully recognizes that labor markets are in many respects imperfect and that
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social norms and attitudes, as well as gender differences in psychological traits and

aptitudes, may affect outcomes. While the devaluation theory is not particularly

popular among economists, incorporating notions and arguments from sociology

and psychology in economic research goes back to Becker’s famous "taste for dis-

crimination" (Becker, 1957).

An early economic theory that invoked employer prejudice to explain occupa-

tional segregation is the overcrowding model of Bergmann (1974). In the context

of gender, the model assumes that men and women are equally productive in all

occupations. Therefore, in the absence of discriminatory hiring and compensating

differentials, both wages and gender structures should be the same in all occupa-

tions. But suppose that, due to employer prejudices or social norms, women are

hired only in some occupations while all occupations are open to men . In that case,

the supply of female labor will concentrate in a small number of professions. In other

words, women will "overcrowd" these professions. Under the model’s assumptions

about the marginal productivity schedules of different occupations and gender dis-

tribution of workers, overcrowding lowers marginal productivity and wages in female

occupations. To my understanding, discriminatory hiring is not the only plausible

reason for overcrowding in the context of gender: the same outcome could be ob-

served if balancing paid work and home responsibilities is possible only in a few

occupations. Applying the overcrowding argument to education is straightforward.

If women do not have equal employment opportunities in all professions, or if only

a few education field choices grant access to family-friendly occupations, they will

concentrate in particular education programs. Economic returns on these programs

will be relatively low due to the overcrowding effect.

The queuing theory developed by Reskin et al. (1990) also links discriminatory

hiring to occupational segregation. Rather than describing a mechanism leading to

market equilibrium characterized by negative associations between female concen-

tration and occupational wage, this multidisciplinary theory aims to uncover and

summarize the mechanisms that led to the occupational feminization of many ser-

vice sector occupations in the US during the 1970s. Based on their observations, the

authors argue that men and women have very similar preferences for occupations
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and jobs. They also find that pay level is equally important to both genders. On

the other hand, employers would typically prefer to fill an open vacancy with a male

candidate. The authors refer to the ordering of worker preferences over occupations

and jobs as occupation and job queues. The employer’s preferences order workers

in another queue, the labor queue. Workers want to get a job that is as high in

the job queue as possible, while employers pick workers to fill a position from as

high in the labor queue as possible. Queues are also characterized by the intensity

of preferences in each queue and the shape of the queues. The shape of the queues

refers to the relative availability of desired jobs in the job queue and the relative

availability of highly ranked workers in the labor queue. The case studies revealed

that feminized occupations were characterized by a lack of male labor supply, which,

according to the authors, was caused not so much by an increase in total labor de-

mand but because men moved to other occupations. Men abandoned occupations

that subsequently feminized because these occupations experienced deskilling and

deterioration of relative wages due to technological change. Also, general working

conditions in these occupations had deteriorated. In later research, particularly

in Levanon et al. (2009), these findings have been interpreted as evidence for an

inverse causal link between occupational wage and feminization. Occupations fem-

inize because men abandon them in response to the deterioration of wages. In my

view, such an association does not result from the assumptions of the queuing the-

ory. Instead, the observations of Reskin et al. result from the interaction between

several factors pertinent to the concrete circumstances of the US labor markets in

the 1970s.

More recently, Akerlof and Kranton (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000, 2010) have

suggested a more general analytical framework to incorporate norms alongside tra-

ditional economic variables in models of choice. Explaining the persistence of the

differences between male and female education and occupation choices is one of the

cases to which the authors apply their methods. The key concept in Akerlof’s and

Kranton’s framework is that of "identity", which they define as being one’s self in

the sense of belonging to a social category. Each social category is "packed" with a

set of prescriptions (norms) about how its members should behave. In this frame-
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work, identity enters an individual’s utility function, whose arguments are also their

own and everybody else’s consumption (to capture standard externalities). Ceteris

paribus, a person suffers a loss of utility through "reduced" identity if either she

or anybody else deviates from the behavior prescribed to one’s identity. The ac-

tors then engage in a game in which they can act to prevent (or reverse) behavior

inconsistent with one’s identity type. Solving the game generates predictions for

outcomes consistent with the model. The authors show how to use the framework

to build models intended to explain behavior in various settings. One of the mod-

els is about occupational gender segregation (Akerlof and Kranton, 2010, p.87-88).

In this setting, the social categories are "men" and "women." Existing norms label

some jobs as "male" and other as "female." Ceteris paribus, one suffers utility loss

if one does not work in a job prescribed to one’s gender. Furthermore, men suffer

utility loss if women work in their "male" job. Men may thus sabotage the work of

their female colleagues. Sabotage will increase men’s utility through the identity

channel but will lower everybody’s productivity. The game’s solution predicts that

most men will be assigned men’s jobs, and most women will work in women’s jobs.

Only particularly productive women will work in men’s jobs (Akerlof and Kranton,

2010, p.89).

In the last chapter of (Akerlof and Kranton, 2010), the authors discuss the re-

lation of "identity economics" to empirical work. Their view is that ethnographic

studies and laboratory experiments are more promising methods of identifying the

importance of social categories and norms as determinants of behavior than statis-

tical research. However, as a recent study by Bertrand et al. (2015) shows, behavior

consistent with social identity and norms can also be traced by statistical analysis.

The authors find substantial evidence that can be explained by behavior dictated

by the norm "a husband should earn more than his wife", which is supposedly one

of the norms governing the traditional identities (the roles) of a husband and a

wife. The results suggest that the decline in the US marriage rate is related to

the increased probability that a woman earns more than a man. Furthermore, the

authors find that married women adapt their labor market behavior to conform to

the above norm. If the wife’s potential income is likely to exceed her husband’s, she
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is more likely not to work at all or to earn income below her estimated potential.

Another theory where utility from working in an occupation depends on so-

cial attitudes is Goldin’s pollution theory of discrimination (Goldin, 2002). In this

setting each occupation is characterized by earnings and prestige. Prestige is de-

termined by society (the public) and is related to a productive characteristic, for

example, some specific skill or education. Utility depends both on the occupation’s

wage and occupation’s prestige. Initially, only men work. Because each occupation

requires some minimum level of the productive characteristic and wages correspond

to productivity, workers are matched to occupations by the level of their produc-

tive characteristic . At this point, it is assumed that all information is public.

The assumptions guarantee that both wages and prestige increase in the productive

characteristic level. Next, some occupations experience deskilling due to techno-

logical shock and women enter the labor force. Also, information imperfections are

introduced into the model. The public knows only the median level of women’s

productive characteristic and does not know which occupations have experienced

deskilling. Because of imperfect information, wages and prestige do not correlate

perfectly anymore. The public will lower an occupation’s prestige if it believes

that the probability that it has experienced deskilling is high enough. Observing

in which occupations women are hired provides information about the probability

of deskilling. Suppose a woman is employed in an occupation whose median level

of the productive characteristic was initially higher than the women’s median. The

employer decided to hire the woman on the basis of the actual level of her produc-

tive characteristic, which is unknown to the public. The public uses the event to

infer that the probability that the occupation experienced deskilling exceeds one-

half and lowers the occupation’s prestige whether deskilling actually occurred or

not. To prevent loss of prestige, men in all occupations whose median level of the

productive characteristic was initially above the female’s median will try to deter

female entry. By entering the occupation, women "pollute" men’s status, hence the

name of this theory. As noted by the author, the setting has common features

with the well-known statistical discrimination theory (Arrow, 1973, Phelps, 1972),

in which, due to imperfect information, a worker is paid not according to personal
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productivity but according to average group productivity. The theory’s motivation

is the observation that men have historically often objected to female entry in occu-

pations even if there were no concerns that this would depress male wages (Goldin,

2002, p.19-20).

Gender differences in educational and occupational choice may also result from

gender differences in psychological traits and natural skills (aptitudes). Research

exploring these possibilities has been summarized in recent papers by Blau and

Kahn (2017) and Cortes and Pan (2018). Results broadly confirm that women

are softer negotiators, dislike competition, are more risk-averse, and perform worse

under pressure compared to men. There is also some evidence that the above

psychological traits may partly explain differences in gender occupational structure.

On the other hand, research has confirmed that women have better interpersonal

skills. Because such skills cannot be easily automated, technological change has

probably strengthened women’s position in the labor market.

4.2 Previous empirical studies

Over the last thirty years, a number of papers have studied the empirical relation

between wages and female occupation share using both cross-section and longitudi-

nal data. Murphy and Oesch (2016) and Busch (2018) provide extensive reference

lists of earlier research. I am not aware of previous research on the relationship

between the feminization of specialized education programs and their returns.

Two of the most frequently cited studies in the field, England et al. (1988)

and Macpherson and Hirsch (1995), identify the wage penalty of female share from

the correlation (conditional on individual fixed effects and other variables included

in the model) between the wage change of workers who change occupation and

the female share difference between the entry and exit occupations. These studies

control for sorting on ability, but as the setting does not allow for the inclusion

of occupational fixed effects, the female share coefficient estimates are exposed to

biases due to compensating wage differentials stemming from unobservable occu-

pational attributes. In Macpherson and Hirsch (1995), including individual fixed

effects resulted in an estimate of the female share coefficient about half the size
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of the corresponding estimate from a comparable pooled cross-section model. The

results suggest a strong link between selection on ability and female share. When

controls for observable occupation attributes are also included in the model, the

estimates become relatively small: a one percentage point increase in female share

implies about a 0.05 % wage drop for a man and about a 0.03 % wage drop for a

woman (Macpherson and Hirsch, 1995, p.455). The corresponding estimates from

England et al. (1988), who use another data set and a somewhat different method9,

are about twice as large. Each percentage point increase of female occupational

share is associated with a 0.1 % drop in white men’s wages and a 0.08 % drop in

white women’s wages (England et al., 1988, p.554).

Levanon et al. (2009), which is also one of the best-known papers on the topic,

explicitly aims to measure the devaluation effect, i.e., the female share wage penalty,

using five decennial sets of the US census data. The authors could not include

individual fixed effects because the data does not follow the same individuals over

time. Instead, their model includes a detailed set of occupation fixed effects and

variables, such as average years of schooling and potential experience, to control for

trends in the observable average characteristics of workers in different occupations.

They also study variation in the female share coefficient by sub-periods. In most

cases, coefficient estimates are negative and statistically significant. Unfortunately,

because the key explanatory variable is the female share’s logistic transformation,

it is not possible to interpret the reported coefficients directly. The authors report

that their findings point to 6-10 percent lower wages in female-typed occupations

than in gender-integrated occupations (Levanon et al., 2009, p.878).

More recently Murphy and Oesch (2016) use panel data over the 1990s and

2000s from Britain, Germany, and Switzerland. When, alongside the individual

fixed effects, the model includes an extensive set of time-varying individual and

occupational characteristics, the sign of the female share coefficient for both men

and women in all three countries remains negative. However, it is very small for

German men and women and Swiss men. The coefficient estimate for Swiss women
9Macpherson and Hirsch control for fixed individual effects through first differences because

they observe the same individuals only in adjacent years while England et al. use the within
transformation
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is not so small but very imprecise (with a standard deviation of 0.05, almost as

large as the coefficient estimate of 0.06). Only the results for Britain suggest that

occupational feminization may be associated with a substantial deterioration of

relative wages. The coefficient estimates in the British models imply a wage loss of

0.12-0.13 % for each percentage point increase in female share (Murphy and Oesch,

2016, p. 1235 table 2 model M6FE). The authors themselves interpret the results

as being consistent with the devaluation hypothesis. They also find that the female

share penalty on wages is not linear. Female share increases make little difference

in male-dominated occupations. The negative effect of feminization on pay requires

that the profession is already "female typefied", i.e., female-dominated (female share

above 60 %). The authors report substantial occupational mobility in the data. In

my view, this data feature suggests that it would have been possible and perhaps,

desirable to include occupation fixed effects in the models.

A point of strong relevance in the context of the present study, made by Mandel

(2013), is that high-wage prestigious occupations should be particularly susceptible

to devaluation if massively entered by women because there is nothing to be de-

valued in low-wage male-dominated fields. She tests the conjecture using repeated

cross-sectional US data at five time points between 1970-2007 and finds support for

the hypothesis. But the empirical models of this study do not include occupation

fixed effects or occupational characteristics other than occupational averages of hu-

man capital variables and race. The absence of controls for occupational attributes

related to compensating wage differentials raises concerns about serious biases in

the estimates of female share coefficients. These concerns are strengthened by the

fact that the estimated female share coefficients for the occupation groups by pay

level appear to be in many cases even multiple times larger in magnitude (Mandel,

2013, p 1200 Fig 2) than the estimates from the fixed effect models of Levanon et al.

(2009) discussed earlier.

The question of the female share wage penalty’s heterogeneity by occupational

pay level is also studied by Busch (2018). He uses six decennial waves of US census

data from 1960 to 2010 and a model with fixed occupational effects and controls

for occupational averages of human capital, working time, employer sector, and
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demographic characteristics. Occupations are split into five groups by the quintile

of their average wage over the whole period. His results (Busch, 2018, p.1364, Fig 2)

point to substantial female share wage penalties only for occupations in the fourth

wage quintile at the beginning of the time covered by the data. Occupations in

the highest quintile appear exceptional. Instead of suffering a female share penalty,

wages in this quintile tended to rise by about 0.20 to 0.25 percent for each percentage

point increase in female share10. In my view, the most likely reason for the result

is that the female share growth in these occupations has been accompanied by

increases in labor demand surpassing supply increases and creating upward wage

pressures. The model includes the occupation share of total employment to control

for demand pressure, but the method may be too weak. (see also the discussion

in section 5.1 on the potential problems with interpreting the estimates of female

share coefficients from fixed effects models as female share wage penalty measures).

Brynin and Perales (2016) use what they call a "dual fixed effect" model based

on a two-stage procedure. The authors first apply the within-transformation to

occupational-level regressions to retrieve occupation fixed effects and then include

these estimates as additional explanatory variables in a model with individual fixed

effects (Brynin and Perales, 2016, p 165-166). This procedure is not equivalent to

a model with fixed effects in both the occupational and the individual dimension

simultaneously11. The authors do not find a negative association between female

share and wages for graduate men and women working in occupations requiring

graduate education, a finding of relevance in the context of my study.

In summary, the available empirical results suggest that the female share wage

penalty is probably a real phenomenon at least in some occupations, in some coun-

tries, and for some time periods, but its generality and the importance of the de-

valuation mechanism as an explanation of the persistence of the gender wage gap

is not clear.
10This is an eyeball estimate of the average female share coefficient in the fifth quintile occupa-

tions over the whole period by the author of this paper, based on Fig 2 in Busch
11The formulation and the within-transformation of a model with fixed effects in two dimensions

is described in, e.g., Baltagi (2013, p. 39-42)
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5 Empirical stretegy

5.1 Methodological issues

Measuring the existence and magnitude of wage (economic return) penalty to occu-

pational (education program) female share is subject to concerns about correlations

between the female share and the dependent variable originating from third factors

affecting both occupational gender structure and occupational wages. Panel data

models can manage the likely sources of bias in cross-sectional female share wage

penalty estimates. For this reason, panel data models with appropriately specified

fixed-effects are the preferred choice of strategy for most empirical research on the

topic of the female share wage penalty. While fixed effects are usually the best

available option, estimates of the female share coefficient from such models may

still fall quite out of range as a measure of the female share wage penalty. Fixed

effects models have problems that are likely to be serious in the present context.

5.1.1 Sources of bias in cross-section models and the benefits of panel

data fixed effects models

Female share penalty estimates from cross-sectional data are exposed to unobserved

heterogeneity biases originating from two sources. The first source is compensating

income differentials negatively correlated with female share. Economic theory sug-

gests several reasons why female choices may place more weight on non-pecuniary

attributes than to income, which will result in female concentration in occupations

and education programs characterized by lower income due to compensating differ-

entials. Measures of non-pecuniary attributes, even when available, are not likely

to capture net compensating differentials very well. Imprecise controls for occu-

pational wage differences (or returns on education programs) due to compensating

differentials will bias estimates of the female share penalty.

The second source of bias in cross-sectional estimates of the female share penalty

is the possibility of ability sorting correlated with the female share, which in the con-

text of occupation choice may be the consequence of overcrowding as suggested by

Macpherson and Hirsch (1995), and the expected sign of the correlation is negative.
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In the context of educational choice and from the present-day Finnish perspective,

it is more plausible that the correlation is positive. Regardless of the sign, if a

correlation between female share and latent ability exists, cross-section estimates

of the female share penalty will be biased.

Panel data models with appropriately specified fixed effects can be used to elim-

inate both biases related to wage (return) differentials due to unobservable occupa-

tion (education-specific) factors and biases due to selection on ability. The central

assumption one must make is that the wage (the education return) effects of the

latent factors captured by the fixed effects remain stable over time. In the case of

occupations, the general procedure will be to consider each individual-occupation

combination as a "match" and include a fixed effect for each match. Another pos-

sible, but computationally more cumbersome and more restrictive specification, is

to include separate fixed effects in the individual and the occupational dimensions.

Compared to the case of occupations, the situation in the present study is some-

what different, because while many people change occupations during their working

life, only 2.3 % of the individuals in my data set completed more than one mas-

ter’s degree, as reported in section 3.1. Such a small group is unlikely to affect the

overall estimation results even if self-selection is strong. A model including persons

with more than one master’s degree introduces some technical complications and

becomes more challenging to communicate. For this reason, in the baseline panel

data model of this study, I use only the sample of individuals with one master’s

degree and a model with only individual fixed effects, which, in this case, are identi-

cal to the "match" effects of the combinations between individuals and their degree

programs.

5.1.2 Problems in fixed effects models

The critical assumption of the fixed effects models, that latent factors’ impact re-

mains stable over time, becomes less and less plausible as the time-span of the

data grows. When measuring the female share wage (income) penalty, one has to

use relatively long panels. Specifically, in panel models with sets of fixed effect of

the type described in the last paragraph of the preceding subsection, the female
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share coefficient is identified from differences in the changes of the female share

among occupations (degree programs) over time. The female share of professions

and degree-program graduates changes slowly. Consequently, if the data covers only

a short period, the identifying variation will be too small to obtain a reliable esti-

mate of the female share coefficient. One is likely to observe much greater variation

in the gender composition of occupations or degree program graduates in the longer

run. However, the economic structure is also likely to change, causing changes in

demand for different knowledge and skill types. For this reason, interpreting the

female share coefficient estimates obtained from fixed-effect models as the female

share wage penalty measures is problematic. These estimates may reflect income

adjustments caused by responses to changes in the demand and supply conditions

for different skills and knowledge.

The clearest indicator of changes in demand and supply conditions are differ-

ences in the time trends of occupational wages and degree program returns. Un-

fortunately, modeling different time trends for each occupation/education program

is not feasible. For example, the education-program specific time trend is perfectly

multicollinear with program graduates’ female share evolution. To some extent,

the problem can be alleviated by including different time trends for some broader

groups for which special circumstances in demand and supply conditions are sus-

pected. One can also compare results from models including and excluding such

groups. Another possibility is to include variables capturing income adjustments of

wages or education returns in response to market condition changes. For example,

Murphy and Oesch (2016) and Perales (2013) include the employment share in total

employment of each occupation as a control for market condition changes.

Another reason that the female share coefficient estimate from fixed-effects mod-

els may be a confounded measure of the female share wage penalty is that non-

monetary attributes of occupations (education programs) are likely to change in

the longer run. In turn, such changes may affect both occupational wages (degree-

program returns) and gender compositions simultaneously.

In summary, using panel data models with fixed effects to control for income

effects due to time-invariant personal characteristics and education program at-
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tributes removes biases that are likely to be present in cross-section models. How-

ever, at the same time, other sources of potential bias emerge. Therefore, inter-

preting the female share coefficient from fixed-effects models as female share wage

(education return) penalty measure is not necessarily subject to less concern than

estimates from cross-sectional data.

5.2 The econometric models

I begin with a very simple cross-sectional model to examine the existence and evo-

lution of cross-sectional correlation between female share of the graduates from a

master’s program and its return:

Incomei = βF emFemi + γkI {agei = k} + δ + εi(1)

The dependent variable is the yearly income of individual i. Femi is the female share

of the (most recent) master’s degree program completed by i. The indicator variable

I {agei = k} takes value 1 if the age of individual i is k. The terms γkI {agei = k}
together specify a non-parametric age-income profile. The constant of the model is

δ and the error term is εi. I estimate the model separately by gender for each year

covered by the data.

Next, I specify a panel data fixed-effect model to control for income heterogeneity

due to a) time-constant individual productivity differences and b) time-constant

degree-program-specific factors. Unlike occupation, which may change many times

during the career, university education becomes a permanent personal characteristic

for most people. In principle, a person may complete more than one master’s degree,

but this is rare in practice. Only 2.3 per-cent of the master’s degree holders in the

data have more than one master’s degree12. So, in the baseline model, I restrict the

data set to persons with one master’s degree and do not consider a specialist degree

in medicine as a second degree. Restricting the data set in this way allows me

to control for income heterogeneity due to both permanent individual and degree-
12Physicians, dentists, or veterinary doctors who complete a specialist degree in their field are

not counted
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program specific factors through standard individual fixed effects (extension of the

model to include persons with more than one degree is discussed at the end of this

section):

Incomeit =βF emFemi(j)t + ci + ψ
′xi(j)t + εit(2)

The subscript index for individual is i, for degree program j, and for time (cal-

endar year) t. The dependent variable is individual yearly income. Femi(j)t is

the female share of graduates in year t of the degree program j that person i has

completed. The coefficients ci are the individual fixed effects. The vector xi(j)t

contains the time-varying control variables. I include the first group of controls to

model the general wage trend and the age-income profiles. In this model specifi-

cation, it is impossible to separate the age-income effect due to the accumulation

of labor market experience from the general time trend of income. Persons grow

older (accumulate experience) and time passes by (general wage trend), i.e., the

linear effect of age is multicollinear with time. I include a complete set of year

dummies as well as the quadratic and cubic of age interacted at three levels of

female concentration of the degree programs (specification of the level of female

concentration is described below)13. The linear age terms are omitted because of

the multicollinearity problem. Allowing for different age-income profiles by female

concentration level is motivated by the argument of Polachek (1981, 1987) that age-

income profiles in male-dominated and female-dominated fields differ (see section

4.1.2). The vector xi(j)t also includes two variables that are likely to capture, al-

beit partially, differences in the evolution of market demand and supply for various

kinds of knowledge and academic skills. These are the share of program graduates

in the total of master’s degree holders and the male employment rate of the grad-

uates from each program. I use the male employment rate rather than the average

employment rate out of concerns that the changes in average employment rate may

not be exogenous as they may depend on the changes in the degree-program female

share. The model’s error term is εit. The estimate of βF em estimates a causal effect,
13This type of specification is used, e.g., by Card et al. (2016)
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i.e. the size of the female-share penalty in the incomes of master’s degree holders,

if the error term is strictly exogenous: E(εit|ci, xi(j)1, xi(j)t...xi(j)t) = 0

I estimate the model separately by gender, and pooling men and women to-

gether. A word about the pooled model is in order. As ceteris paribus women tend

to earn lower incomes than men from the same degree program, the average income

of degree holders will tend to fall as the share of women increases. But in the above

model, estimates of expected individual income are not affected by this mechanical

change because individual fixed effects also control for the income effect of gender

(obviously a permanent personal characteristic). However, the pooled model re-

stricts the female share coefficient of income to be the same for both genders, which

may not be true.

Table 1: The distribution of programs and observations
by average feminization level of the program

l.e. 1/3 1/3 - 2 /3 g.t. 2/3
N of programs 11 19 28
Total obs., % 22.6 40.0 37.5
Male obs., % 40.1 42.7 17.3
Female obs., % 7.2 37.6 55.3

I also estimate the model by 10-year periods and by the degree of female concen-

tration of the programs. In the latter specification, I split the degree programs into

three groups. Programs with female share of at most 33 % are considered (heavily)

male-dominated, programs with a female share above 66 % are considered (heavily)

feminized, and programs with a female share between these thresholds (relatively)

gender-balanced.

In the study’s appendix, I also report results from an extended model includ-

ing persons with more than one master’s degree. Because education accumulates,

I technically treat combinations of degrees as if they were "degree programs" of

their own. For all degree program combinations in the data, female shares and the

other "program-level" variables included in the baseline model (2) are calculated

and included in the extended model too. Instead of individual fixed effects, the

model includes match effects between individual and program constructed as fol-

lows. Suppose a person graduated first from economics and then from law. There
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are two match-effects for her: one for the years she had completed only the degree in

economics and another for the years she had completed both degrees. The method

captures the fact that, after completing the second degree, she has become more

educated and her earning capacity has increased permanently. The latent income

component of the degree-combination "economist and lawyer" is absorbed by the

set of match effects of the persons who are both lawyers and economists. In the

extended model, I treat the persons with specialist degrees in medicine as persons

with two degrees because they first complete the basic and then the specialist de-

gree. For persons who completed only one degree (the vast majority), the individual

and the match effects coincide.

6 Estimation results

6.1 Results from repeated cross section regressions

Figure 9 summarizes the results from the cross-section regressions of income level

on the female share and a full set of age indicators for each year in the sample.

As expected, female share and return on degree program exhibit strong negative

correlation in cross-sectional regressions. The time evolution of this cross-sectional

correlation suggests both cyclical fluctuations and trends. The negative association

between degree-program income level and female share weakened during the eco-

nomic crisis of the 1990s but then strengthened markedly by the beginning of the

2000s. The negative association continued to grow, albeit more slowly, during the

2000s until the financial crisis. The financial crisis reversed the trend. In 2017 the

negative (conditional) correlation between female share and income is weaker than

its pre-crisis levels, but still clearly stronger than at the end of the 1980s.

The strength of the negative correlation between a degree program’s income and

its female share is counter-cyclical: its magnitude decreases in recessions and grows

in booms. This point may not be clearly seen in analysis focused on occupations and

restricted to fully employed individuals. The implication is that female education

returns fluctuate less over the economic cycle. This observation probably reflects
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Figure 9: Coefficeints of the female share from model eq.(1)

the higher fraction of female masters’ degree holders in public sector jobs. The

business cycle affects public sector employment less strongly. On the other hand,

the relative security of public sector jobs may be particularly attractive for women if

they are more risk-averse14, they may choose education programs that grant better

access to e.g., public sector occupations and jobs offering lower income but better

employment security.

It also seems that the negative association between the program’s female share

and the income of its graduates has become stronger15. This observation should be

interpreted with caution because the evolution of the cross-sectional correlation is

affected both by the evolution of degree-program incomes and structural changes in

the pool of graduates. The descriptive analysis from the previous section strongly

suggests that the relative shares of graduates from different degree programs has
14There is some research evidence supporting the view that women are more risk-averse than

men. For a summary, see Blau and Kahn (2017) p. 845-846
15This finding does not imply a negative correlation between the evolution of female share and

return on degree program. See the example in Appendix B for clarification
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Figure 10: Coefficients of the female share from model eq.(1) at 1987 age- and
degree structure of graduates

changed over time. I eliminate the effect of degree-program structural change by

estimating weighted regressions. Observation weights are assigned to keep the de-

gree program’s relative share in all graduates as well as its age and gender structure

fixed at their 1987 level16.

Figure 10 shows the structure-adjusted results. The overall shape and trends

are the same as in Figure 9, but clearly milder. In particular, after the financial

crisis, the female share coefficient in the male regression has returned to its end-

of-1980’s level of about -0.3. There is no clear evidence of a deepening negative

impact of female share on education program return from the men’s point of view.

For women, the tendency of the negative female-share impact to deepen does not

disappear after the structure adjustment: the female share coefficients of about -0.4
16The weights are non-parametrically estimated from the evolution of the relative share of

observations in each age/degree-program/gender cell between 1987 and each subsequent year.
Cells outside the common support, i.e. empty cells either in 1987 or in the subsequent year, drop
from the analysis. This method is an application of the re-weighting procedure by DiNardo et al.
(1996)
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after the financial crisis are larger than the corresponding coefficients at the end of

the 1980s.

The evolution of the cross-section correlation between female shares and returns

on degree programs differs for men and women because few men complete a de-

gree in heavily feminine programs and few women complete a degree in heavily

masculine programs (see Table 1). Therefore, in the male regressions, the female-

share coefficient depends mostly on comparisons between clearly masculine and

gender-balanced education programs. In contrast, in the female regression, the

corresponding coefficient mostly depends on comparisons between gender-balanced

and heavily feminine programs. The structure-adjusted regressions suggest that the

relative return on heavily feminized programs has deteriorated. I believe that the

key to this finding, which deserves more attention in future research, is the relation

between the femininity of degree programs and public sector jobs. The descriptive

analysis in section 3.6 showed that the relative wage level of female masters’ de-

gree holders employed by the public sector vis-à-vis their peers in the private sector

has deteriorated. Moreover, about half of all women with master’s degrees hold a

public job. For some markedly feminine education programs, not only in education

but also in humanities and social sciences, there is no substantial private sector

demand for their graduates. For these programs, the public sector’s labor market

position is exceptional. As discussed in section 2, it is a monopsonist employer

and simultaneously controls the supply of university education. The public sector

also faces permanent pressure to improve the provision of public services, which are

often education-intensive, and on the other hand, to keep the tax burden accept-

able. Together, the listed factors are, in my view, likely to be at the core of the

explanations of the relatively low and declining economic return of many heavily

feminized degree programs.

6.2 Results from the panel data analysis

The key estimation results from model (2) are summarized in Table 2. According

to the headline result for all education programs, a one percentage point increase in

female share is associated with a 0.57 percent increase in the program’s income for
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Table 2: Coefficient of female share from the fixed-effects model

Excluding degrees
in medicine, dentistry,

All degree programs and veterinary medicine
Men Women Pooled Men Women Pooled

Coeff. 0.567 0.330 0.373 0.440 0.383 0.337
(S.d.) (0.029) (0.023) (0.018) (0.030) (0.025) (0.019)

1987-1997
Coeff. 0.403 0.362 0.306 0.166 0.414 0.179
(S.d.) (0.061) (0.051) (0.039) (0.061) (0.053) (0.040)
1997-2007
Coeff. 0.538 0.224 0.270 0.591 0.423 0.387
(S.d.) (0.058) (0.054) (0.040) (0.061) (0.057) (0.042)
2007-2017
Coeff. 0.951 0.522 0.672 0.788 0.616 0.692
(S.d.) (0.062) (0.053) (0.040) (0.064) (0.056) (0.042)

Average female share at most 1/3
Coeff. 0.288 0.176 0.223 0.288 0.176 0.223
(S.d.) (0.051) (0.122) (0.045) (0.051) (0.122) (0.045)
Average female share between 1/3 and 2/3
Coeff. 0.601 0.610 0.516 0.496 0.430 0.378
(S.d.) (0.043) (0.040) (0.030) (0.045) (0.042) (0.031)
Average female share at least 2/3
Coeff. 0.683 0.067 0.146 0.490 0.101 0.077
(S.d.) (0.065) (0.033) (0.030) (0.071) (0.035) (0.031)

Total obs 3,046,499 3,460,690 6,507,189 2,832,179 3,134,731 5,966,910
All estimates are based on model (2) and contain individual fixed effects as well as controls for
time, age and labor market factors as described in the text (section 5.2). Standard errors clustered
at the individual level.
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men and a 0.33 percent increase for women. When degree programs in medicine,

dentistry, and veterinary medicine are excluded, the headline coefficient estimate is

somewhat lower for men. The conclusion is that results are robust to the treatment

of medical degrees. I present results including and excluding medical degrees for

several reasons. First, programs in medicine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine are

longer than the other master’s programs. Second, in the current research context,

the treatment of the non-doctoral specialist degrees in medicine and dentistry (see

section 3.1 for explanation of the degree structure in these fields) is problematic.

Specialist medical degrees affect income, but on the other hand, it does not seem

appropriate to treat persons having specialist degrees in medicine as persons who

have completed a second master’s degree. I also suspect that the information about

specialist degrees is inaccurate for older birth cohorts in the data. Third, the de-

scriptive analysis suggests that the very favorable income developments for holders

of these degrees may be related to special circumstances created by the fact that

access to university education in medicine has remained much more restricted than

access to university education in general.

Estimates of the Fem coefficient from models by period and average feminiza-

tion level of the programs show great variability in the strength of the association

between female share and degree program return changes, but they remain positive

in all cases. In Appendix Table C.1 I also report the coefficients from separate

models applied to all subsets of the joint partitioning of the data17 by period and

feminization level. These detailed results confirm the central finding. Coefficient es-

timates vary greatly but remain positive in almost all cases. In the two cases where

the coefficient estimates are negative, they are statistically insignificant 18. As a

robustness check, I also estimate a model using data on individuals aged between 35

and 65, including those who have completed more than one degree. Restricting the

age range produces data that is less vulnerable to variation in age at completion of

the master’s degree. Including persons with more than one degree in the estimation
17Specifically the results from the data excluding medical and law degrees are reported.
18The coefficient estimates for women are negative for gender-balanced degrees during 1987-1997

( -0.067 with standard deviation 0.094), and for female-dominated degrees in 1997-2007 (-0.109
with standard deviation 0.082).
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sample is a check for the possibility that the baseline results are misleading because

of "selection on outcomes". This model’s results, presented in Appendix Table C.2,

confirm the existence of a systematic positive relationship between changes in a

degree program’s female share and income changes among its graduates.

Results from the panel data model are in stark contrast with the predictions of

the devaluation hypothesis. The reason is simply that, in my view, the coefficient

estimates of Fem from the fixed-effect model have little to do with a measure

of female share penalty to return on education program. As discussed in section

5.1, the evolution of the returns on different programs is likely to be dominated by

changes in demand and supply conditions for various knowledge types. In principle,

the model attempts to control for degree-program return adjustment due to supply

and demand factors by including as control variables the share of program graduates

in total graduates and the male employment rate of program graduates. However,

these variables are likely to capture only partly the market adjustment of returns on

degree programs. What is interesting is that the female share coefficient estimates

are systematically positive. If they reflected purely spurious correlations between

the evolution of female share and degree-program return, one would expect greater

variation in the sign of the estimate of βF em in the breakdowns of the data by

time-periods and level of degree program feminization.

Comparing the estimates of the female share coefficients from the cross-section

analysis in the previous sub-section to the estimates from the panel data model here

may cause some confusion. In Appendix B I provide a stylized numerical example

to clarify the difference between a) correlation between female share and income

in cross-section and its change over time and b) the correlation between female

share change and income change. The example shows how this section’s results are

compatible with the results of the previous section.
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7 How can we explain the positive female share

coefficient?

While the coefficient estimates of Fem from the panel model do not have causal

interpretations, their systematically positive sign suggests that there could have

been some systematic mechanisms at work during the time-span covered by the

data.

How fixed effects are specified in the model should rule out the results being

driven by a positive correlation between sorting-on-ability and changes in female

share. In principle, the existence of such a mechanism is plausible. It is possi-

ble that as female academic achievement improves, men face enhanced competition

from women for admission to traditionally male-dominated education programs.

As a result, the least able men are replaced by more able women and male gradu-

ates’ average ability improves, which implies a positive correlation between degree

program feminization and male incomes. On the other hand, the effect of the mech-

anism on the evolution of female program graduates’ average ability is ambiguous.

It will be negative if initially male-dominated degree programs are chosen only by

women with exceptionally high aptitudes in the study field.

7.1 Substituting women for men

As the female share of labor supply grows, women become employed in jobs previ-

ously held by men. Substituting women for men can generate a positive correlation

between female-share and changes in return on degree programs. The mechanism

is consistent with the central assumptions of the queuing hypothesis suggested by

Reskin et al. (1990).19. Suppose an occupation requires specific knowledge and that,

within the occupation, different jobs offer different pay. The knowledge required to

work in the occupation is taught in a particular degree program. Graduates from
19As discussed in section 4.1.3 in the interpretation of Levanon et al. (2009) and, perhaps,

other researchers as well, the queuing hypothesis explains occupational feminization by the exit of
men to better-paid occupations. To my understanding, this is not what is implied simply by the
assumptions of the queuing hypothesis about job applicants’ preferences over jobs and employer
preferences over the gender of applicants. The discussion here proves my view.
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this program prefer to work in the occupation that requires their specific knowledge.

Suppose further that the relative attractiveness of jobs (the job queue in the termi-

nology of Reskin et al.) within the occupation is determined by its pay regardless

of gender. The queuing hypothesis assumes that employers prefer male over female

job candidates, which at the extreme means that employers will always prefer a

male candidate over a female candidate for a job. Assume that this is the case.

Suppose that wages in jobs within the occupation vary between wmin and wmax and

the wage distribution is characterized by the density function f(w). Denote the

fraction of women with the knowledge required to work in the occupation by π0

and the wage which is higher than π0 percent of wages in the occupation by wπ0 .

Under the assumption of extremely strong employer preference for male workers,

all women will be allocated to the jobs with wages below wπ0 and all men to the

jobs with wages above wπ0 . The average male and female wages in the occupation

(w̄M
0 and w̄F

0 ) are given by:

w̄M
0 = 1

(1 − π0)

∫ wmax

wπ0

xf(x)dx

w̄F
0 = 1

π0

∫ wπ0

wmin

xf(x)dx

Suppose now that the fraction of women with the required knowledge to hold a job

in the occupation increases from π0 to π1. Correspondingly, the fraction of male

who can work in the occupation falls from 1 − π0 to 1 − π1. Nothing else changes.

The new average wage of women is higher than the old, because we have:

w̄F
1 = 1

π1

∫ wπ1

wmin

xf(x)dx = π0

π1
w̄F

0 + 1
π1

∫ wπ1

wπ0

xf(x)dx >
π0

π1
w̄F

0 + w̄F
0

π1

∫ wπ1

wπ0

f(x)dx =

π0

π1
w̄F

0 + w̄F
0

π1

(
(P (w < wπ1) − P (w < wπ0)

)
= π0

π1
w̄F

0 + π1 − π0

π1
w̄F

0 = w̄F
0

The inequality follows because w̄F
0 < wπ0 , i.e., the average female wage in the initial

situation is lower than the maximal wage which women could achieve then. The
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value of the integral in the last term on the first line is
(
(P (w < wπ1)−P (w < wπ0)

)
because f(x) is the (unconditional) density function of the wage distribution in the

occupation.

The intuition behind the formal result is clear. As the fraction of women in-

creases, the maximum wage a woman can obtain increases: because there are fewer

men than before, employers have to fill with women some jobs that men previously

held. The average female wage increases. Male average wage also increases because

males become even more concentrated at the higher end of the wage distribution:

w̄M
0 = (1 − π1)

(1 − π0)
w̄M

1 + 1
(1 − π0)

∫ wπ1

wπ0

xf(x)dx <
(1 − π0)
(1 − π1)

w̄M
1 + w̄M

1
(1 − π0)

∫ wπ1

wπ0

f(x)dx =

(1 − π1)
(1 − π0)

w̄M
1 + π1 − π0

(1 − π0)
w̄M

1 = w̄M
1

As in the case of the female average, the derivation of the result uses that w̄M
1 > wπ1

and that the value of the integral in the last term of the first line is π1 − π0.

Reskin et al. recognize that the distaste of employers (and male colleagues) to-

wards women may vary considerably. Can the above result be obtained with some

weaker tendency to discriminate against women? A standard and more realistic

assumption would be that employers’ tendency to favor men over women leads to

female share decreasing with job pay. However, under this assumption, there are

both men and women across the whole wage distribution. In this case, an increase

in the female share implies proportionally the same increase in the female share

across the overall income distribution (i.e., the income distribution unconditional

on gender). The female income distribution remains unchanged, and therefore the

average female income remains unchanged. Correspondingly, male share decreases

proportionally across the overall income distribution, leaving male income distri-

bution and average male income unchanged. My conclusion is that while it might

be possible to relax the assumption concerning the employer’s preferences for male

workers, it will remain stronger than just assuming that discriminatory preferences

reduce the probability of finding women in better-paid jobs.
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7.2 Increase of female share in response to expectation change

about degree-program return

Is it possible that the positive correlation between the evolution of female share

and degree-program return is observed because the gender composition of programs

changes in response to changes in expected returns? To exploit this possibility, I

develop a simple model formally presented in Appendix A.

The model examines the choice between two education programs, given that the

person is admitted to university studies. Each program is assigned a quota the size

of which is exogenous vis-à-vis students’ preferences. This assumption adequately

describes the Finnish circumstances (see section 2 for a description of how university

education supply is determined). It is assumed that anyone would accept assignment

to either program rather than opt to go without university education. Therefore, I

do not model the decision whether to take up university studies in a program that is

not the preferred choice. The assumption is simplifying, but I do not think it leads

to qualitative changes in the results as long as a large enough majority behaves as

assumed in the model. Each student announces his/her first-choice program. One

of the programs attracts more first-choice applicants than its quota and the other

fewer in this setting. The applicants are ranked on an aptitude score to determine

who is admitted to the "excess demand" program. Those whose score is not high

enough are assigned to the "excess supply" program, which they accept.

Preferences over programs depend on two factors: a) expected income if the

program is completed relative to the expected income if the other program is com-

pleted; and b) the subjective valuation of the non-pecuniary attributes offered by

each program. Gender segregation of education choices exists because it is assumed

that, on average, women attach higher value to the non-monetary characteristics

of one of the programs. If expected income does not differ by study program, a

larger fraction of women than men will prefer this program. With only two pro-

gram choices, the other program is then necessarily male-favored because it will be

the first choice for a larger fraction of men than women.

Despite different valuations of non-monetary benefits, ceteris paribus improve-
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ment of the relative expected income of either program shifts the education demand

of both genders towards it. The model predicts that, as long as the excess demand

program is and remains the male-favored program20, there will be a positive corre-

lation between change in expected relative returns and change in the share of female

students in the program.

The assumptions of the model are quite strong. To form rational expectations

about the consequences of their educational choices, the potential students must

have profound knowledge of returns associated with different degree programs and

understand the factors that will affect the evolution of returns in the future. In

reality, useful information about the degree programs’ economic returns is not easy

to find. Official guides to university degree programs in Finland 21 do not provide

information about employment and salaries. In their recent paper based on a broad

field experiment, Kerr et al. (2020) report that around 1/3 of prospective students

updated their beliefs about degree programs’ labor market prospects after receiving

detailed relevant information. An additional problem with the model’s assumptions

is that there is a lot of uncertainty about the evolution of degree program returns.

Even rational ex-ante expectations are not necessarily ex-post correct. The em-

pirical results of this study are based on the observed changes of degree-program

returns, which may be more often than not affected by events not foreseeable at the

time that educational choices were made.

The model’s explanation would be supported if one were to argue that there

is a tendency to keep access to traditionally male-favored degree programs scarcer

relative to demand from applicants who prefer these programs most. A general

argument that this might be the case is that graduates from traditionally male-

dominated high-income university education programs have formed strong profes-

sional associations and informal networks to protect their economic interests. There-

fore, they may successfully promote policies that limit the supply of their knowledge

and skills.
20In the model, the excess-demand program remains unchanged for a broad range of expected

return differences between the programs. The model determines a single expected return difference,
at which the excess-demand program switches.

21e.g., www.opintopolku.fi
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For the moment, the best support in favor of the hypothesis that female share

changes reflect changes in expected returns (which have turned to be also ex-post

correct) is case evidence from the medical degrees and law, which seem to fit the

hypothesis very well. There is little doubt that access to these programs has been

and is still particularly scarce. It is also not difficult to imagine that scarcity has

increased expectations about graduates’ future incomes from these programs as

there have been rather obvious reasons to believe that demand for medical services

will increase and demand for legal services will at least remain stable. The model

predicts that the female share and incomes should rise together in the initially

male-dominated fields of medicine and law. In contrast, the model predicts that

incomes and female share should move in the opposite direction in the initially

female-dominated dentistry. This is what is actually observed in the data (see

Appendix figures C.7 -C.9).

In summary, I have shown that the positive estimates of the female share co-

efficient in this study may emerge through the need to substitute women for men

in jobs and due to gender composition change in response to expectation changes

about degree-program returns. The precise mechanisms I have described admit-

tedly rely on strong assumptions, but perhaps these can be relaxed at least to some

extent. The explanations suggested require critique, but the view that the sign of

the estimates of the female share coefficients in this study reflects mostly spurious

factors does not seem credible either.

8 Summary and Conclusions

I study the empirical association between female share and return on master’s degree

programs in Finnish universities using high-quality register data covering the period

between 1987 and 2017.

Results from a panel-data model show positive associations between changes in

female share and changes in returns on degree program. Given existing theories,

the result is surprising. The sociological theory about the devaluation of female

work predicts that growing female share in an education program should depress
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its returns; economic theories do not entail a link between feminization and return

growth.

The findings suggest that factors pushing up incomes of both male and female

graduates from the feminizing degree programs have been much stronger than the

potential negative impact of female share growth on income. These factors are

most likely related to changes in the demand and supply conditions for skills and

knowledge associated with completing different master’s degree programs. I explore

two mechanisms that can generate positive correlations between changes in female

share and changes in degree-program return. The first one assumes a setting in

which employers will choose a man for a better-paid job if a male candidate with the

appropriate knowledge and skills is available. Degree-program female share increase

forces employers to substitute women for men in some better-paid positions, but at

the same time, men concentrate even more in the high-pay jobs. Both male and

female average wages increase.

The second suggestion exploits a setting in which the gender composition of

a degree program depends on the distribution of students’ preferences and the

program’s exogenously determined admission quota. Student’s preferences for a

program depend on its expected return and the subjective valuation of its non-

monetary aspects. The average valuation of the non-monetary aspects of a degree

program varies by gender. Improved expectations about future income associated

with graduating from the program that men are more likely to prefer if income

expectations do not depend on study choice lead to increased female share in that

program. If the expectations are ex-post confirmed, the observed male and female

incomes will grow more rapidly than the average in programs whose female share

exhibits above-average growth.

The results of this study are not directly comparable to other available research

since previous studies have examined the association between occupational female

share and wages. In this respect the study is an important contribution because the

choice of long specialized education, such as university master’s program, determines

the set of occupations in which one can expect to use in full one’s specialized

knowledge and reap its economic benefits. The results obtained here have their
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closest analogy in the results of Busch (2018), who finds that the correlation between

feminization and wages in the highest paid occupations is clearly positive. Also the

result of Brynin and Perales (2016) that there is no negative association between

feminization and the wages of graduate workers in occupations requiring graduate

skills is consistent with my findings.

On the other hand, repeated cross-sectional regression analysis suggests that,

at least for women, the negative association between the feminization level of a

degree program and its returns has become stronger. The finding implies that

the returns on some feminine degree programs have deteriorated further. In the

Finnish context, the result prompts the need for closer investigation of the links

between typically feminine degrees, public sector employment, and public sector

budget constraints. In Finland, the government has an effective monopoly over the

supply of academic skills. Simultaneously, the public sector is the only significant

employer of graduates from some markedly feminine master’s degree programs.

Another interesting finding from the repeated cross-sectional analysis is that the

negative correlation between degree-program female share and income is counter-

cyclical. It is relatively low at times of economic crises and grows as the economy

picks up. In all probability the finding is due to the higher share of female masters in

the public sector, where employment is not very sensitive to economic fluctuations.

This result is also in line with the conjecture that gender differences in risk aversion

affect choices. Because the public sector offer more secure employment, if women

are more risk-averse than men, they will tend to choose education programs that

lead to public sector jobs.
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Appendices

A A simple model of female share reaction to ex-

pected degree program return change

Separability of preferences It is assumed that preferences are such that anyone

who chooses to apply to university prefers completing any available university degree

to the outside option (studying elsewhere or entering the labor market). This

assumption is introduced to keep the analysis as simple as possible.

University program quotas The total quota of students admitted to univer-

sity studies is π. The quota is expressed as a fraction of the age cohort eligible for

university studies. A fraction π1 of those admitted will be allocated to master’s

degree program λ1 and the rest, π − π1, to program λ2. The determination of the

size of the total quota as well as its distribution between the education programs is

exogenous.

Application and admission Candidates can apply simultaneously to both

programs and are required to state which one is their first choice. Because everyone

is assumed to prefer either program to not studying in university, everyone applies

to both programs.

Admission to university and degree programs is based on an aptitude score. It is

assumed that there is no gender difference in the distribution of the aptitude score

among those who gained admission to university. It is also assumed that preferences

over types of education are independent of the aptitude score.

Preferences over education programs Because it is assumed that any-

one who applies to university will prefer any university education program to not

studying in university, solving the model does not require modeling the decision of

whether to apply for university. It is enough to model the preference of applicants

over the programs and assume that the total number of applicants to university

education is at least as large as the total admission quota π

Preferences over the two education programs are assumed to depend on the
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expected income of program graduates, wλ, λ = 1, 2, as well as on the subjec-

tive personal valuation ai
λ of the non-income attributes of careers associated with

graduating from the program. The preferences of individual i are represented by

U i
λ ≡ U(wλ, ai

λ) = wλ exp(ai
λ).

Denoting relative income ln(w1/w2) by ω and the difference ai
2 − ai

1 by εi, a

student will prefer program λ1 if ln(U i
1) − ln(U i

2) = ω − εi > 0, i.e. if εi < ω,

otherwise λ2 will be preferred. This is the standard random utility model.

The difference between the subjective valuations of the non-income attributes

of the programs, εi, is assumed to be normally distributed with the same variance

over all individuals, but its expectation differs across genders. I assume that eF ≡
E(εi|F ) > E(εi|M) ≡ eM . Without loss of generality eM can be normalized to zero.

This has the interpretation that, on average, male preferences are driven purely by

the relative wage while women assign positive value to the non-monetary aspects

of having education λ2.

Under these assumptions, the probability that conditional on gender λ1 is pre-

ferred to λ2 is a function of the relative income ω:

P λ1
G ≡ P λ1

G (ω) ≡ P
(
U(λ1) > U(λ2)|ω, G

)
= Φ

(
ω − eG

σ

)
, G = M, F, eM = 0, eF > 0

where Φ(.) is the cdf of the standard normal distribution. The probability that

λ2 is preferred conditional on gender is P λ2
G (ω) = 1 − P λ1

G (ω). For any given ω

P λ1
M (ω) > P λ1

F (ω) and P λ2
M (ω) < P λ1

F (ω) This is why I call λ1 the male-preferred

program and λ2 the female-preferred program. It is useful to define:

zλi
G ≡ zλi

G (ω) ≡
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ω−eG

σ
if i = 1

−ω−eG

σ
if i = 2

With this notation P λi
G = Φ(zλi

G ), zλi
G = −z

λj

G , i, j = 1, 2. The assumptions

ensure that zλ1
F < zλ1

M and zλ2
F > zλ2

M for all values of ω.

The assumptions do not imply that men’s and women’s expected incomes are the

same across education program choices, but that the relative income difference for

each gender is the same. The model is compatible with a situation where expected
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female income is, for example, 20 % less than expected male income for graduates

from either program.

Allocating students between education programs The total number of

new students equals the quota π. They are chosen in order of their aptitude score.

Fraction f of these are female and 1 − f male. In this model, the fractions of men

and women among new students is exogenous. The total share of women may be

higher if, for example, the female share of applicants is higher or the aptitude score

of female applicants is higher. However, it is assumed that the aptitude distribution

conditional on university admission is the same for both genders.

Under the model’s assumptions, the share of students preferring λi is given by

P λi = fP λi
F + (1 − f)P λi

M . The quota of students to be admitted to program λi is

πi. There are two possible situations:

(
P λ1 > π1 ∩ P λ2 < π2

)
or

(
P λ1 < π1 ∩ P λ2 > π2

)

Either program will face excess demand in the sense that it will be the first

choice for a share of students exceeding the program’s quota. The probability that

the pre-determined program quotas match the students’ preferences exactly is zero

because, in the model, the population of students is a continuum. Denote the

excess-demand program by λ+, the other program, which I call the unrestricted

admission program by λ− and the respective quotas by π+ and π−.

Denote the aptitude score distribution conditional on university admission, which

is assumed gender-independent, by F (α). Recall also the assumption that prefer-

ences over education programs and aptitude scores are independent. With these

assumptions, the problem of assigning new students to university programs is solved

by admitting to the excess demand program only students who have selected the

program as their first choice and whose aptitude score exceeds the threshold level

α∗ satisfying:

(A.1) P λ+(
1 − F (α∗)

)
= π+
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Defining

(A.2) g(ω) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 − π1
P λ1 (ω) , ω ∈

{
ω : P λ1(ω) > π1

}

0, ω s.t. P λ1(ω) = π1

1 − π2
P λ2 (ω) , ω ∈

{
ω : P λ1(ω) < π1

}

we have α∗ = F −1(g), g ∈ (0, 1). The range of g(ω) is [0, 1), but because the

population of students is a continuum, F (α∗) is continuous, F (α∗) > 0 for any value

of α, therefore α∗ is not defined at g = 0. The function g(ω) itself is everywhere

continuous function of ω.

A.1 Relation between income expectation and female share

changes

When ω ∈
{
ω : P λi(ω) > πi

}
, i = 1, 2, λi is the restricted admission program and

its female share is:

ϕλi =
P λi

F

(
1 − F (α∗)

)
f

πi

=
P λi

F

(
1 − F (α∗)

)
f(

P λi
F f + P λi

M (1 − f)
)(

1 − F (α∗)
) = P λi

F f(
P λi

F f + P λi
M (1 − f)

)
(A.3)

The above equation gives the female share also in the limiting case when ω

is such that P λi(ω) = πi. When ω ∈
{
ω : P λi(ωt) < πi

}
, λi is the unrestricted

admission program and the female share is:

ϕλi = P λi
F f + P

λj

F F (α∗)f
πi

= P λi
F f + P

λj

F g(ω)f(
P λi

F f + P λi
M (1 − f)

)
+

(
P

λj

F f + P
λj

M (1 − f)
)
g(ω)

(A.4)

The possible discontinuity point of ϕλi ≡ ϕλi(ω) is at ω∗ : P λi(ω∗) = πi. Since

g(ω) → 0 as |ω − ω∗| → 0, we have from (A.3) and (A.4) lim|ω−ω∗|→0 ϕλi(ω) →
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ϕλi(ω∗) showing that ϕλi is continuous at ω∗. There are no other possible discon-

tinuity points, so ϕλi is continuous for all ω. Further from (A.3) and (A.4) it is

obvious that limω→±∞ ϕλi(ω) = f , because limω→+∞ P λ1
F = limω→+∞ P λ1

M = 1 and

limω→−∞ P λ2
F = limω→−∞ P λ2

M = 1

For small relative income changes, the restricted program will not change and

the effect of relative income change can be analyzed by standard calculus. With

fixed program shares, the constraint A.1 has to hold, and relative income changes do

not affect students’ overall distribution between programs, only the within-program

female shares. Because the female share of all students is also fixed, a change in the

female share of the excess-demand program must be matched by a corresponding

female share change of the same magnitude and the opposite sign in the unrestricted

program. Hence it is enough to determine the sign of the female share change in

the excess demand program.

When λi is the excess demand program, the female share is given by (A.3). To

make analysis independent on which program’s expected income is the reference, I

define ωi = ω = ln(w1/w2) when i = 1 and ωi = −ω when i = 2. Differentiating

(A.3) with respect to ωi (detailed derivation at the end of the Appendix) results in:

(A.5) ∂ϕλi

∂ωi

= f(1 − f)
(P (λi))2

(
φ(zλi

F )Φ(zλi
M) − φ(zλi

M)Φ(zλi
F )

)

Therefore:

∂ϕλi

∂ωi

> 0 ⇔ φ(zλi
F )

Φ(zλi
F )

>
φ(zλi

M)
Φ(zλi

M)
,

∂ϕλi

∂ωi

< 0 ⇔ φ(zλi
F )

Φ(zλi
F )

<
φ(zλi

M)
Φ(zλi

M)

By the well-known properties of the Mill’s ratio of the normal distribution,

the quantity φ(z)
Φ(z) is a decreasing function of z. By the assumptions of the model

zλ1
F < zλ1

M and zλ2
F > zλ2

M . It follows that ∂ϕ+

∂	+ > 0 if λ+ is λ1 and ∂ϕ+

∂	+ < 0 if λ+ is λ2

In words: if the excess demand program is the male-preferred program, improve-

ment of the income expectations for degree holders from that program leads to an

increase in the female share of students. This is equivalent to saying that when

the unrestricted access program is the female-preferred program, its female share
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increases if income expectations for this program graduates improve. Therefore

if the excess-demand program is the program that men favor, there is a positive

correlation between income expectation changes and female share changes. In the

opposite case, when the excess-demand program is the female-favored program,

the correlation between income expectation changes and female share changes is

negative.

In summary, the established results are:

1. The female share in the male-preferred program

(a) is a continuous function of the relative expected income;

(b) decreases as the relative expected income of the male-preferred program

increases if the male-preferred program is the unrestricted access pro-

gram;

(c) increases as the relative expected income of the male-preferred program

increases if the male-preferred program is the excess demand program;

(d) achieves global minimum when the distribution of all students by first-

choice preference program equals the program quotas;

(e) and approaches the average female share of all university students when

the relative expected income of graduates from the male-preferred pro-

gram either greatly exceeds or is far below the expected income of grad-

uates from the female-preferred program.

2. The female share in the female-preferred program is

(a) a continuous function of the relative expected income;

(b) increases as the relative expected income of the female-preferred pro-

gram increases if the female-preferred program is the unrestricted access

program;

(c) decreases as the relative expected income of the female-preferred program

increases if the female-preferred program is the excess demand program;
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(d) achieves global maximum at the point where students’ distribution by

first-choice preference program equals the program quotas;

(e) and approaches the average female share of all university students when

the relative expected income of graduates from the female-preferred pro-

gram either greatly exceeds or is far below the expected income of grad-

uates from the male-preferred program.

These results are represented graphically in Figure A.1 In the figure the male-

Figure A.1: Graphical representation of the model

favoured program λ1 is the excess demand program to the right of the vertical

line drawn at the expected relative income, which equalizes the distribution of

preferences to the program quotas. The key model result is that in the range

of relative expected income levels where the male-favoured program remains the

excess-demand programs, changes in relative income expectations will be positively

correlated with changes in female share.
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Derivation of equation (A.3) The result is straightforward differentiation of

equation (A.3):

∂ϕλi

∂ωi

= ∂

∂ωi

(
P λi

F f

P λi

)
= ∂

∂ωi

(
P λi

F f

Φ(zλi
F )f + Φ(zλi

M)(1 − f)

)

= φ(zλi
F )f

P λi
−

(Φ(zλi
F )φ(zλi

F )f2

(P λi)2 + Φ(zλi
F )φ(zλi

M)f(1 − f)
(P λi)2

)

= 1
(P λi)2

(
Φ(zλi

F )φ(zλi
F )f2 + Φ(zλi

M)φ(zλi
F )(1 − f)f − Φ(zλi

F )φ(zλi
F )f 2 − Φ(zλi

F )φ(zλi
M)f(1 − f)

)

= f(1 − f)
(P λi)2

(
φ(zλi

F )Φ(zλi
M) − φ(zλi

M)Φ(zλi
F )

)
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B Example: Female share and income changes

positively correlated, relative income in female

dominated category falls

A stylized numerical example clarifies why one may observe a situation in which

there is a positive association between female share and relative income changes

and, simultaneously, the negative association between female share and income level

deepens. According to their university degree, persons are classified into two groups

A and B. A is the male-dominated higher income group. For simplicity, I assume

that there is no within-program income difference between male and female workers

as this issue is not relevant to the current discussion. The scenario is summarized

in Table B.1

In the second period, the total number of individuals in both groups grow in

absolute terms – a situation corresponding to a higher overall number of university

graduates, for example. The share of women of all graduates increases from 0.5 to

0.57. The share of the male-dominated group A in total decreases from 0.5 to 0.44.

Correspondingly, the share of the female-dominated group B increases from 0.5 to

0.56. Simultaneously the female share of the male-dominated program increases by

15 percentage points and the female share of the female-dominated group falls by

five percentage points. The incomes of both groups increase, but relatively more

in the male-dominated group. The result is a positive association between female

share change and relative income change accompanied by the deteriorating relative

income position of the female-dominated group. A cross-sectional "regression" will

produce a female-share coefficient of -0.4 in the first period and -1 in the second

(Female share expressed in percent, e.g., 0.25 = 25 %). A "panel model" with

program fixed effects and period dummies will produce a female share coefficient of

0.5 22.

22In this example gender-specific and total regressions give the same results; weighting does not
matter either.
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Table B.1: Fictive example: Female share and income changes positively correlated,
relative income in female dominated category falls

Period 1 Period 2
Program A
Male number 75 72
Female number 25 48
Total 100 120
Female share 0.25 0.4
Avg. income 100 120
female share change,%-points 15
Income change,% 20.0

Program B
Male number 25 45
Female number 75 105
Total 100 150
Female share 0.75 0.70
Avg. income 80 90
female share change,%-points -5
Income change,% 12.5

Overall
Relative share of program A 0.50 0.44
Female share 0.50 0.57
Relative income level, B/A 0.8 0.75
Change in relative income level„ %-points -5
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C Figures and tables

Figure C.1: Education structure of the non-retired population 18-65

Figure C.2: Population with master’s degree
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Figure C.3: Female share of master’s degree holders

The marker size represents the share of degree program graduates among all
graduates (average of 1987 and 2017). The same weights are used to fit the
line

Figure C.4: Female share in 1987 versus its change 1987-2017
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Figure C.5: The Duncan dissimilarity index for the gender distribution of master’s
programs

The marker size represents the share of degree program graduates among all
graduates (average of 1987 and 2017). The same weights are used to fit the
line

Figure C.6: Female share change versus income change weighted by the female
distribution across degree programs
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Relative female share: the difference between degree program female share
and average female share in the population. Relative income: the ratio of the
average income for 40-50 year old male/female graduates from the degree to
the average income of all male/female graduates in the same age group

Figure C.7: Relative evolution of female share and income, human medicine

Relative female share: the difference between degree program female share
and average female share in the population. Relative income: the ratio of the
average income for the 40-50 years old male/female graduates from the degree
to the average income of all male/female graduates in the same age group

Figure C.8: Relative evolution of female share and income, law
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Relative female share: the difference between degree program female share
and average female share in the population. Relative income: the ratio of the
average income for 40-50 year old male/female graduates from the degree to
the average income of all male/female graduates in the same age group

Figure C.9: Relative evolution of female share and income, dentistry
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Table C.2: Coefficient of female share from the fixed-effects model in which age
between 35-65 and persons with more than one master’s degree are included

Excluding degrees
in medicine, dentistry,

All degree programs vet. medic. and law
Male Female Pooled Male Female Pooled

Coeff. 0.248 0.227 0.184 0.245 0.293 0.210
(S.d.) (0.030) (0.025) (0.019) (0.032) (0.027) (0.021)

1987-1997
Coeff. 0.236 0.382 0.229 0.061 0.319 0.096
(S.d.) (0.065) (0.058) (0.043) (0.067) (0.059) (0.043)
1997-2007
Coeff. 0.149 0.093 0.081 0.290 0.225 0.213
(S.d.) (0.048) (0.043) (0.032) (0.053) (0.047) (0.035)
2007-2017
Coeff. 0.445 0.190 0.315 0.493 0.351 0.436
(S.d.) (0.053) (0.047) (0.035) (0.058) (0.051) (0.038)

Average female share at most 1/3
Coeff. -0.143 0.119 -0.024 -0.133 0.142 -0.012
(S.d.) (0.054) (0.133) (0.049) (0.055) (0.134) (0.050)
Average female share between 1/3 and 2/3
Coeff. 0.370 0.181 0.198 0.371 0.300 0.252
(S.d.) (0.041) (0.038) (0.028) (0.048) (0.046) (0.033)
Average female share at least 2/3
Coeff. 0.182 0.136 0.023 0.323 0.153 0.045
(S.d.) (0.076) (0.036) (0.032) (0.075) (0.036) (0.033)

Total obs 2,242,985 2,424,282 4,667,267 2,072,742 2,192,285 4,265,027
Estimates are based on the model with fixed effects for each person and completed degree-
combination match as well as controls for time, age and labor market factors as described in
the text (section 5.2). Standard errors clustered at individual level.
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Chapter 2 The identified wage gap contribution of

categorical variables in the detailed

Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition

Abstract

This paper shows that part of the categorical variable’s wage-structure dif-

ference effect in the detailed Oaxaca-Blinder gender wage gap decomposition

is identified without coefficient restrictions or other additional assumptions.

This part equals a scaled covariance between the share of observations in

a category and the within-category male-female wage-effect difference. The

scale factor equals the categories’ number. The part identified is a lower

bound of the total wage-structure difference effect under conditions that are

plausible in the context of the gender wage gap. Empirical results showed that

in the Finnish private sector, between 28 and 35 % of the gender wage gap

in 1995 and between 15 and 25 % in 2013 is accounted for by wage-structure

differences traceable to specific variables.

1 Introduction

First presented nearly fifty years ago, the Oaxaca-Blinder (OB) decomposition

(Blinder, 1973, Oaxaca, 1973) is still at the heart of empirical gender wage gap

research 1. It divides the gender wage gap (GWG) into two parts at the aggregate

level. The first part is a measure of the role of gender differences in productive
1 Blau and Kahn (2017), Bruns (2019), Card et al. (2016), Coudin et al. (2018), Gallen et al.

(2019)
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characteristics (e.g., education level, working experience) and other wage determi-

nants (e.g., distribution of workers between occupations and firms). This effect is

also commonly known as the explained portion of the GWG. The second part of

the decomposition reflects that the same factor’s wage effect may differ by gender.

The wage-structure difference effect is commonly known as the unexplained part of

the GWG.

The detailed OB decomposition seeks to evaluate each variable’s contribution

to each aggregate decomposition component. It turns out that, in the detailed

decomposition, the wage-structure difference effect is not well defined whenever a

variable has no natural zero level, which is the case with categorical variables. The

issue arises because the underlying econometric models identify categorical vari-

ables’ wage effects only up to a constant. The wage effects of categorical variables

are generally measured by including a coefficient (a fixed effect) for each category

of the variable in the statistical model. But for each categorical variable, one ef-

fect is redundant. The standard solution is to choose a category and drop it from

the regression, which is equivalent to setting its wage effect to zero. With that

parametrization, the fixed effect coefficients are identified up to a constant: they

represent the difference between the wage effects of a given category and the omitted

group (i.e., the reference) category. The actual wage effect of the omitted category

is unknown.

Oaxaca and Ransom (1999) show that the GWG effect attributable to differences

in the distribution of men and women across the categories of the variable does not

depend on the choice of reference group. On the contrary, this choice affects the size

of the variable’s GWG contribution through the wage-structure difference effect. In

essence, the reason is the following. Suppose that the explanatory variables in the

model are J category variables. In that case, the model’s intercept (or constant

term) can be thought of as the sum of the wage effects of the omitted categories

plus the "average" wage effect of all factors outside the model. The intercept size

depends on the choice of reference group. However, without additional assumptions,

one cannot split the intercept into "marginal effects" of each variable. Solutions to

this problem have been proposed by (Nielsen, 2000), Gardeazabal and Ugidos (2004)
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and Yun (2005, 2008). These are not considered satisfactory by Fortin et al. (2011),

who point out that while the suggestions lead formally to representations of the OB

decomposition that do not depend on the choice of reference group, they may also

lack a clear economic interpretation. The critique seems justified given how the

proposals are derived and motivated.Yun (2008) himself considers his suggestion

to be somewhat arbitrary (p.31). At present, the detailed OB decomposition’s

identification problems are well known to applied researchers. Consequently, the

practice is to report only the characteristics/distribution difference effect of each

variable, i.e., the contribution of each variable to the "explained" portion of the

GWG2.

Instead of trying to go around the identification problem, I argue that, never-

theless, the effect of a categorical variable on the gender wage gap is identified more

comprehensively than is currently thought. I show that:

a) The wage-structure difference effect of a categorical variable on the GWG is

partly identified. The identified part equals the scaled covariance between

the variable’s within-category male-female wage-effect differences and work-

ers’ distribution among the categories of the variable. The scale factor is the

number of categories. It is a lower bound for the total wage-structure dif-

ference effect under certain conditions, which are likely to hold in the GWG

context.

b) The part of the wage-structure difference effect that remains unidentified

equals the simple unweighted average of the absolute within-category male-

female differences in the variable’s wage effects. The reason is that the abso-

lute wage effects of a categorical variable, and consequently also their differ-

ences by gender, are not identified in the underlying wage model.

c) The overall identified effect of a categorical variable on the GWG is the sum of

its distribution difference and its identified wage-structure difference effects.

The overall effect size identified does not depend on which OB-decomposition

alternative is used to evaluate its components.
2See for example Blau and Kahn (2017), Table 4
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To demonstrate the additional insights provided by the methodological results,

I apply them to a large data set covering full-time workers in the Finnish pri-

vate sector in 1995 and 2013. Depending on the evaluation scheme, the identified

wage-structure difference effects of the model’s variables (constructed as categori-

cal) jointly accounted for 28 to 35 % of the overall GWG in 1995. The finding means

that relatively large within-category differences between the male and the female

wage effects of the different variables occurred in categories with relatively large

fractions of workers. This tendency has weakened, and in 2013 the same effects

accounted for 15 to 25 % of the GWG. Variable-by-variable inspection reveals that

the results were driven by developments in the identified wage-structure difference

effects of education level and employer firm.

The study has strong links to recent applied research. The methodology I suggest

is directly applicable to the analysis by, e.g., Blau and Kahn (2017) and Gallen

et al. (2019). A particularly interesting question is whether the partially identified

wage-structure difference effect will, as in this study, lead to some re-evaluation of

education’s importance as a source and explanation of the gender wage gap and its

evolution. Another research line to which this study is closely related investigates

the contribution of firm-specific wage policies to the GWG. The method used to

answer this question is proposed by Card et al. (2016) who identify the wage-

structure-difference effect of firm-specific wage premiums by assuming a simple wage

bargaining model and a link between firm profitability and the absolute size of the

firm-specific wage premiums. The method I propose, applied alongside the approach

of Card et al., is a natural robustness check. It also provides additional insight into

the composition of the average wage gap effect resulting from gender-differentiated

firm-level wage components.
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2 The identification problem in the detailed Oaxaca-

Blinder decomposition

The starting point of the OB decomposition is that wage expectation conditional

on gender and a number of observable variables can be represented by gender-

specific linearly additive models that have the same structure but with gender-

specific coefficients. Denoting gender by G ∈ M, F , the wage by y and suppressing

the individual subscripts i, we therefore have:

(1)
E(y|x, z(j), G) = δG + β

′
Gx +

J∑
j=1

ψ
′
G(j)z(j),

ψ1
G(j) = 0, j = 1...J, G ∈ [M, F ]

To clarify the discussion which follows, I explicitly divide the explanatory variables

in model (1) into two groups, depending on how their wage effects are modelled:

continuous and categorical. Variables measurable on interval scales such as age,

tenure, or years of education, can be modelled either as continuous or as categorical.

An interval-scale variable is categorized by defining intervals of some length as

categories. For example, age can be categorized by forming age categories using

one-year age groups. On the other hand, qualitative and ordinal variables, such as

occupation and type or level of education, can be modelled only as categorical. I also

explicitly separate the constant term of the model, δG, from the actual explanatory

variables. The elements of the vector x represent the variables that are modelled

as continuous, and βG are the corresponding parameter vectors. There are also J

categorical variables in the model, each with K(j) categories modelled by the vector

z(j) of indicator (dummy) variables. A worker belongs to only one category, so for

each worker the sum of the elements of z(j) equals one. Therefore a categorical

variable has only K(j)−1 independent wage effects, i.e. its wage effects are identified

only up to a constant and their full identification requires some (linear) restriction.

In equation (1) all wage effects are identified by choosing the first category of each

categorical variable as a reference, which means that its wage effect is set to zero, i.e.

ψ1
G(j) = 0 j = 1...J . With this normalization, the coefficients ψl

G(J), l = 1..K(j)
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measure relative wage effects, i.e. by how much the wage effect of l:th category of

variable j is above or below the wage effect of the reference category. The difference

between the male and the female expected wage is given by:

E(y|M) − E(y|F ) =
(
δM − δF

)
+

(
β

′
ME(x|M) − β

′
FE(x|F )

)

+
J∑

j=1

(
ψM(j)′

E(z(j)|M) − ψF (j)′
E(z(j)|F )

)
, ψ1

M(j) = ψ1
F (j) = 0 ∀j = 1...J

(2)

The aggregate OB decomposition is derived from (2) by adding and subtracting at

the same time either the male or the female counterfactual wage and re-arranging

terms. The female counterfactual wage at the expected female attributes is the

wage of the "average" woman if she were paid according to the male wage structure:

E(y|F ; M) = δM + β
′
ME(x|F ) +

J∑
j=1

ψM(j)′
E(z(j)|F )

The same principle is applied to define the male counterfactual wage at the average

male attributes. Depending on which counterfactual is used in (2), the aggregate

OB decomposition has two alternative forms (to make notation lighter hereafter I

denote E(y|M) as ȳM , E(x|M) as x̄M etc.):

ȳM − ȳF =
(

β
′
M(x̄M − x̄F ) +

J∑
j=1

ψM(j)′(
z̄M(j) − z̄F (j)

))

+
(

(βM − βF )′
x̄F +

J∑
j=1

(
ψM(j) − ψF (j)

)′
z̄F (j) +

(
δM − δF

))(3)

ȳM − ȳF =
(

β
′
F (x̄M − x̄F ) +

J∑
j=1

ψF (j)′(
z̄M(j) − z̄F (j)

))

+
(

(βM − βF )′
x̄M +

J∑
j=1

(
ψM(j) − ψF (j)

)′
z̄M(j) +

(
δM − δF

))(3’)
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In (3) the female counterfactual wage is added and subtracted to obtain the de-

composition. In (3’) the decomposition uses the male counterfactual wages. The

notation is more detailed than usual to facilitate the discussion further on. The first

term in large brackets on the right-hand side on the first row of equations (3) and

(3’) is the portion of the wage gap "explained" by gender differences in productivity

factors (e.g., years of education and work experience) or by differences in the gender

distribution among categorical variables (e.g., occupation or education field). The

term in large brackets on the second line of each equation is the part of the wage gap

accounted for by the difference between the male and female wage structures. It is

often called the unexplained GWG. Note that part of this term is the difference in

the coefficients of the male and female models’ constants. The numerical values of

the OB decomposition’s terms in (3) and (3) are different because the two versions

of the decomposition use different counterfactual wages.

The detailed OB decomposition breaks down the aggregate decomposition into

the contributions (effects) of individual variables. However, Oaxaca and Ransom

(1999) have shown that only the effect attributable to the difference in the distri-

bution of men and women along the dimension of a categorical variable is identified

in the sense that its size does not depend on the choice of reference group. The

same is not true for the size of the wage-structure difference effect of a categorical

variable. Next, I present these results formally to prepare the discussion in the next

section of the paper. For concreteness, and without loss of generality, I use version

(3) of the OB decomposition, according to which the effect of a categorical variable

on the GWG is:

ψ
′
M z̄M − ψ

′
F z̄F =

K∑
k=1

ψk
Mπk

M −
K∑

k=1
ψk

F πk
F

=
K∑

k=1
(πk

M − πk
F )ψk

M

︸ ︷︷ ︸
distrib. diff. effect

+
K∑

k=1
(ψk

M − ψk
F )πk

F

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wage-struct. diff. effect

, ψ1
M = ψ1

F = 0
(4)

where the elements of the vectors z̄G, , G ∈ [M, F ] are denoted as πk
G, k = 1..K.

Each πk
G is equal to the (expected) share of male respectively female workers in the

category.
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Suppose now that instead of the first category, another one, indexed l, is chosen

as reference. With this choice each coefficient ψk
G in the original parametrization is

transformed to (ψk
G − ψl

G). Therefore using the new parameters the wage gap effect

due to distribution differences by gender is:

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )(ψk
M − ψl

M) =

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )ψk
M − ψl

M

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

=
K∑

k=1
(πk

M − πk
F )ψk

M

(5)

showing that the size of the effect does not depend on the choice of reference category

. The term ∑K
k=1(πk

M −zk
F ) is zero because the sum of workers’ expected shares over

all categories equals one for both genders.

Next I examine the wage-structure-difference effect under the new choice of

reference group:

K∑
k=1

(
(ψk

M − ψl
M) − (ψk

F − ψl
F )

)
πk

F =
K∑

k=1
(ψk

M − ψk
F )πk

F + (ψl
M − ψl

F )
K∑

k=1
πk

F

=
K∑

k=1
(ψk

M − ψk
F )πk

F + (ψl
F − ψl

M) �=
K∑

k=1
(ψk

M − ψk
F )πk

F

(6)

which proves that the size of the wage-structure difference term depends on the

choice of reference group. However, in the next section I show that the wage-

structure-difference effect on the GWG of a categorical variable and hence its over-

all GWG effect are partially identified and have attractive properties. Focusing on

categorical variables does not entail considerable loss of generality, because interval-

scale variables such as age can be modelled as categorical. In fact, this is the pre-

ferred choice when the data set is large, because categorizing interval-scale variables

allows for non-parametric estimation of their wage effects3.
3Only ratios have true zero points, and Oaxaca and Ransom (1999) draw attention to the fact

that the identification problem of the wage-structure-difference effect in the detailed OB decom-
position is not limited to categorical variables. Consider for example two alternative parameter
choices for the variable age in a wage model: actual age and (age-18), i.e. age above 18 years.
Either choice leaves all other model coefficients unchanged except the constant term. This results
in different values for the wage-structure-difference effects of age and (age-18).
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3 The identified effect of a categorical variable on

the gender wage gap

3.1 Derivation of the results

As in the previous section, I will show the results when the OB decomposition is in

the form (3), i.e. when it is derived by adding and subtracting the counterfactual

wages for women. One can derive the corresponding results for the alternative form

(3’) in a completely analogous way. I continue to assume that the first category

of each relevant variable is initially chosen as the reference group. The difference

between the male and the female coefficients in the class k is denoted by Δψk. This

difference is relative to the wage-effect difference between men and women in the

reference category.

Now denote the unknown (unidentified) absolute difference between the male

and female wage effects in the categories of a variable by Δγk (the variable index

j is suppressed). Then starting with the definition (4), the true wage-structure

difference contribution of this variable to the GWG can be written as:

K∑
k=1

Δγkπk
F =

K∑
k=1

Δγk − Δγ̄
K∑

k=1
πk

F + Δγ̄
K∑

k=1
πk

F =

K∑
k=1

(Δγk − Δγ̄)πk
F + Δγ̄

K∑
k=1

πk
F

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

=

KCov(Δγ, πF ) + Δγ̄

(7)

where Δγ̄ ≡ 1
K

∑K
k=1 Δγk is the unweighted average of the male-female wage-

effect differences, taken over the categories of the variable, and Cov(Δγ, πF ) ≡
∑K

k=1(Δγk − Δγ̄)πk
F is the covariance between within-category male-female wage-

effect differences and the expected shares of women across the categories.

Next, I show that Cov(Δγ, πF ) is identified in the estimable wage models iden-

tifying only the relative male-female wage-effect differences. The proof uses the

relation between absolute and relative within-category wage-effect differences by

gender, Δγk and Δψk, which is given by Δγk = Δψk + Δγ1, and Δγ1 is the true
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male-female wage-effect difference in the reference group. By this relation, we have:

KCov(Δγ, πF ) =
K∑

k=1
(Δγk − Δγ̄)πk

F =

K∑
k=1

(Δψk + Δγ1)πk
F −

K∑
k=1

( 1
K

K∑
k=1

(Δψk + Δγ1)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Δγ̄

πk
F =

K∑
k=1

Δψkπk
F + Δγ1

K∑
k=1

πk
F −

( 1
K

K∑
k=1

Δψk
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Δψ̄

( K∑
k=1

πk
F

)
− Δγ1

K∑
k=1

πk
F =

K∑
k=1

(Δψk − Δψ̄)πk
F = KCov(Δψ, πF )

(8)

where Δψk ≡ ψk
M − ψk

F , Δψ̄ ≡ 1
K

∑K
1 Δψk = 0 (note that the restricted zero-effect

in the reference group is included) and Cov(Δψ, πF ) ≡ 1
K

∑K
k=1(Δψk − Δψ̄)πk

F =
1
K

∑K
k=1 Δψkπk

F . Equation (8) proves that part of the gender wage gap effect ac-

counted for by the male-female wage-effect differences of a categorical variable is

identified in the sense that it does not depend on the choice of reference group. The

identified wage-structure difference effect equals the covariance between the true

within-category male-female wage-effect differences and the distribution of female

employment among the variable categories. The positive sign of the effect means

that the within-category wage-effect difference tends to grow with the relative size

of the category, as measured by the expected share of women in the category out

of all women in the population. When the result above is derived using the alter-

native OB-decomposition representation (3’), the effect is KCov(Δψ, πM), i.e. it

is evaluated using the male distribution among categories. If the distributions of

men and women are similar, the size of the effect will not be sensitive to the choice

of evaluation alternative. But if there is strong gender segregation between the

categories of the variable, even the sign of the identified wage-structure-difference

effect may depend on which gender’s distribution is used to evaluate it.

Using the relation between covariance and correlation, the identified part of the

wage-structure difference-effect of a categorical variable on GWG can be further
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decomposed as:

(9) KCov(Δψ, πF ) = KCorr(Δψ, πF )SD(Δψ)SD(πF )

where Corr(., .) denotes the correlation function and SD(.) the standard deviation

function.

Earlier in equation (5) it was shown that the gender distribution difference effect

of a categorical variable on the GWG does not depend on the choice of reference

group. This effect can be expressed as a scaled covariance:

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )ψk
M =

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )ψk
M −

K∑
k=1

(π̄M − π̄F )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1/K−1/K=0

ψk
M + ψ̄M (

K∑
k=1

πk
M −

K∑
k=1

πk
F )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−1=0

=

K∑
k=1

(
(πk

M − πk
F ) − (π̄M − π̄F )

)
(ψk

M − ψ̄M) =
K∑

k=1
(Δπk − Δπ̄)(ψk

M − ψ̄M) =

KCov(Δπ, ψM)

(10)

where Δπk ≡ πk
M −πk

F , π̄M ≡ 1
K

∑K
1 πk

M = 1
K

= 1
K

∑K
1 πk

F ≡ π̄F , Δπ̄ ≡ (π̄M − π̄F ) =

0 and ψ̄M is the average coefficient of the categorical variable computed including

the zero coefficient of the reference category. From the definition of correlation, the

scaled covariance can be also expressed as:

(11) KCov(Δπ, ψM) = KCorr(Δπ, ψM)SD(Δπ)SD(ψM)

Using (4) (which defines the GWG contribution of a categorical variable in the

detailed OB decomposition) together with results (10), (7) and (8), we have:

(12)
K∑

k=1
γk

Mπk
M −

K∑
k=1

γk
F πk

F =
overall identified GWG effect︷ ︸︸ ︷

KCov(Δπ, ψM)︸ ︷︷ ︸
distrib. diff. effect

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wage-struct. diff effect

+KCov(Δψ, πF ) + Δγ̄

Equation (12) determines the size of the GWG contribution of a categorical if the

true wage effects were known. The first term, KCov(Δπ, ψ̄M), is the covariance
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representation of the OB decomposition term ∑K
k=1(πk

M − πk
F )ψk

M which measures

the GWG contribution of a categorical variable due to differences in the distribution

of men and women across its categories. The second term, KCov(Δψ, πF ), is the

identified male-female wage-structure-difference effect of a categorical variable on

the GWG. The sum of the first and the second term is the overall identified effect

of a categorical variable on the GWG. The last term, Δγ̄, is the unweighted

average of the actual within-category male-female wage-effect differences. In terms

of the detailed OB decomposition Δγ̄ is part of the effect of a categorical variable

on the GWG due to gender wage-structure differences. There is no general method

to identify it. As noted by Fortin et al. (2011), the difference in the constant terms

of the male and the female wage models absorbs the actual wage-effect difference

by gender in the reference category. In some exceptional cases, such as when the

categorical variable represents employer firm, there might be plausible assumptions

that identify the absolute firm-specific wage effects and their gender differences, as

shown by Card et al. (2016).

Obviously, if Δγ̄ is non-negative, then

a) the identified gender wage-structure-difference effect of the categorical variable

on the GWG is a lower bound of the variable’s total wage-structure-difference

effect.

b) the overall identified effect of the categorical variable on the GWG is a lower

bound of the variable’s total GWG effect

The term Δγ̄ will be non-negative if, for example, the true male-female wage-

effect difference in the majority of a variable’s categories is positive, and its average

size is as least as large as the average absolute value of the wage-effect difference

in the minority of categories where the true female wage effect exceeds the male

wage effect4. Since a priori this is usually expected to be the case in the context of

the gender wage difference, it is plausible to assume that the identified effect of a
4Suppose Δγk ≥ 0 in KM categories indexed 1..KM and Δγk < 0 in KF categories indexed

(KM + 1)...K. The assumptions state that KM ≥ KF and that Δγ̄M ≡ 1
KM

∑KM

k=1 Δγk ≥
− 1

KF

∑K
k=(KM +1) Δγk ≡ −Δγ̄F > 0. With these assumptions Δγ̄ = KM

K Δγ̄M + KF

K Δγ̄F ≥
KF

K (Δγ̄M + Δγ̄F ) ≥ 0
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categorical variable on the GWG is a lower bound of its total effect. When the OB

decomposition is applied to other situations, it may be more difficult to argue that

the conditions necessary for the lower bound interpretation are likely to hold.5

The last thing to show is that the size of the overall identified effect of a cate-

gorical variable on the GWG, defined as KCov(Δπ, ψM)+KCov(Δψ, πF ), does not

depend on which gender’s counterfactual wages one uses to evaluate its components.

The definition above uses the expression on the right-hand side of equation (12),

which is derived from the version of the OB decomposition obtained by adding and

subtracting the female wage counterfactual. By the well-known properties of the

covariance functions, one can rewrite the overall identified GWG effect as:

KCov(Δπ, ψM) + KCov(Δψ, πF ) = KCov(πM − πF , ψM) + KCov(ψM − ψF , πF ) =

KCov(πM , ψM) −KCov(πF , ψM) + KCov(ψM , πF )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

−KCov(ψF , πF ) =

KCov(πM , ψM) +KCov(πM , ψF ) − KCov(ψF , πM)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

−KCov(ψF , πF ) =

KCov(πM − πF , ψF ) + KCov(ψM − ψF , πM) = KCov(Δπ, ψF ) + KCov(Δψ, πM)

This proves the claim because KCov(Δπ, ψF ) + KCov(Δψ, πM) is the overall iden-

tified GWG effect of a categorical variable when male counterfactual wages are used

to define it.

To summarize, this section showed that:

a) Part of the wage-structure effect of a categorical variable on the GWG in

the detailed OB decomposition is identified. It equals the scaled covariance

between the within-category male-female wage-effect differences and the ex-

pected relative shares of men or women across the variable categories. The

scale factor is the number of categories.

b) What remains unidentified is the simple average of the absolute within-category
5The OB decomposition is most common in studies of wage differences by gender or ethnic

group, but it has other applications. For example, it may be used to evaluate price differences or
price changes due to quality differences or quality changes. Recently Kauhanen et al. (2019) used
the decomposition to analyze the Finnish public-private wage differential
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male-female wage-effect differences, which is also part of the wage-structure

effect on the GWG.

c) The overall identified effect of a qualitative variable on the GWG is defined

as the sum of its gender distribution difference effect and its identified wage-

structure-difference effect. The overall identified effect size does not depend

on which form of the OB decomposition is used to define its components.

d) I show that the overall identified effect of a qualitative variable on the GWG

is a lower bound of its total effect under plausible conditions.

3.2 Alternative approach

Alternative methods to identify the effect of the male-female wage-structure differ-

ence on the GWG have been proposed by Nielsen (2000), Gardeazabal and Ugidos

(2004) and Yun (2005, 2008). In this section, I show that the proposition of Yun

is numerically equivalent to the overall identified GWG contribution introduced in

the previous section. Yun (2005, 2008) normalizes the gender-specific coefficients

ψk
G, k = 1..K, G ∈ [M, F ] of the categories of a categorical variable by expressing

them as deviations from their mean, ψ̄G, where the mean is calculated includ-

ing the zero coefficient of the reference category. The normalized coefficients are

ψ∗k
G = (ψk

G − ψ̄G). Obviously ∑K
k=1 ψ∗k

G = 0. With this normalization, Yun proposes

the following expression as a measure of the effect of a qualitative variable on the

GWG in the detailed OB decomposition:

(13)
K∑

k=1
(πk

M − πk
F )ψ∗k

M +
K∑

k=1
(ψ∗k

M − ψ∗k
F )πk

F

This measure is invariant to the choice of the reference group. Besides, Yun (2005)

motivates its use by pointing out that it is equivalent to the average size of the

effect of a categorical variable on the GWG calculated over all possible reference

category choices.
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Using the definition of ψ∗k
M , the first term of (13) can be also written as:

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )ψ∗k
M =

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )(ψk
M − ψ̄M) =

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )ψk
M + ψ̄M

K∑
k=1

(πk
M − πk

F )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

=
K∑

k=1
(πk

M − πk
F )ψk

M

This shows that the first term of (13) is the usual gender distribution difference

effect on the GWG.

The second term of (13) can be written as:

K∑
k=1

(ψ∗k
M − ψ∗k

F )πk
F =

K∑
k=1

(
(ψk

M − ψ̄M) − (ψk
F − ψ̄F )

)
πk

F =

K∑
k=1

(
(ψk

M − ψ̄M) − (ψk
F − ψ̄F )

)
(πk

F − π̄F + π̄F ) =

K∑
k=1

(
(ψk

M − ψ̄M) − (ψk
F − ψ̄F )

)
(πk

F − π̄F ) + π̄F

( K∑
k=1

(ψk
M − ψ̄M)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

−
K∑

k=1
(ψk

F − ψ̄F )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

)
=

K∑
k=1

(
(ψk

M − ψ̄M) − (ψk
F − ψ̄F )

)
(πk

F − π̄F )

where π̄F ≡ 1
K

is the average female employment share in the categories of the vari-

able. Using the definitions of Δψk and Δψ̄ from (8) it is obvious that ∑K
k=1

(
(ψk

M −
ψ̄M) − (ψk

F − ψ̄F )
)
(πk

F − π̄F ) = ∑K
k=1(Δψk − Δψ̄)(πk

F − π̄F ) = KCov(Δψ, πF ),

showing that the normalized wage-structure effect proposed by Yun is the same

as the identified wage-structure-difference effect of the qualitative variable on the

GWG presented in equation (8). It follows immediately from the results above that

the overall identified contribution of a categorical variable on the GWG, defined in

the previous section, is algebraically identical to the result obtained through the

normalization proposed by Yun (2005, 2008).

Compared to these studies, my contribution is in three aspects. Firstly, I rec-

ognize the relation and the difference between the identified and the total effect

of a categorical variable on the GWG. Secondly, I show that the identified wage-

difference effect of a categorical variable on GWG can be derived directly from the
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underlying wage models and is truly invariant on the choice of reference group. I

do not rely on any additional assumptions or specific parametrizations of the wage

model to obtain the result. Thirdly, the identified wage-difference effect of a cate-

gorical variable on GWG has a clear interpretation because it is a scaled covariance

between the within-category male-female wage-effect differences and the distribu-

tion of workers across the categories of the variable. My contribution addresses

the critique of Fortin et al. (2011). The authors point out that, while existing pro-

posals to identify the wage-structure-difference effect of a categorical variable may

formally lead to detailed OB decomposition independent of the choice of reference

group, they also may lack clear interpretation. I believe that lack of interpreta-

tion is why these proposals have been largely neglected in applied gender wage gap

research.

Another critique by Fortin et al. is that Yun’s normalization is data-specific,

and the results obtained using it cannot be generalized. My analysis shows that

such a critique is not related to the normalization but to the fixed-effect model itself.

Fixed-effect models cannot be used for out-of-sample generalizations. The gender

distribution difference effect of a qualitative variable on the GWG is just as data-

specific as the identified wage-structure-difference effect: data-specific covariances

identify both, as I have shown. Therefore, a generalization of the results will depend

on how representative the data is for some well-defined and interesting labor-market

subset.

4 Application: The Finnish private sector gender

wage gap in 1995 and 2013

4.1 The data and the model

The data set I use is the Harmonized Finnish Structure of Earnings Survey panel

for the private sector. According to Statistics Finland, depending on the industry

branch and year, the data coverage is between 55 and 75 % of the private sector’s

total employment. The data covers the time-span between 1995-2013. Measures
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of wages and labor hours and statistical classifications (education level and field,

occupation, industry) conform to uniform definitions both across industry branches

and firms and over time. The data’s primary restrictions are two. It includes very

few firms with less than five workers and excludes top managers’ wages.

I select from the initial data only full-time employees to avoid issues related to

differences in attachment to the labor market resulting from the greater childcare

and other home responsibilities that Finnish women still face. I analyze hourly

wages for normal (regular) work hours for similar reasons. Hourly wages for regu-

lar hours of full-time workers do not depend on potential working time differences

by gender. Normal hourly wages also exclude overtime pay and non-regular bonus

payments etc. A small number of observations is dropped because of various in-

consistencies and because some reported wages were implausibly high or low. The

dependent variable in the model is the normal log-hourly wage adjusted to the 2013

general wage level in the private sector using Statistic Finland’s Index of wage and

salary earnings. I specify all explanatory variables in the model as categorical. The

explanatory variables include interacted indicators for education level by main ed-

ucation field6. I categorize age by one-year age group from 18 to 65. Occupational

indicators are at the deepest level of the Finnish classification of occupations7. The

model also has employer firm indicators.

For each year, I use in the estimation only the subset of observations for which

separate gender-specific coefficients for the firm and occupation effects can be iden-

tified, to ensure that counterfactual wages can be estimated for all individuals in

the sample for a particular year. I model education with a relatively small number

of parameters. The reason is that if the model is very detailed in all dimensions, it

is likely that one can estimate separate male and female coefficients only in a rel-
6The national education classification is used. The categories are compulsory, secondary, lowest

tertiary, bachelor, masters or higher. The fields are technology, business and social sciences, health
and welfare, services, general, and other. Compulsory education is not classified by field, and the
field "general" contains only secondary education in non-vocational high schools. The field "other"
groups together several main education fields which are either small, e.g., agriculture, or atypical
for the private sector, e.g., teaching and education science.

7The Finnish classification is based on the international ISCO classification but includes an
additional fifth detail level for certain common Finnish occupations. The data codes are according
to the 2013 version of the classification
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atively small and potentially non-representative data subset. I model occupations

in detail because occupational factors are known to be a significant source of the

gender gap. The restrictions shrink the estimation samples by less than four percent

in each cross-section. The final estimation samples contain 504,799 observations in

1995 and 565,180 observations in 2013. The female share in each cross-section is

approximately 40.5 percent.

4.2 Estimation results

Table 1: Summary of the effects of the variables in the model on GWG by effect
type

Standard deviations (in brackets below each term) are computed from 200 bootstraps for each
year. These also used also to construct 200 bootstraps for the 1995-2013 changes.

Table 1 summarizes the empirical findings for the GWG in 1995 and 2013 using

the method developed in this paper. The average gender gap in the data, which is

quite representative for the Finnish private sector, decreased by around 2.7 percent-

age points between 1995 and 2013 when it was 0.17 log-points. Stagnant gender

wage gap over a similar period is also reported in recent research for Denmark

(Gallen et al., 2019) and the United States Blau and Kahn (2017).

The first row in panel A of the table examines the sum of the wage gap effects of

the individual variables in the model attributable to the distributional differences
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of gender across the variables included in the model: occupations, one-year age-

groups, type and level of education, and employer firms. In the OB decomposition,

that term is often named the "explained" portion of the GWG, which is is why the

numbers on this row are identical to the numbers on the second row of panel B. The

second row of panel A presents the sum of the wage gap effects of wage-structure

differences, pinned down to the contributions of individual explanatory variables.

As discussed in the methodological part of the paper, that part of the GWG is, on

the one hand, part of the overall GWG effect attributable to specific variables in the

model (the first row on panel B). On the other hand, it is part of the "unexplained"

portion of the gender wage gap (the third row on panel B) in the OB decomposition.

The third row of panel A is the part of the GWG that cannot be unambiguously

attributed to any particular variable in the model. This part is also independent

of the choice of reference categories because it equals the difference of terms that

themselves do not depend on that choice. Namely, the term equals the difference

between the total GWG and the sum of the individual variables’ overall identified

GWG effects. From the point of view of the OB decomposition, the portion of

GWG not attributable to individual variables is part of the "unexplained" GWG

(third row of panel B).

The method developed in the paper provides greater in-depth insight into the

sources and explanations of the GWG. In 1995 there was a strong tendency for

large within-category gender differences in the wage effects of the model variables

to occur in large categories of workers. Depending on the evaluation scheme (male

or female distribution), this tendency accounted for 28 to 37 percent of the GWG.

The link has weakened considerably, and in 2013 the same effects account for 15 to

25 % of the GWG. Another interesting point is that the portion of the gender wage

gap associated with specific variables (the first row on panel B) remains stable at

about 2/3 of the total GWG, but the relative importance of its components, i.e.,

the gender distribution difference and the identified wage-difference effects, move

in different directions. The role of the distribution difference effect has grown, and

the importance of the identified wage-structure-difference effect has decreased.

Table 2 presents the estimates of each variable’s identified wage gap effects.
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Moreover, using equations (9) and (11), each gender distribution difference effect

and each identified wage-structure-difference effect is presented as the product of

one correlation and two standard deviations scaled by the number of categories of

the respective categorical variable. The decompositions in columns 1 and 3 use the

version of the OB decomposition based on adding and subtracting the female wage

counterfactual, i.e., the wage of the "average" woman if paid according to the male

wage structure (equation (3)). In this case, the distribution difference effect esti-

mates use the male wage structure. The identified wage-structure-difference effect

estimates use the female employment distribution among the variable categories. In

columns 2 and 4, the version of OB decomposition based on adding and subtracting

the male wage counterfactual is used (equation (3’)). In that case, the distribution

difference effect evaluation is based on the female wage structure, and the identi-

fied wage-structure-difference effect is evaluated using the male employment share

distribution.

4.2.1 Age

To examine the effect of age on GWG using the method developed in the paper,

male and female age-wage profiles are estimated non-parametrically by forming one-

year age groups. Non-parametric estimation of the age-wage profile is preferable

to alternatives whenever the data set is large enough to permit it. The identified

effects of age on GWG have been of little importance.

4.2.2 The role of education

Considerable changes in the structure of the workers’ education in Finland occurred

between 1995 and 2013. The fraction of workers with only compulsory education

was very high in 1995 (27 % of male and one-third of female workers) but fell

dramatically over the period (twelve percent of male and ten percent of female

in 2013). Another significant change was establishing the universities of applied

sciences, whose education programs replaced the former lowest tertiary education

tracks and expanded to new fields.

To the extent that the gender wage gap effect attributable to education is iden-
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Table 2: The identified GWG effects of the variables in the model, log-points
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tified, results in Table 2 indicate that both changes of the education structure dif-

ferences by gender and gender differences in rewards to education have contributed

towards closing the GWG. The overall identified gender wage gap effect of edu-

cation fell from 0.032 log-points (about 3.2 percent) to just 0.05 log-points over

the period (compare row 12 columns 1 or 2 to row 12 columns 3 or 4 in Table 2).

In 1995 the gender distribution difference effect was about 0.01 log-points (row 13

columns 1 or 2 in Table 2), while the identified wage-structure-difference effect was

0.021 log-points (row 18 columns 1 or 2 in Table 2). In 2013 this effect was only

about 0.01 log-points. The identified wage-structure-difference effect turns out to

be important for a more comprehensive understanding of the role of education in

the structure and the evolution of the GWG.

Further decomposition of the effect of the difference of the gender distribution

by education on the GWG (rows 14 to 17 in Table 2) does not provide a clear

explanation for the decrease in its importance. When evaluated using the male

wage structure, the reason appears to be that, unlike in 1995, in 2013 there is no

correlation between the size of the education distribution differences by gender and

the size of the education effects on male wages (compare row 14 column 1 to row

14 column 3 in the table). When the same effect is evaluated using the female wage

effects, the explanation is different. The correlation between the gender education

distribution differences and the female wage effects of education was of the same

magnitude in 1995 and 2013, but their sign changed (compare row 14 column 2

to row 14 column 4 in the table). In 1995 the correlation was positive, meaning

that female education wage premiums tended to be higher in education categories

more typical for men8. In contrast, the correlation was negative in 2013: female

education premiums were on average higher in education types more typical for

women. Despite that, in 2013, the education distribution difference effect is also

close to zero when evaluated using the effects of education on female wages. The

reason is that the dispersion (standard deviation) of these effects in 2013 was almost

half of that in 1995 (compare row 16 column 2 to row 16 column 4 in the table).
8Recall that Δπk = πk

M − πk
F , so it is positive when the expected male share in the category

exceeds the expected female share. Therefore the correlation between expected share differences
and wage effects is positive if wage effects tend to be higher in categories more typical for men
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The dispersion of the male wage effects of education also fell between 1995 and 2013

but not nearly as much (compare row 16 column 1 to row 16 column 3 in the table).

In the context of the underlying wage model, the decrease of the dispersion of the

wage effects of education means that given occupation and employer firm schooling

mattered less for the wage level in 2013 than in 1995. I consider the most likely

explanation of this finding to be that in 2013 a larger part of the wage effect of

education is absorbed by the occupational wage effects.

All components of the decomposition of the identified wage-structure-difference

effect of education types on the GWG (rows 19 to 22 in Table 2) were positive

both in 1995 and 2013 but lower in 2013. The finding implies that each compo-

nent’s evolution has contributed to diminishing the wage-structure-difference effect

of education on the GWG. The dispersion of the female distribution across edu-

cation types has fallen significantly (compare row 21 column 1 to row 21 column

3). The explanation is that as the share of women with only compulsory education

fell, women have become much more evenly distributed across various education

categories. The much smaller decrease of the dispersion of the male distribution by

education type (compare columns 2 and 4 on row 21 in the table) is explained by the

substantial fraction of men with secondary technical education. In both years, 1995

and 2013, around one-third of all male workers had secondary technical education.

4.2.3 The role of occupation

An essential feature of the data, which is typical for the Finnish labor market in

general, is the large increase in white-collar employment and the corresponding

decrease in manual blue-collar work since the middle of the 1990s. The share of

male white-collar employees9 in the data rose from around one-third in 1995 to 45

% in 2013. The change was even more prominent for female workers: from around

one-quarter to over forty percent. The large occupational structure change has had

little effect on the overall identified impact of the occupational structure on the

GWG. It was five log-points in 1995, and 4.5 log-points in 2013 (row 23 in Table

2). Its magnitude was determined mostly by occupational segregation by gender,
9The ISCO main categories managers, professionals, technicians and associate professionals
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as seen from the large and positive occupational distribution difference effect (row

24 in the table). Whether evaluated using the male or the female occupational

wage structure, this effect was around five log-points in both years. In the case of

occupations, the role of the wage-structure-difference effect as a wage gap source

has been rather small, and, if anything, it worked to reduce the gender wage gap

slightly (row 29 in the table).

4.2.4 The role of employer firm

Following the influential paper by Card et al. (2016), the firm’s role as a source of

the gender wage gap has recently received considerable attention in applied research.

The firm wage effects reported here are from cross-section regressions and are not

comparable to the results of Card et al.. Cross-section results are subject to the

unobservable heterogeneity bias critique and should be considered tentative. The

overall identified wage gap effect of the firm wage premiums is as large as the overall

identified occupation effect. Its importance has grown somewhat from 0.044 to 0.054

log points between 1995 and 2013 (row 34 in Table 2).

As with education, the identified GWG effect of the firm wage premium differ-

ences by gender turns out to be essential for understanding the role of firm wage

policies for the gender wage gap. The identified effect of the firm-specific wage

premium differences by gender was a very significant source of the gender wage gap

in 1995. It accounted for 0.028 log-points of the GWG when evaluated using the

female employment distribution across firms (row 40 column 1 in the table) and for

0.052 log-points when estimated using the male employment distribution (row 40

column 2). On the other hand, in 1995, the role of the employment distribution

differences between men and women was more limited (row 35 columns 1 and 2).

When evaluated using the female firm-level wage rents, the term was even some-

what negative (-0.007 log points), meaning that female rents tended to be slightly

higher than the average in female-dominated firms. By 2013 the importance of

the identified effect of the within-firm male-female wage premium differences had

decreased (compare columns 3 and 4 to columns 1 and 2 on row 40 of Table 2).

Simultaneously, the importance of gender segregation by firm increased (compare
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columns 3 and 4 to columns 1 and 2 on row 35 of Table 2). There is no evidence

that the finding is related to growth in the firm-specific wage premiums’ dispersion.

Its standard deviation remained around 0.185 log-points for men (columns 1 and

3 on row 38 in the table) and around 0.15 log-points for women (columns 2 and

4 on row 38). What happened was that both male and female firm wage premi-

ums became more positively correlated with the firm-level male-female employment

share differential (compare columns 3 and 4 to columns 1 and 2 on row 36 in Table

2). Simultaneously, the within-firm male-female premium differences became less

positively correlated with relative firm size, especially when size is evaluated using

male employment shares (compare column 4 to column 2 on row 41).

5 Summary

This paper improves the understanding of the extent to which one can identify the

effect of a categorical variable on the gender wage gap (GWG) in the standard

Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition setting. I restrict the analysis to categorical vari-

ables, but this does not entail a significant loss of generality because interval-scale

(continuous) variables can be modeled as categorical.

It has been previously established that the magnitude of the GWG effect of

a categorical variable attributable to the within-category gender differences of the

variable’s wage effects depends on the choice of reference category. I show that part

of this wage-structure difference effect is invariant to the choice of reference cate-

gory, and, in this sense, it is well-defined. The identified wage-structure difference

effect of a categorical variable on the GWG equals the scaled covariance between

the variable’s within-category wage-effect differences by gender and workers’ dis-

tribution among the categories of the variable. The scale factor is the number of

categories.

The unidentified part of the male-female wage-structure difference effect equals

the simple average of the within-category gender differences in the categorical vari-

able’s wage effects. This term is amalgamated in the difference between the male

and female statistical wage models’ intercepts. The identified part of the wage-
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structure difference effect is a lower bound of the total wage-structure difference

effect if the unidentified part is non-negative. This will be the case, for example,

under the following conditions: firstly, the category-specific wage effects are higher

for men in most categories. Secondly, the average absolute wage-effect difference in

the cases where the effect is higher for men is no smaller than the average absolute

wage-effect difference in the categories where the effect is higher for women.

The second channel through which a categorical variable affects the gender wage

gap is the difference in men’s and women’s distributions among the categories. It is

well known that this effect does not depend on the choice of reference group in the

OB decomposition. I show that the male-female distribution difference effect can be

expressed as the covariance between the within-category male-female employment

share differentials and the wage effects of the categories.

I define the overall identified GWG effect of a categorical variable as the sum

of its identified wage-structure difference and gender distribution difference effects.

It is a lower bound of the categorical variable’s total GWG effect if the identified

wage-structure difference effect is a lower bound of the full wage-structure difference

effects. The identified GWG contribution of a categorical variable is algebraically

identical to the result obtained from the normalization proposed by Yun (2005,

2008). However, I do not rely on any additional assumptions or restrictions, and

the economic interpretation of the identified GWG effect of a categorical variable

becomes obvious.

The partial identification of the wage-structure difference effect of a categorical

variable on the gender wage gap makes it possible to examine the variable’s impor-

tance for the gender wage gap more broadly. The paper’s empirical part shows that,

in 1995, the identified portions of the wage-structure effects of age, education, occu-

pation, and employer firm jointly accounted for 28 to 35 % of the total GWG. The

result means a strong tendency towards large within-category male-female wage-

effect differences in large workers’ categories. This feature has weakened over time.

In 2013 the identified parts of the wage-structure effects of the model variables

jointly accounted for 15 to 25 % of the GWG. Variable-by-variable examination

shows that the above findings have been driven by developments in the identified
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wage-structure difference effects of education and employer firm.
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Chapter 3 Firm-specific wage premiums and the

gender wage gap of Finnish workers: one model

does not fit all

Abstract

In private sector blue-collar occupations in Finland, firm-specific wage

premiums differ both by gender and by gender dominance of the occupa-

tion. Firm-specific factors account for 1/3 of the gender wage gap in female-

dominated blue-collar occupations. For male-dominated blue-collar occupa-

tions, the results are somewhat inconclusive, but firm factors may be a much

less important source of the gender wage gap in this group. I contribute to

the method used in this type of study in two ways. Firstly, in the empirical

analysis, I use the fact that the gender wage gap effect arising from within-

firm differences in male and female wage premiums (the bargaining effect)

is partly identified directly from the wage model. Under plausible assump-

tions, this effect is a lower bound of the full bargaining effect. Secondly, I

also quantify the uncertainty associated with identifying the full bargaining

effect. This uncertainty is high for male-dominated blue-collar occupations

in the data.
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1 Introduction

A well-established strand in the gender wage gap literature suggests that sorting of

women into low-wage firms 1 is an important factor for the gender wage gap. In

Finland, the link between job, employer firm, and the gender wage gap has been

studied by Korkeamäki and Kyyrä (2006). The authors decompose the overall effect

of men and women’s job level segregation into within- and between firm components.

These are identified by normalizing the deviations of the within-firm job level wage

averages from the overall firm average to zero. For white collar employees, they find

that job-within-firm segregation accounts for over half of the raw gender gap, and

between-firm segregation explains 16 % of the gap.

However, only the recent paper by Card et al. (2016) (hereafter CCK) has made

the role of firm-specific wage premiums central to the current discussion of the

gender wage gap. Before that, most of the literature on the sources and explanations

of the wage gap used empirical models where the firms’ contribution to the gender

gap was not interpretable in terms of firm-specific wage premiums2. For example,

the "between firm" part of the decomposition presented by Korkeamäki and Kyyrä

is not a measure of differential gender sorting across firms paying different wage

premiums. In their model, the firm is "low wage" simply if it employs a large

share of workers who would earn low wages everywhere. In this setting, fast-food

restaurant workers are always employed in a low-wage firm even if their wages

exceed the typical fast-food restaurant worker’s average.

Firm-specific wage premiums imply that, instead of a single wage, a distribution

of wages exists for persons with identical productivity characteristics. Different

firms are located at different points of the wage distribution for all workers they

employ. The existence of firm-specific wage premiums may reflect many things such

as rent sharing, efficiency wages, strategic wage posting behavior (Card et al., 2013)

or simply compensating differentials for firm-specific working circumstances or the
1Groshen (1991), Barth and Mastekaasa (1996), Bayard et al. (2003), Datta Gupta and Roth-

stein (2005), Amuedo-Dorantes and De La Rica (2006), Simón (2012)
2There are exceptions such as Simón (2012), who estimates regressions, including workplace

effects, for nine European countries. The estimated coefficients of the workplace effects are cross-
sectional estimates of the workplace-specific wage premiums.
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presence (lack) of different amenities in the firm.

Firm-specific wage premiums can affect the wage gap for two reasons. First, the

gender employment distribution may have different concentrations across the high-

and low-wage premium firms. CCK label this as the sorting effect. Second, within

a firm the size of the premium may differ by gender. This is labeled by CCK as the

"bargaining effect", because the authors explain within-firm gender differences in

firm wage premiums using different abilities of male and female workers to capture

rent in the bargaining process over the distribution of firm’s economic surplus.

To evaluate the sorting and bargaining effects and the overall wage gap con-

tribution of the firm-specific wage premiums, CCK apply a method based on the

Oaxaca-Blinder (OB) decomposition (Blinder, 1973, Oaxaca, 1973). In the stan-

dard OB setting, the size of the bargaining effect is not well-defined without further

assumptions because the absolute size of the firm-specific wage premiums is not

identified. One can infer from the underlying wage models only firm wage premi-

ums relative to the firm wage premium in some arbitrarily chosen firm or group of

firms. The problem is currently well-known (see Fortin et al., 2011, Oaxaca and

Ransom, 1999). To solve it, CCK assume that the expected firm wage premium is

truly zero for both genders in firms whose profitability is below some threshold level.

Above the profitability threshold, expected firm-specific wage premiums are posi-

tive (but possibly different for male and female workers). The authors use financial

data to identify the threshold and estimate the size of the bargaining effect.

This paper’s first contribution is that, alongside the CCK method, I also apply

another method that identifies only part of the bargaining effect but requires no ad-

ditional information and assumptions. The procedure uses the fact that in a model

with firm-level fixed effects, the total bargaining effect is the sum of two compo-

nents. The first component is the simple average of the within-firm male-female

differences of the absolute firm-specific wage premiums. One cannot identify this

component without further assumptions. The second component is the co-variance

between the within-firm male-female premium difference and the firm size as mea-

sured by the firm’s share of the total male or female employment. This co-variance

does not depend on the choice of reference firm and therefore partially identifies
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the bargaining effect. The partial bargaining effect is a lower bound of the total

bargaining effect under two assumptions. Firstly, the firm-specific wage premium

is higher for men in most firms. Secondly, the excess of the male firm-specific wage

premiums over the female firm-specific wage premiums is, on average, at least as

large as the average excess of the female premiums over the male premiums in

the minority of firms paying higher premiums to women. These assumptions seem

plausible in the context of the gender wage gap.

Another methodological contribution is that I evaluate the uncertainty intro-

duced into the estimate of the total bargaining effect through the sampling vari-

ability in the estimates of the constants used to normalize the firm wage effects in

a way that gives them the interpretation of absolute wage differences.

I obtain the study’s empirical results using a linked employer-employee panel

covering between 55 and 75 % of all private sector employment in Finland between

1995 and 2013. These results are an interesting contribution to the growing empir-

ical literature on the firm-specific wage premiums’ role as a source and explanation

of the gender wage gap.

It turned out that several factors that have been of little importance in previous

research are essential in the Finnish case. First, the assumption of exogenous mobil-

ity, which is needed to obtain unbiased estimates for the firm-specific wage effects,

is likely to be reasonable only for the subset of blue-collar workers. Second, gender

segregation by employer firms is strongly related to gender segregation by occupa-

tion. This may cause confusion between the wage-gap effects of gender sorting by

firm and sorting by profession. Moreover, there is reasonably strong evidence that

firm wage premiums vary not only by gender but also by gender dominance of the

occupation. It turns out that there is no clear profitability threshold identifying the

zero-rent firms. As a result, good enough estimates of the total bargaining effect

could not be obtained with CCK’s baseline procedure. The findings above confirm

the conjecture that, due to specific features of the national labor markets, the firm-

specific wage premiums’ role as a source and explanation of the gender wage gap is

likely to exhibit a lot of country variation.

The main numerical results are as follows: in male-dominated blue-collar occu-
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pations, the sorting and the partially identified bargaining effects together account

for 1.4 percentage points of the gender wage gap (10 % of the total wage gap). In

this group, the total bargaining effect and, consequently, the overall wage gap effect

could not be reliably estimated. In female-dominated blue-collar occupations, the

firm-specific wage premiums’ total wage gap effect is about 3.6 percentage points

(approximately 1/3 of the group’s overall wage gap). Its magnitude is close to the

sum of the sorting and the partially identified wage gap effects, which accounts for

3.1 percentage points of the gender wage gap in female-dominated occupations.

2 Setup and methods

2.1 The modeling framework

In line with Card et al. (2016), the setting that motivates the model is the fol-

lowing. It is assumed that firms generate non-negative economic surplus, which is

split between the firms and their workers through some form of bargaining. There

is, potentially, systematic gender difference in bargaining power. Let worker i be

employed in period t at firm J(i, t). With the above assumptions his (her) wage is

given by:

(1) wit = αit + δGSiJ(it)t, , G ∈ M, F

In this equation, αit represents the general earning capacity of the individual (which

can also be viewed as the income from self-employment, as in CCK). SiJ(it)t is the

economic surplus for the period, and δG is the fraction received by the worker.

This fraction is gender-specific, as indicated by the superscript G, which stands

for a person’s gender (M for male and F for female). The term δGSiJ(it)t has the

interpretation of firm-specific rent. The economic surplus consists of three parts:

(2) SiJ(it)t = S̄J(it) + φJ(i,t)t + miJ(i,t)
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The first term on the RHS of (2) is the permanent part of the firm’s surplus. It may

reflect, for example, market power. The second term is a period-specific firm-level

"profitability shock," and the third term, miJ(i,t), is the component reflecting the

productivity of the worker at the current employer, and depends on the quality of

the firm-worker match.

The individual earning capacity is also thought as the sum of three components:

(3) αit = αi + βGXit + εit, G ∈ F, M

where the first term on the RHS is the time-constant employer-independent earning

capacity, the second term reflects earning capacity related to time-varying personal

characteristics such as experience, and εit is a transitory productivity component.

Putting together equations (1)-(3), the wage of person i in period t working in firm

j (for short of J(it)) can be written as:

wit = αi + βGXit + δGS̄j︸ ︷︷ ︸
γG

j

+rit

rit ≡ δGφjt︸ ︷︷ ︸
φjt

+ δGmij︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij

+εit

(4)

In what follows, I will use for some of the terms the simplified notation presented

in (4) below each of them.

The presentation (4) is consistent with the well-known two-way fixed effect

model of Abowd et al. (1999) (hereafter abbreviated as AKM): αi is the individual

fixed-effect, γG
j is the gender-specific employer-firm fixed effect and Xit is a vector of

time-variable controls with gender-specific returns βG. OLS, fitted separately on the

subsets of men and women, will provide unbiased estimates of the gender-specific

firm-effects if the composite error terms rit satisfy the following orthogonality con-

ditions (equation 5 p. 646 in CCK):

E

(
(rit − r̄i)(Dj

it − D̄j
i )

)
∀j ∈ 1...J(5)
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where D is an indicator variable that takes value 1 if individual i is employed in

firm j at period t and the bar indicates the average over the time periods.

Condition (5) is known as the exogenous mobility condition. The condition can

be violated for several reasons. First, employees may tend to move from firms expe-

riencing transitory negative shocks (low φjt) to firms experiencing positive shocks

(high φjt). Second, mobility may be correlated with positive personal shocks. A

worker may be more likely to move to a high-wage firm when εit is high and to a

low-wage firm when εit is low. From a practical perspective, different wage trends

of employer-changers and stayers suggest that the exogenous mobility assumption

does not hold. Therefore, examining the wage-trends of movers and stayers provides

indicative information about the plausibility of the assumption.

The most greatly disputed part of the exogenous mobility assumption is the

exogeneity of the match effect mij. Since Jovanovic (1979), there has been a strong

strand in the economic literature that views differences in job-match productivity

across types of workers and firms as the primary driver of job mobility. The ad-

ditivity of the workers’ and the firms’ fixed effects in the AKM model is a direct

consequence of assuming orthogonal match effects. Additive worker and firm wage

effects imply the following symmetry. Suppose that firm A pays higher wages than

firm B. Suppose the latent worker and firm wage effects are additive. In that case,

all workers moving from A to form B should receive a wage increase of the same

magnitude as the wage decrease experienced by all movers in the opposite direction,

i.e., from B to A. Job mobility related to worker and firm productivity complemen-

tarities is a violation of the exogenous mobility assumption. In the presence of

complementarities, moves from a high- to a low-wage firm are likely to be observed

only when the wage loss due to lower firm-specific wage premium is at least partly

offset by increased productivity (a better job match). Consequently, one is not

likely to observe symmetry between wage gains and wage losses from reciprocal

moves between firms.

One cannot test the validity of the exogenous mobility assumption, but there are

mobility patterns that are inconsistent with it. In section 5. I explain and perform

the indicative checks proposed by Card et al. (2013) and Card et al. (2016).
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Another issue in the AKM-model is the identification of the firm effects. Abowd

et al. (2002) prove that these effects are identified only within a set connected by

workers’ mobility. The following example is a heuristic clarification of the "con-

nected set" concept in this setting. Suppose there are four firms, A, B, C, and D.

Two moves are observed. One worker from A moves to C and one worker from C

moves to B. The set (A, B, C) is connected by mobility: A and C and C and B

are connected directly, A and B indirectly. Firm D is not part of the connected

set. I find the largest connected set using the algorithm described in Abowd et al.

(2002)3. One can evaluate the gender wage gap contribution of the firm-specific

wage premiums only in the subset of firms for which these effects are identified sep-

arately for each gender. In this study, as in CCK, this subset is the intersection of

the largest connected sets for men and women and is named "the double connected

set."

2.2 The zero rent firms

The estimates of the firm-specific wage effects from (4) are identified up to a con-

stant. If there are J firms in the model, one can freely estimate only J − 1 effects.

The effect of one of the firms is redundant. One can set this effect to zero. With

this parametrization, the other firm-level wage effects represent differences w.r.t.

the unknown effect in the reference firm. To make a clear distinction between the

firm-specific rents relative to the rent in the reference firm and the actual (absolute)

rents, I denote here and throughout the test the true rents by the letter γ. The

letter ψ is reserved for the relative rents.

It turns out (see discussion in section 2.3) that, to evaluate the full wage-gap

effect of the firm wage effects, one needs a method to retrieve the actual rents.

The procedure proposed by CCK is the following: from the assumptions about the

wage-setting, the expected actual wage rents must be non-negative. Otherwise,

one would do at least equally well by choosing one’s outside option αit instead

of employment at firm j. CCK assume that firms will pay positive rents if their
3The user-written Stata-program reghdfe (Correia, 2017) has an option to identify mobility

groups. I have used it to confirm my result.
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average economic surplus exceeds some threshold S0. I further assume that some

very profitable firms, whose surplus exceeds an upper threshold level S1, do not

have to share the entire surplus because their workers do not have a better option

anyway. This situation seems to be relevant for the Finnish case. Then from (4),

the relation between the actual rent and the surplus is given by:

(6) E(γG
j ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if S̄j <= S0

δG
j (S̄j − S0) if §0 < S̄j <= S1

δG
j (S1 − S0) if S̄j > S1

Given an appropriate measure of average economic surplus and the thresholds

the above "model" can be fit to the data for a series of S0 and S1 choices within the

range which is likely to contain their true values4:

ψ̂M
j = aM + δMD{S0 < S̄j ≤ S1}S̄j + δM(S1 − S0)D{S1 < S̄j} + εM

j

ψ̂F
j = aF + δF D{S0 < S̄j ≤ S1}S̄j + δF (S1 − S0)D{S1 < S̄j} + εF

j

(7)

where ψ̂G, G ∈ M, F are the estimates of the gender-specific fixed effects from the

AKM-model with arbitrarily chosen reference firm. The variables D{} are dummies

that take value 1 if the condition in the curly brackets is satisfied. The final choice

of the thresholds S0 and S1 is based on some relevant criterion. I select the values

minimizing the sum of the mean squared errors of the male and the female equations

(see section 8.1).

The firms whose surplus falls below Ŝ0 (the estimate of S0) are the estimated

subset of firms assumed to pay zero rent on average. Denote the (employment

weighted) averages of the male and female models fixed effects in this subset by
¯̂
ψG

S0 , G ∈ M, F coefficient The estimates of the true firm rents are obtained by the

renormalization γ̂G
j = ψ̂G

j − ¯̂
ψG

S0 , j = 1...J, G ∈ M, F . The procedure described

in this paragraph is also used when the set of zero-rent firms is determined under

alternative assumptions. In this study, alternative assumptions are that the zero-

rent firms are either those in the hotel and restaurant industry or those in the retail
4The range can be determined by by graphical inspection of the data, see section 8.1
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trade.

2.3 The Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition: sorting and bar-

gaining effects

For clarity of exposition and without loss of generality, I assume that the two-way

fixed effect AKM model (4) contains only the fixed firm and worker effects, αi

and ψG
j . The superscript G indicates, as before, that the firm-specific effects are

gender-specific (F for "female" and M for "male")5:

(8) wit = αG
i + ψG

j + rit, G = F, M, ψG
k = 0

In equation (8) I explicitly denote that the male and female firm effects of the

arbitrarily chosen firm k are set to zero because, as mentioned earlier, only J − 1

firm-specific wage effects can be freely estimated. The coefficients ψG
j are relative

rents, i.e., differences between the rent one receives in firm j as compared to the

rent one receives in the reference firm k.

The Oaxaca-Blinder (Blinder, 1973, Oaxaca, 1973) decomposition (the OB de-

composition hereafter) of the effect of the firm rents (the firm-specific wage effects)

on the gender wage gap is given by:

(9)

J∑
j=1

(ψM
j πM

j − ψF
j πF

j ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

J∑
j=1

(πM
j − πF

j )ψM
j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
sorting, M rents

+
J∑

j=1
(ψM

j − ψF
j )πF

j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
barg. F empl. distr.

J∑
j=1

(πM
j − πF

j )ψF
j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
sorting, F rents

+
J∑

j=1
(ψM

j − ψF
j )πM

j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
barg. M empl. distr.

ψM
k = ψF

k = 0

The left-hand side of equation (9) is the difference between the expected values

of the firm rents for men and women. πM
j denotes the probability that a man is

employed in firm j. Correspondingly πF
j is the probability that a woman is employed

5Identification of all gender-specific firm-effects requires a "double connected" set as discussed
in section 2.1
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in that firm. The right-hand side of (9) is the OB decomposition, which splits the

expected gender difference in firm-specific wage effects into two parts. The first

part is the sorting effect, a measure of the portion of the wage gap attributable to

the difference in men’s and women’s employment distributions among firms paying

different rents. The second part is the bargaining effect, measuring the wage gap

attributable to differences in within-firm rents by gender. CKK name this term

the bargaining effect because in the model setup (see section 2.1), the difference

originates from gender differences in bargaining power or bargaining skills. The

decomposition has two alternative forms, each shown on one of the rows within

the big curly bracket. On the first row, the sorting effect is evaluated using the

male rents, and the bargaining effect is evaluated using the female employment

distribution. On the second row the terms are evaluated the other way around.

As shown by Oaxaca and Ransom (1999) and discussed in detail by Fortin et al.

(2011), the choice of reference firm does not affect the size of the sorting effect.

In contrast, the size of the bargaining effect, and, therefore, the size of the total

contribution of the firm-specific rents to the gender wage gap, depends on the choice

of reference group. In this sense, the bargaining effect is not well-defined in general.

In section 2.2 I discussed the CCK method, which is based on assuming, on some

plausible grounds, that the expected value of firm rent is truly zero for both genders

in a subset of firms. Choosing this subset as the reference group allows the retrieval

of the absolute firm wage effects and identification of the bargaining effects.

2.4 Partial identification of the bargaining effect

This section shows how part of the wage gap effect due to within-firm male-female

differences in the firm-specific wage premiums (the bargaining effect) can be identi-

fied without any additional assumptions. The partially identified bargaining effect

is different from zero if within-firm gender differences in the firm-specific wage ef-

fects correlate with the firms’ employment share. The size and sign of the effect

can provide important insights into the nature and the structure of the firm-specific

wage rents. The results presented here are in the context of the AKM model. The
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general results are derived in the second chapter of this dissertation6.

I show the results for the case when the bargaining effect is evaluated using the

female employment distribution, as the results are derived analogically when the

male employment distribution is used. I denote ψ̄M ≡ 1
J

∑J
j=1 ψM

j , ψ̄F ≡ 1
J

∑J
j=1 ψF

j ,

π̄M ≡ 1
J

∑J
j=1 πM

j and π̄F ≡ 1
J

∑J
j=1 πF

j (obviously π̄M = π̄F = 1
J
). These are simple

arithmetic means (averages) over the set of firms. The averages π̄M and the π̄F

are calculated over all firm-rent coefficients including the coefficient of the reference

firm, which is restricted to zero. The bargaining term (the second term on the first

row on the RHS of (9)) can be re-written as:

J∑
j=1

(ψM
j − ψF

j )πF
j =

J∑
j=1

((
(ψM

j − ψF
j ) − (ψ̄M − ψ̄F )

)
+ (ψ̄M − ψ̄F )

)(
(πF

j − π̄F ) + π̄F
)

=

J∑
j=1

(
(ψM

j − ψF
j ) − (ψ̄M − ψ̄F )

)
(πF

j − π̄F ) + π̄F
J∑

j=1

(
(ψM

j − ψF
j ) − (ψ̄M − ψ̄F )

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ (ψ̄M − ψ̄F )
J∑

j=1
(πF

j − π̄F )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ Jπ̄F︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

(ψ̄M − ψ̄F ) =

J∑
j=1

(
(ψM

j − ψ̄M) − (ψF
j − ψ̄F )

)
(πF

j − π̄F ) + (ψ̄M − ψ̄F ) = JCov(ψM − ψF , πF ) + (ψ̄M − ψ̄F )

(10)

Next I show that the first term on the fourth line of eq. (10), which is J

times the empirical covariance between the within-firm male-female firm fixed effect

difference and the firm’s female employment share, does not depend on the choice

of reference group and has a meaningful interpretation. Denote the unidentified

absolute ("true") rents as γG
j and their simple arithmetic means over all firms as γ̄G

where G ∈ [M, F ] and j = 1, 2, ...J . With the chosen reference firm k the relation

between ψG
j and γG

j is ψG
j = γG

j − γG
k for all j. Then we have:

6"The identified wage gap contribution of categorical variables in the detailed Oaxaca-Blinder
decomposition"
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J∑
j=1

(
(ψM

j − ψ̄M) − (ψF
j − ψ̄F )

)
(πF

j − π̄F )

=
J∑

j=1

(
(γM

j − γM
k ) − ψ̄M − (γF

j − γF
k ) + ψ̄F

)
(πF

j − π̄F )

=
J∑

j=1
(γM

j − γF
j )(πF

j − π̄F ) − (γM
k − γF

k + ψ̄M − ψ̄F )
J∑

j=1
(πF

j − π̄F )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

=
J∑

j=1
(γM

j − γF
j )(πF

j − π̄F ) − (γ̄M − γ̄F )
J∑

j=1
(πF

j − π̄F )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

=
J∑

j=1

(
(γM

j − γF
j ) − (γ̄M − γ̄F )

)
(πF

j − π̄F ) = JCov(γM − γF , πF )

(11)

The last row’s expression does not depend on the choice of reference firm. That

proves the claim. It equals J times the empirical covariance between the within-

firm male-female differences of the actual firm rents and the employment distri-

bution of women across firms, Cov(γM − γF , πF ). If male employment shares are

used, the term will be proportional to the covariance between within-firm male-

female actual rent differences and the male employment distribution among firms,

Cov(γM − γF , πM). Because it is a scaled covariance, the term is positive if within-

firm male-female firm rent differences tend to grow with employment shares. I

refer to Cov(γM − γF , πF ) and alternatively to Cov(γM − γF , πM) as the partially

identified, or simply the partial, bargaining effect.

The total bargaining effect (10) is not identified without additional assumptions,

because the term (ψ̄M − ψ̄F ) depends on the choice of reference group. This term

is evaluated over the firms employing both male and female workers. Therefore it

equals the simple average of the within-firm male-female rent differences relative to

the unknown difference in the reference group. (ψ̄M − ψ̄F ) is related to the average

absolute within-firm male-female firm rent difference, (γ̄M − γ̄F ) as follows:

γ̄M − γ̄F = (ψ̄M − ψ̄F ) + (γM
k − γF

k )(12)
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where (γM
k −γF

k ) is the true difference between the male and female rents in the ref-

erence firm k. In the econometric model, this difference is absorbed in the difference

of the intercepts of the male and female regressions7. Expression (12) shows exactly

which part of the bargaining effect is not identified by the fixed-effect model: the

simple average of the within-firm male-female firm rent difference. If this term is

non-negative, the partial bargaining effect is a lower bound of the total bargain-

ing effect. The average unweighted within-firm male-female rent difference will be

non-negative if, for example, the following two conditions hold. First, firm-specific

wage rent is higher for men in most firms. Second, the excess of the male wage rent

over the female wage rent in these firms is, on average, at least as large as the av-

erage female excess rent over the male rent in the minority of firms who pay higher

rents to women8. This seems a plausible assumption. It is a priori expected that

within-firm rent differences by gender, if they exist, will favour men in the majority

of firms. If some firms favor women, it seems unlikely that the excess rents women

receive in these firms will be on average higher than the excess rents received by

men in the firms which favor them.

In the empirical part of the paper I use some further results, proved in the

second chapter of the dissertation. It can be shown that the sorting effect can also

be expressed as a scaled empirical covariance. When the male rent structure is used,

the expression is:

J∑
j=1

(πM
j − πF

j )ψM
j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
sorting, M rents

= JCov(πM − πF , ψM) = JCov(πM − πF , γM)
(13)

Using (11) and (13) I define the total identified firm effect contribution to the

gender wage gap (TIFC) as the sum of the sorting and the identified bargaining

effects. Like the OB decomposition, TIFC can also be defined in two alternative
7It is not obvious from the notation of equation (8). Still, the model has an (implicit) overall

constant term
8Formal presentation of the argument. The total number of firms is J . Suppose γM

j −γF
j ≥ 0 in

JM firms indexed from 1 to JM and γM
j −γF

j < 0 in JF firms indexed from JM +1 to J . Suppose
further that JM ≥ JF and that Δγ̄JM ≡ 1

JM

∑JM

j=1(γM
j − γF

j ) > 1
JF

∑J
j=JM+1(γF

j − γM
j ) ≡

−Δγ̄JF

>0. Then (γ̄M − γ̄F ) = JM

J Δγ̄JM

+ JF

J Δγ̄JF ≥ JF

J (Δγ̄JM

+ Δγ̄JF

) > 0
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ways depending on how the sorting and the partial bargaining effects are evaluated.

It turns out that the two alternative representations are identical numerically and

we have:

(14) TIFC ≡

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

JCov(πM − πF , ψM)︸ ︷︷ ︸
sort.M rents

+ JCov(ψM − ψF , πF )︸ ︷︷ ︸
part. barg. F empl. distr

JCov(πM − πF , ψF )︸ ︷︷ ︸
sort.F rents

+ JCov(ψM − ψF , πM)︸ ︷︷ ︸
part. barg. M empl. distr

The structure of TIFC closely resembles that of the OB decomposition (9) but it

is invariant to the choice of reference firm. Clearly, TIFC is a lower bound of the

total firm effect contribution to the gender wage gap if the partial bargaining effect

is a lower bound of the full bargaining effect.

2.5 Identifying the total bargaining effect: uncertainty due

to sampling variability

Using (10), (11) and (12) the total bargaining effect evaluated using the female

employment distribution is given by:

JCov(ψM − ψF , πF )︸ ︷︷ ︸
partial bargaining

+ (γ̄M − γ̄F )︸ ︷︷ ︸
avg. abs. firm. eff. diff.

=
J∑

j=1
(ψM

j − ψF
j )πF

j + (γM
k − γF

k )︸ ︷︷ ︸
true rent. diff. in ref. firm

(15)

The bargaining effect using the male employment distribution is given by replacing

πF with πM in the above expression. The first term on the second row is esti-

mated directly using the results from the AKM model but, as discussed, (γM
k −γF

k ),

i.e. the true male-female rent difference in the arbitrarily chosen reference firm k,

cannot be identified without additional assumptions. I refer to this term as the (re)-

normalization constant. In section 2.2 I described the method proposed by CKK,

which is based on the assumption that the actual firm-specific premiums (rents) are

non-negative on average, and that there is a identifiable subset of firms for which
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the expected rent paid to both men and women is zero. Denote as in section 2.2

by S0 the subset of zero-rent firms. Using the above assumption together with the

relation between the absolute ("true") within-firm male-female rent differences and

the within-firm male-female rent differences relative to the gender rent difference in

the reference firm, we have:

0 =E(γM
s − γF

s |s ∈ S0) = E

(
(ψM

s + γM
k ) − (ψF

s + γF
k )|s ∈ S0

)

= E(ψM
s − ψF

s |s ∈ S0) + (γM
k − γF

k )
(16)

As elsewhere in the text, the absolute firm rents are denoted by γ and the rents

relative to the rent at the reference firm k by ψ. Re-arranging the terms on both

sides of (16) shows that the true male-female rent difference at the arbitrarily chosen

reference firm is given by:

(γM
k − γF

k ) = −E(ψM
s − ψF

s |s ∈ S0) = E(ψF
s − ψM

s |s ∈ S0)(17)

As shown in 2.2, given the set of zero-rent firms, it is straightforward to obtain

estimates for the "true" firm effects and the total bargaining effect (15). The issue

overlooked in previous research is that estimating the re-normalization constant

introduces uncertainty in the estimate of the total bargaining effect. This uncer-

tainty is independent of the precision of estimates of the firm fixed effects. It exists

because the sample estimate of the expectation E(ψF
s − ψM

s |s ∈ S0) is subject to

sampling error even if the relative firm-specific ψF
s and ψM

s , s ∈ S0, are considered

directly observed and not estimated. If few firms in the data belong to the set of

zero-rent firms S0, the estimate of E(ψF
s − ψM

s |s ∈ S0) may be imprecise if there is

a lot of variability in the common expected value of the terms ψF
s − ψM

s .

Knowledge of the statistical uncertainty introduced into the estimate of the

total bargaining effect through the sampling variation of the estimate of the re-

normalization constant helps us perform robustness checks such as comparisons of

the estimates of the total and the partial bargaining effects, as well as compar-

isons of the total bargaining effect estimates obtained under alternative assump-

tions concerning the zero-rent set of firms. I use a simple procedure to evaluate
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the importance of sampling variability for the precision of the re-normalization

constant’s and the total bargaining effect’s estimates. The estimation uncertainty

of the parameters of the underlying wage models is ignored, and the estimates

(ψ̂F
j − ψ̂M

j ), j = 1..J from the AKM model are treated as if they were the true pa-

rameter values (ψF
j −ψM

j ). Consequently , the observations from the set of zero-rent

firms, (ψ̂F
s − ψ̂M

s ), s ∈ S0, can be viewed as samples from a population with mean

μ and variance σ2, where from (17) μ = E(ψF
s − ψM

s |s ∈ S0) = (γM
k − γF

k ).9

Following CCK, the re-normalization constant is estimated as employment-share

weighted average of the within-firm differences of the male and female relative rents:

(18)
∑

s∈S0

ws(ψ̂F
s − ψ̂M

j ),
∑

s∈S0

ws = 1

where ws is the employment share of firm s in the total employment of the zero-rent

firms in the data. The variance of the re-normalization constant estimated from

(18) is σ2 ∑
s∈S0 w2

s . Stata provides the correct estimates of the mean (18) and its

variance (standard deviation) e.g. by using the command "mean" together with

specifying the employment weights in the "aweight" option and requesting standard

errors clustered at firm-level 10.

3 Wage setting in Finland

The Finnish labor markets are characterized by the very high coverage of collective

bargaining agreements. According to the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Em-

ployment (TEM), the coverage of the collective bargaining agreement in 2017-2018

was 89 % (92 % in 2014) (TEM, 2019). The public sector is in practice fully covered

by collective bargaining. In the private sector the coverage is 84 %. There are three

significant reasons for this extensive coverage. Firstly, collective agreements cover
9The assumption of common variance can be replaced with the assumption that each obser-

vation has variance σ2
s and plimNS0 →∞

( 1
NS0

∑
s∈S0

σ2
s

)
exists. This alternative assumption does

not change the choice of the appropriate estimator for the variance of the mean
10One can also obtain the same estimates by regressing the observations on a constant and using

the appropriate options. A helpful text on the various variance estimators computed by Stata is
Dupraz (2013).
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the blue- and white-collar workers, including associate professionals and foremen

(toimihenkilöt) and often also the professional and managerial staff (ylemmät toim-

ihenkilöt). Secondly, when a collective agreement binds the employer, it also applies

in full to the employment relationship between the employer and a non-unionized

employee. Third, suppose a branch-level agreement is considered representative. In

that case, it is declared binding for all employers in the branch11,

The typical collective agreement level is the industry branch, although there

are also many firm-level agreements. As I shall discuss shortly, centralized bar-

gaining played a prominent role in Finnish wage-setting over the period covered by

this study. However, the centralized agreements become effective only if the great

majority of branch-level agreements accept their provisions12. Blue- and white-

collar workers in the private sector are very often covered by different collective

agreements. In many cases the professional and managerial staff (ylemmät toimi-

henkilöt) also have their own branch-level agreements. The agreements for workers

tend to be detailed and include a set of minimum wages that typically depends

on factors such as occupation, job difficulty, experience, and geographic location

(pay in the Helsinki region may be somewhat higher to compensate for higher liv-

ing costs). There is no statutory minimum wage outside the collective agreements

system in Finland. Professional and managerial staff agreements do not contain

minimum wage provisions. However, these agreements specify the general salary

increases, which are typically close in magnitude to the general increases for the

blue- and/or white-collar workers in the branch.

General increases, i.e., the minimum wage increases for everyone covered by a

collective agreement, are an integral part of Finland’s collective bargaining. For

the period covered by this study’s data, 1995-2013, general increases were deter-

mined mostly by centralized agreements. Centralized agreements are negotiated by

the trade union confederations and the private and public sector employers’ cen-
11To be considered representative, typically at least half of the group of workers defined by

the collective agreement in question should be employed by organized employers. A special body
under the Ministry of social affairs examines and confirms if the conditions needed to apply the
legal extension to an agreement have been met.

12This means that the provisions of the central agreements are, at first, accepted at branch
level under the condition that most other branches will also approve them. There is a deadline by
which the minimum coverage, usually around 90 %, should be reached.
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tral organizations. Between 1995 and 2007, centralized bargaining determined the

general increases in all but one year (2000). The long succession of centralized

agreements was followed by two branch-level rounds between 2007-2011. The em-

ployers intended to suspend centralized bargaining permanently, but they changed

their minds in the aftermath of the financial crisis. Finland returned to centralized

agreements for the period 2012-2017. Thus, the data covers a period of relatively

stable industrial relations. In 2016 the Confederation of Finnish Industries changed

its rules. It has not had the right to conclude centralized wage agreements since

2017. Two traditional negotiation rounds (in 2017 and 2020) followed this critical

decision, but the Finnish bargaining institutions may be on the verge of fundamen-

tal changes. There is pressure to move to local-level collective agreements. At the

end of 2020, Finnish Forest Industries, the association representing the paper, pulp,

and sawmill industries, announced that their members will no longer be a part of

branch-level collective agreements.

Although not very formally stated, centralized wage bargaining in Finland after

1995 has been affected by the so-called "euro norm"13. The norm suggests that the

average nominal wage growth should equal the sum of the average labor produc-

tivity growth in the total economy and the inflation target of the ECB. This norm

puts pressure on firms and sectors where productivity growth is below the average

if these firms cannot shift their labor cost increases into prices. On the other hand,

blue-collar workers in particular have always linked centralized bargaining to redis-

tribution goals. General increases tended to be of the form "x percent, but at least

y euros," so they were higher for low-wage workers in relative terms.

Apart from the general increase, centralized agreements typically contained

"salary pots" provisions. A salary pot is a certain percentage of the branch or

employer wage bill, the size of which is determined by the centralized agreement.

However, unlike the general increase, the salary pots’ distribution is determined

at the branch or the local level. Three salary-pot types were common: low-wage

pots, female pots, and local pots. The low-wage pots were intended to improve
13This is obvious, for example, in (Sinko, 2009). The project was followed by a steering group

consisting of representatives of the central labor market organizations
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relative wages in the low-wage branches, and female pots intended to raise female

wages relative to male wages. The local pots’ distribution required agreement be-

tween the employer and the workers at the firm level. Usually, a backstop clause

stipulated that the local pot be distributed as an equal percentage increase if no

agreement was reached. In practice, local pots were equivalent to general increases

for non-organized employers bound by the branch agreement through its legal ex-

tension, because the collective agreement does not govern workers’ representation

and negotiations in non-organized employer firms.

The "local pots" were also intended as a means to create and strengthen a lo-

cal bargaining culture over wages. However, there are no strong incentives for

autonomous local wage bargaining in the current institutional setting. While em-

ployers have good reasons to discuss their wage policies, they are not necessarily

keen on local collective bargaining over wages, especially since it is impossible to

sidestep the branch-level minimum wages through local wage agreements in Finland.

In summary, the centralized wage agreements that dominated the period 1995-

2013 tended to put relatively greater cost pressure on low-wage and low-productivity

branches and firms through three channels: the (implicit) wage norm based on

average productivity in the economy; the "shape" of the general increase, which

implied relatively higher increases of low wages; and the low-wage and the female

pots, which further increased the relative wage bill of low-wage branches. In these

conditions, firms that cannot improve competitiveness or raise prices are likely to

exit the market14. Unions considered this feature a strength because it could lead

to faster labor productivity growth, in line with the argument of the Rehn-Meinder

model (Meidner and Rehn, 1951), which still shaped the economic thinking of Nordic

trade unions in the 2000s.

Finnish wages are evidently strongly affected by the collective bargaining insti-

tutions, but there is still room for employer firm wage policies. Finnish collective

bargaining agreements determine only minimum wages and wage increases. Finnish

wage growth systematically exceeds the negotiated wage increases. Between 1995
14I deliberately leave the effects of centralized wage agreements on public sector costs outside

the discussion. It is an important topic, but not particularly relevant in this study, the focus of
which is entirely on the private sector.
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and 2013, the contracted wage index for the private sector increased by approx-

imately 2.5 percent p.a. on average. Over the same period, the (overall) wage-

and salary index’s average annual growth was approximately 3.5 percent 15. Even

though wage growth in excess of negotiated wage increases partly reflects structural

changes, it also suggests that firms’ wage decisions are not entirely restricted by

collective bargaining. But the institutional features discussed above indicate that

collective bargaining may result in less room for firm-specific wage policies in some

sectors than in others. The centralized agreements are less likely to restrict firm

wage policies in the industry than in some low-wage private sector services. In the

industry, productivity grows rapidly, blue-collar wages are relatively high and the

sector is male-dominated. Therefore, the centrally negotiated wage increases may

not be too high relative to profitability, and there may be enough room for firm-level

wage policies. On the contrary, in low-wage services such as retail and hospitality

(hotels and restaurants), productivity grows slowly and the sectors are female-

dominated. The centralized bargaining agreements can be relatively expensive for

them, and there may be less room for employer-specific wage policies. Perhaps an

even more important reason why firm-specific wage policies are not likely to play

an essential role in low-wage services is that many occupations in these branches do

not require specific skills. Workers’ bargaining power in such occupations is likely

to be low. Firms may have little reason to pay wages exceeding the minimums

prescribed by the respective branch agreements. Indeed,Böckerman and Uusitalo

(2009) show that there is substantial clustering of wages in the retail sector at the

collective agreement’s minimum level. Thus the retail and the hotel- and restaurant

sectors are likely to have firm-level wage premiums close to zero, a conjecture I shall

use to identify the size of the gender wage gap due to gender-differentiated wage

policies at firm level.
15These indices are compiled by Statistics Finland. The historical series for the contracted wage

index is provided in Statistics Finland’s ASTIKA database, a subscription service.
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4 The Data

The data I use is the Harmonized Finnish Structure of Earnings Survey panel (here-

after HSES) for the private sector. It contains information about wages and working

hours for one month in the 4th quarter of each year between 1995 and 2017 as well

as the following demographic characteristics: worker’s gender, age in full years, ed-

ucation level and field, number of years in formal education typically required to

complete that education, and industry branch of the employer firm. The employer

firm and the worker have unique codes, so moves between firms are traceable. All

variables are measured using common principles, definitions, and classifications both

across firms and over time. The HSES is constructed using the yearly cross-sectional

Structure of Earnings Surveys compiled by Statistics Finland. Most of the obser-

vations in these surveys originally came from the annual wage survey performed by

the Confederation of Finnish Industries and its predecessors. Other organizations

have also contributed to the data sets in different years. Statistics Finland com-

plements these data with its own wage surveys, designed to ensure cross-sectional

representativeness. According to Statistics Finland, the coverage of the HSES is,

depending on the industry branch and year, between 55 and 75 % of total private

sector employment in Finland. The data covers the period between 1995 and 2013.

The major restrictions of HSES is that it includes very few firms that employ less

than five employees, and that it excludes the salaries of the top management.

The private sector’s definition in the data follows the concept used by Finnish

labor market institutions. This concept does not comply with the international

standards used in National Accounts or the Labor Force Survey. Thus, many edu-

cational institutions (for example, universities and universities of applied sciences)

and institutions related to social security implementation are currently included in

the data. I exclude from the analysis all employers whose main activity falls in the

category "Public administration and defense; compulsory social security" of NACE

(the international activity classification). From the category "Education", I retain

in the analysis only firms and employees in the sub-categories "Other education"

and "Education supporting activities."
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I restrict the analysis to full-time employees aged between 18 and 65. The

restriction to full-time employees is intended to avoid issues related to possible

gender differences in labor-market attachment level due to the greater childcare and

other household responsibilities still faced by Finnish women. For similar reasons,

I analyze hourly wages for regular (normal) work hours - these are not affected by

possible gender differences in working hours. Hourly wages for regular hours also

exclude overtime pay and non-regular bonus payments etc.

It turned out (see section 5) that the assumptions used by the statistical model

to estimate firm-specific wage effects are unlikely to hold for white-collar workers.

Accordingly, I have had to restrict the study to blue-collar workers. White-collar

workers are those who are classified in the ISCO major occupational groups as

managers, professionals, technicians, and associate professionals. Blue-collar work-

ers are all other workers. I use the terms "white-collar workers" and "professional

and managerial workers" interchangeably.

The initial data set contains observations with inconsistencies between wages

and working hours detected by Statistics Finland. These observations are dropped

from the analysis. I also perform additional checks on hourly and monthly wages

and exclude observations where: a) the regular monthly wage in full employment

is below the labor income threshold required when assessing the fulfillment of the

employment history requirement of the income-related unemployment benefit eligi-

bility criteria (1027 euros per month in 2013); b) observations with regular monthly

wages above 30 000 euros; c) observations for which the log-wage change from the

previous year is more than one or less than -1. All wages are converted to the 2013

private-sector wage using Statistic Finland’s Index wage and salary earnings.

I also performed additional consistency checks. Based on these checks, the data

excludes: observations with missing values for the personal or firm identification

code; observations with multiple records for the same person for the same year ;

observations of individuals whose age changes do not follow calendar year changes

(age is reported in full years); observations of individuals whose education level

at a later year is reported to be lower than in a previous year; observations of

individuals who have achieved an education level at an improbably young age.
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Only "mixed gender" firms, i.e., firms for which there are both male and female

wage observations in the data, are kept in the analysis. Additionally, the male

models use only observations from the largest male connected set and the female

model only observations from the largest female connected set. These are the same

requirements as in CCK. The firm-specific effects are identified only over a connected

set (see discussion of the concept in section 2.1). I find the largest connected set

using the algorithm described in Abowd et al. (2002). The gender wage gap is

evaluated in the so-called double connected set, i.e. in the subset of firms common

to the largest male and largest female connected sets.

An essential feature of the data is that it identifies the legal employer and not the

establishment where the employee works. Changes in ownership or the corporation’s

structure may change the firm identifier. In such cases, even if a worker has remained

at her old job, her employer changes. As stated by Card et al. (2013), situations like

that do not call for data adjustments for the following reasons. First, if corporate

restructuring is associated with wage policy changes, the case corresponds to an

actual job move. On the other hand, if corporate restructuring is not associated

with wage policy changes, treating the situation as a real job move introduces some

noise (efficiency loss) in the estimated firm wage effects but does not bias them.

A potentially more serious issue is that the legal employer may remain the

same after major mergers or splits of companies - events that are likely to change

the company’s identity profoundly in an economic sense. In such situations, the

assumption that the employer’s latent characteristics are the same before and after

the event may be violated. Appendix A describes a procedure used to identify

such cases and adjust the data. Comparing the estimated firm wage effects with

and without adjustment for the employer firm’s structural changes (reported in the

Appendix) shows that the adjustment is of no importance. In the study, I use the

unadjusted data.

In section 8.2 I link financial data from Statistics Finland’s Financial Statements

Data Panel to the wage data to obtain information on value-added per worker.

Linking is straightforward because it uses the same firm identifier as the wage data.

I describe the procedure and the value-added measure I use in Appendix C
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The main summary statistics for the different blue-collar workers’ data sets

are reported in Table 1. There is very little loss of person-years and workers as

one moves from the total data to the double-connected data set, but the number

of employer firms drops significantly. Obviously, most observations come from a

relatively small number of large firms.

Male blue-collar employment is heavily concentrated in the manufacturing in-

dustry (around half of the person-year observations). Manufacturing is also the

most important employment sector for female workers (30 %), but trade is almost

as important (20 %). Occupations are heavily segregated by gender: two-thirds of

men are either craft workers or plant and machine-operators, while nearly 2/3 of

women are clerical or sales workers. Gender segregation by employer firm is also

clear: the average female ratio in firms from which the male observations come is

around 1/4 while female observations come from firms where over 60 % of workers

are women. Since the table summarizes blue-collar workers’ data, typical education

levels are compulsory and secondary for both genders. Women are better educated

than men: a quarter of women have above secondary education (typically short-

term tertiary). Only nine percent of men have above-secondary education.

The structure of the double-connected data-set with financial indicators (the last

column of the table) differs from the other data sets’ structure mostly because it

excludes firms from the financial and insurance branches. The exclusion is dictated

by the fact that value-added in finance and insurance is not comparable to value-

added in the non-financial sector. The financial industry is a much more important

employer for women than men.

5 Descriptive check of the symmetry assumption

The AKM-model (4) identifies the firm wage effects from workers’ moves between

firms. The method will provide unbiased estimates of these effects under the rela-

tively strong assumption of exogenous mobility (see section 2.1). While one cannot

test the validity of this assumption, some observable mobility patterns are incon-

sistent with exogenous mobility. I perform the indicative checks proposed by Card
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et al. (2013) and Card et al. (2016) to examine a) if wage gains from moving to high-

wage firms are different in magnitude than wage losses from moves in the opposite

direction (the symmetry assumption), b) if there is evidence that job movers expe-

rience different wage trends than job stayers before or after the employer change

and c) if the AKM-model residuals systematically differ between groups of workers

and firms.

Here I present and explain the results concerning the symmetry of wage gains

and losses. These results strongly suggest that the AKM-model is unlikely to be

appropriate for white-collar workers. I show the results from the other descriptive

checks in Appendix B. Neither of these checks points to an apparent violation of

the exogenous mobility assumption in the group of blue-collar workers.

As discussed in section 2.1, the symmetry between wage gains and wage losses

from moving between two firms in opposite directions follows from the assumption

that the worker- and firm-level fixed effects are additive. The assumption rules

out the possibility of complementarity between worker and firm productivity, i.e.,

that a worker’s productivity depends on the employer firm. In the presence of

complementarity, moves from a high- to a low-wage firm are likely to be observed

only when the wage loss due to a lower firm-specific wage premium is, at least partly,

compensated by increased productivity (a better job match). Consequently, one is

not likely to observe symmetry between wage gains and wage losses from reciprocal

moves between firms.

I check the plausibility of the symmetry by performing an "event study" in the

spirit of CCK (originally presented by Card et al., 2013). Workers are divided into

three categories. Movers are those who change employer firm and are a) observed

with the same old employer for at least two successive years before the change and

b) stay with the new employer for at least two consecutive years. Stayers are those

who are observed for at least four successive years with the same employer. Per-

sons who are not observed for each year in a given four-year period are neither

movers nor stayers. Next, I classify movers by quartile of co-worker wages in the

origin and destination firm. Unlike in the original design by Card et al. I use

regression-adjusted wages as suggested by Jinkins and Morin (2018). Regression-
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adjusted wages are likely to rank firms more closely according to the firm-specific

wage premiums’ size than unadjusted wages, since unadjusted wage differences be-

tween firms are affected by differences in the average level of human capital between

firms. The regression used in the adjustment includes year dummies, five education

level dummies, and the cubic polynomial of age fully interacted with the education

dummies. The regressions are estimated separately for white/blue-collar workers

and by gender, using observations excluding the movers’ data for the last two years

before the move and the first two years at the new firm. The mean co-workers’

regression-adjusted wage is calculated for each person in each year. After that,

workers are split into quartiles by their co-workers’ average wage. The procedure is

applied separately for blue- and white-collar workers and gender. Moves between

firms are classified based on the wage quartile of co-workers in the last year at the

old firm and the wage quartile of co-workers in the first year at the new firm.

The horizontal axis on the subfigures of Figure 1. presents the regression-

adjusted wage-changes when workers move from firms where co-workers’ wage quar-

tile is lower to firms where co-workers’ wage quartile is higher. The vertical axis

represents the corresponding wage changes when workers make the reciprocal moves

from firms where the co-workers’ wage quartile is high to firms where the co-workers’

wage quartile is low. If the symmetry assumption holds, the points in Figure 1

should be close to the −45◦ line.

As the figure shows, the scatter for blue-collar workers is relatively symmetric.

White-collar employees gain from moving to higher-wage firms but do not suffer

wage losses of similar magnitude when they move in the opposite direction. The

observation indicates that white-collar workers tend to switch to a lower-wage em-

ployer only when wage increase due to better job-match substantially mitigates the

wage loss from moving to a low-wage employer. Given these results, the assump-

tion of exogenous mobility may be maintained as a reasonable approximation for

blue-collar workers. On the other hand, there is clear evidence that the assumption

is likely to be violated for white-collar workers. The finding can be explained, for

example, by the on-the-job search models of Postel-Vinay and Robin (2002) and

Cahuc et al. (2006). They suggest that high-skill workers typically have better
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Figure 1: Change of regression-adjusted wage for movers from lower to higher
coworkers’ wage quartile (horizontal axis) against the change of the regression-
adjusted wage of movers in the opposite direction (vertical axis)

(a) Male blue collar (b) Female blue collar

(c) Male white collar (d) Female white collar

Wage change is the difference of the regression-adjusted wage between the second year at the new
firm and the second-to-last year at the old firm (a three year period)

outside options than low-skill workers and therefore their wage is likely to be less

dependent of firm-specific wage policies (see also Sørensen and Vejlin, 2013). Given

these results, I find it necessary to confine the subsequent analysis to blue-collar

workers.

6 Estimation results

The dependent variable in the model is the normal (regular) log-hourly wage ad-

justed to the 2013 general wage level in the private sector16. The model specification

follows the one in CCK closely. Apart from the worker and employer-firm indicators,
16Statistic Finland’s Index wage and salary earnings is used for this adjustment
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the model includes six education levels 17 interacted with year indicators as well as

quadratic and cubic terms of (age-40). The model is estimated separately by gen-

Table 2: Summary of the estimated AKM-model for blue-collar workers 1995-2013

der, using the largest connected set of corresponding male and female observations.

To estimate the model I use the STATA-command "reghdfe" by Correia (2017). A

summary of the results is displayed in Table 2. The standard deviations of the ex-
17The national education classification is used. The categories are compulsory, secondary, lowest

tertiary, bachelor, masters, and doctoral
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planatory variables in the first panel suggest that the worker effects’ time-invariant

personal characteristics are the most important wage determinants, followed by

firm-specific effects. These standard deviations are computed over person-years,

i.e., they are person-year weighted. I also report the fixed effects’ standard de-

viation over firms on the second-to-last row in the first panel because this is the

relevant standard deviation concept for the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition18. The

last row of the first panel reports the employment-weighted correlation between

male and female firm-specific wage effects. It is high, 73.5 percent, meaning that

typically the same firms pay high wage premiums to both male and female workers.

The decomposition presented in the second panel of the table is commonly used

to evaluate the relative importance of the model’s variables for the wage variability

(the wage inequality). This decomposition uses the fact that the OLS estimates

of a linear wage model decompose the overall wage variance into the sum of the

variances and twice the covariances of the explanatory variables 19. According to this

decomposition, the firm-specific wage components account for 23 % of the female

wage variability and about 24.5 % of the male wage variability. These estimates

are at the higher end of the typical findings from AKM-models that firm effects

account for 15 to 25 percent of the variation in wages (see Card et al. 2018, S26

footnote 10 for a summary).

The bottom panel of Table 2 reports basic fit statistics for the AKM model

and compares it to the more general model including fixed effect for each worker-

firm match. The AKM model is a special case of the worker-firm match model.

In the AKM model, the latent wage effect of the match between worker and firm

is assumed to be orthogonal to the model’s explanatory variables. It is part of

the model error term. As pointed out by Card et al. (2013), if the AKM model’s
18Denoting by SD(γM ) the unweighted standard deviation of the male firm wage effects,by

SD(πM − πF ) the standard deviation of the male-female employment share differences across
firms, and by Corr(πM − πF , γM ) the corresponding correlation, the sorting effect (13) can also
be written as JCorr(πM − πF , γM )SD(πM − πF )SD(γM )

19In the model with only firm and worker fixed effects of eq. (8) the decomposition is V ar(w) =
V ar(α̂) + V ar(ψ̂) + 2Cov(α̂, ψ̂) + V ar(e) where the subscripts i, t and J(i, t) for person, time and
employer firm are suppressed for simplicity, hats denote OLS parameter estimates, and e is the
residual of the regression. The generalization for the model with covariates is obvious. See also
CCK p. 662).
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assumptions hold, the worker-firm match models should not fit the data much better

than the AKM model. The results show that the model with match effects is at

most moderately better than the AKM model. The adjusted R-squared for the

worker-firm match models (0.845 for male and 0.876 for female) are not too far

from the corresponding statistics for the AKM models (0.806 for male and 0.839

for female).20. The standard deviation of the worker-firm match effect reported in

the table refers to the permanent wage effect associated with the job match, which

remains in the AKM-model’s residual. The standard deviation of this effect (0.053

for male and 0.044 for female) is over twice as small as the firm effects’ standard

deviation (0.120 respectively 0.104). The result suggests that the wage element

shared by all blue-collar workers in a firm is a considerably more important wage

determinant than the wage component associated with the particular firm-worker

match. The estimated standard deviations of the match effects are not larger in

absolute sizes than the corresponding estimates in CCK for Portugal and Bruns for

Germany.

7 The identified contribution of firm-specific wage

premiums to the gender wage gap

Using the method presented in section 2.4, I evaluate the contribution of firm-

specific wage premiums to the gender wage gap, which is identified directly from

the underlying wage model without additional assumptions. The results are sum-

marized in Table 3. In the first panel, I report the overall decomposition and the

decompositions for male- and female-dominated occupations using the estimation

results from the baseline models, as summarized in the previous section. The firm-

specific wage premiums can vary only by gender in the baseline setting. The overall

decomposition suggests that the identified firm-specific factors together account for

over 40 % of the gender wage gap among blue-collar workers, but when the decom-
20The R-squared statistic here is lower than the R-squared statistic in CKK and Bruns. However,

the model’s root mean square error is smaller because wage dispersion in the Finnish data is smaller
than in the Portuguese data, where a similar wage concept is used
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Table 3: The identified wage gap contribution of firm wage effects

Notes: a) The wage gap column presents the total wage gap for each group in log-points. The
numbers on the same row are estimates of the wage gap contributions of the different mechanisms
operating at the firm level and are measured in log-points. Each component’s percent share of the
total wage gap is reported in brackets under the log-points estimate.
b) An occupation is considered female-dominated if its female share exceeds the median female
share across all occupations. Otherwise, the occupation is considered male-dominated (female
share is computed across person-year observations from the whole research data set). Unlike in
CCK, a worker is not permanently assigned to a male- or female occupation. Workers can be in
a female occupation in some years and a male occupation in other. This detail is unlikely to be
of any importance. In the double-connected set of the baseline model, 72 % of male person-years
are in male and 28 % in female occupations. Respectively, 87 % of female person-years are in
female and 13 % in male occupations. The largest connected set by gender and occupations’
gender dominance is determined. Then separate models are estimated for each gender in each
occupational group (four models in total). The procedure allows that firm-specific effects differ
between male and female workers and between male- and female-dominated occupations.
c) The overall decomposition is performed using the double-connected set of firms. The OB
decompositions by gender dominance of the occupation are performed using double-connected
sets of firms, determined separately by gender and occupational group.

position is performed separately for male- and female-dominated occupations, the

estimate falls by half to 20 - 25 %. This is because the sorting effect in the overall

decomposition is much larger than the sorting effects evaluated by occupational

gender dominance. The findings imply that, in the overall decomposition, a large

part of the gender gap effect attributed to sorting by firms is in reality related to

occupational segregation by gender and occupational wage differences. For this rea-

son, the overall decomposition is not a good summary measure of the contribution

of firm-specific wage effects to the gender wage gap.

Next, I go further and ask if firm-specific wage premiums vary not only by gender

but also by gender and gender dominance of the occupation. In the second panel of
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the table, I report the decompositions based on separate models for men and women

in male-dominated and men and women in female-dominated occupations (four

models). The procedure used to split occupations into male- and female-dominated

is practically the same as in CCK, see in the notes of Table 3. The estimation

results for the wage models are summarized in Table D.2 of the Appendix.

For the female-dominated occupations, the decompositions from the baseline

and the separate models do not differ substantially in any respect. The relative

importance of the sorting and the partial bargaining effects depends on which al-

ternative is used to evaluate them. The sorting effect dominates the decomposition

where it is estimated using the male wage premiums and the partial bargaining

effect is evaluated using the female employment distribution. In the alternative

decomposition where the sorting effect is evaluated at female firm effects and the

partial bargaining effect at male employment, the partial bargaining effect is more

important than the sorting.

For the male-dominated occupations, the model specification affects the results.

The total identified firm-effect contribution to the gender wage gap, estimated using

a separate model for the male-dominated occupations, is 0.014. This is only half the

estimate from the baseline model (0.031) and accounts for only ten percent of the

gender wage gap in male-dominated occupations. Only the size of the sorting effect

evaluated using the male wage premiums appears to be insensitive to the choice

of model. In particular, while the baseline model results point to a non-trivial

identified bargaining effect, this effect is practically zero when evaluated using the

estimation results from the separate model for male-dominated occupations. The

different sizes of the identified wage gap contributions and the structural differences

of the decompositions from the baseline and the separate models indicate that the

baseline model may not be appropriate

Contrary to results from previous research using this study’s method, it seems

that in Finland, firm wage premiums differ both by gender and by occupational

gender dominance. One plausible explanation is that it may be easier to differentiate

firm wage policies by occupation than by gender. For example, the legal requirement

for equal gender pay does not apply to men and women working for the same
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employer but in different jobs. Another potential explanation of the finding is

that different collective bargaining agreements may cover the male- and female-

dominated occupations. As discussed in section 3 , blue- and white-collar workers

are often covered by separate collective agreements. In this study, I have defined

the "blue-collar worker" concept broadly to cover everyone who is not part of the

professional- and managerial staff (see the definition in section 4). Thus, sales and

clerical workers are "blue-collar" and included in the analysis data. However, from

the Finnish collective bargaining institutions’ point of view, these female-dominated

occupations may tend to be covered by the white-collar worker agreements. The

data set does not provide information on what type of agreement (white- or blue-

collar) applies to a worker. The issue may be complicated and requires further

research.

8 The total bargaining effect

8.1 The relation between firm profitability and firm wage

effects

To quantify the total effect of bargaining on the gender wage gap, one has to identify

the absolute firm-effect difference between men and women in a firm or a subset of

firms. Here I apply the method described in 2.2.

To identify the set of zero-rent firms, I use the double-connected subset of firms

with both wage and financial data (the set described in the last column of Table 1).

The profitability measure used is the average log value-added per worker over the

time-span for which the firm is observed in the data. The results are graphically

summarized in Fig. 2 where firms are binned into one hundred 1 % groups by

value-added per worker using employment weights. The lines in Fig. 2 are fitted

by estimating series of equations of the type (7) with log value-added per person as

the dependent variable over a set of values for the lower and the upper thresholds

S0 and S1. The lower threshold values vary from 2.8 to 3.6 with step 0.01. The

upper threshold values vary from 4.4 to 6 with step 0.02 (in practice, I start from
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(a) Baseline model

(b) Male-dominated occupations, separate model

(c) Female-dominated occupations, separate model

Figure 2: Relation between the firm fixed effect and log value-added per worker
The log value-added per worker is calculated by taking logarithm of the value-added per worker
in 1000 euros.
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6 and lower the threshold by 0.02 in each iteration). Altogether 6400 regressions

are fit. In the figures, the lower and the upper threshold values and the slope

coefficients are from the fit that minimizes the sum of the mean squared errors of

the gender-specific fits.

There is a clear positive linear relation between value-added per worker and

the firm fixed effects for both men and women over a segment of the distribution

of value-added per worker, confirming the conjecture that firm rents grow with

profitability. But the level below which the scatter plot eventually becomes flat is

at the lowest end of the observations for value-added per worker. For the male-

dominated occupations, such a region is not detected at all 21. Instead, there is

quite a clear threshold above which the firm rents do not grow.

The findings have natural explanations. First, they suggest that even firms with

the lowest economic surplus may be paying positive rents in this data. One appar-

ent reason is that small firms are underrepresented. Small firms are most likely

to face market conditions that squeeze actual economic surplus close to zero, and

there is nothing to share. Wage-setting institutions provide additional potential ex-

planations. One is the lack of a statutory minimum wage in Finland. A statutory

minimum wage may naturally cluster wages in low-profit firms at the minimum

wage level. Another Finnish feature is that (see section 3) collective bargaining

benchmarks the "average" firm in the economy or the branch, and collective agree-

ments are very often extended to cover all firms in the branch. As a result, it may

be that in Finland a lot of potentially zero-rent firms quickly disappear.

Moreover, as discussed in section 3, solidaristic wage policies tended to increase

relative wages in female-dominated branches and occupations. This institutional

detail may explain why a (small) set of potential zero-rent firms is detected in

the subset of female-dominated but not in the male-dominated occupations. On

the other hand, autonomous collective firm-level bargaining over wages is not well

developed in Finland. As discussed earlier, the branch level dominates collective

bargaining. Local wage bargaining is typically related to the distribution of the"
21Any cut-off point above 3.26 results in worse fit and any cut-off point below 3.26 in an equally

good fit. In the data set for the male-dominated occupations, there are no firms with average log
value-added per worker below 3.26, so there is no lower cut-off point
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local pots", the size of which is prescribed by the centralized and the branch-level

agreements (see section 3 for detail). The existence of a profitability threshold

above which there is no further rent-sharing may be related to deficient collective

bargaining over wages at the firm level. Very profitable firms may have little reason

to share their entire economic surplus with their workers.

Unfortunately, this section’s findings also mean that using the baseline method

of CCK to estimate the total bargaining effect is problematic here. For male-

dominated occupations, the technique is not applicable at all. For the subset of

female-dominated occupations, one can obtain an estimate. However, it is very

imprecise due to imprecise estimates of the gender difference of the normalizing

constants, as discussed in section 2.5.

The slopes of the fitted lines in 2 are estimates of the elasticity of firm-specific

wage premiums w.r.t. value-added per worker. The findings here confirm the con-

clusions from the previous section that firm wage premiums depend not only on

gender but also on the gender dominance of the occupation. In male-dominated

occupations, the elasticity is practically the same for both genders, and female elas-

ticity is higher in male-dominated than in female-dominated professions. In the

female-dominated professions, the female rent elasticity w.r.t. value-added is about

80 % of the male elasticity. The results imply that in male-dominated occupations,

firms with ten percent higher value-added per worker pay on average around 1.6 %

higher wages to both male and female workers. In female-dominated professions, a

firm with ten percent higher value-added per worker is still associated with 1.6 %

higher wages for men but only with 1.3 % higher wages for women.

8.2 Estimates for the total bargaining effect on the wage

gap

I estimate the total bargaining effect for female-dominated occupations under three

different assumptions about the firms paying zero rent. The first assumption is

that the zero-rent firms are those with log value-added below the threshold level

of 3.36 for the female-dominated occupations (Fig. 2 c). For the male-dominated
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occupations, this procedure is not feasible since there is no cut-off point for the

value-added per worker below which the distribution of the firm fixed effect becomes

flat22. The alternative assumptions are that the zero-rent firms are in the retail

trade or the hotel and restaurant industry. I report results from the normalizations

applied to the results from the models estimated separately by gender and gender

dominance of the occupation, which, based on the earlier discussion, is my preferred

specification.

The re-normalization procedure was described in section 2.5. As discussed,

the method involves estimating a constant and is subject to sampling uncertainty,

translating into uncertainty in the estimate of the total bargaining effect. I showed

that it is straightforward to quantify this sampling error and use the method to

evaluate the sampling uncertainty of the estimates of the re-normalization constants

associated with alternative assumptions about the set of zero-rent firms. The half-

widths of the respective 95 % confidence intervals are reported in the last column

of Table 4.

For the male-dominated occupations, both normalizations are very imprecise.

This result is not surprising because male-dominated occupations are of marginal

importance in both Retail and Hotels and restaurants. Moreover, the alternative

point estimates of the total bargaining effects are relatively large and of opposite

sign. Under the circumstances, it is impossible to draw informative conclusions

about the total bargaining effect in male-dominated occupations. Based on the

partial bargaining effect estimates, I am inclined to maintain the hypothesis that

the bargaining effect may be of little importance in this group.

For the female-dominated occupations, the normalization is not precise if the

zero-rent firms are the firms with a low value-added per worker. The precision is

acceptable if the "true" zero-rent firms are assumed to be those in the retail or

the hospitality industry. Both sectors are likely to be good proxies for the set of

zero-rent firms. Either choice leads to very similar total bargaining effect estimates:

on average 0.024 log-points when evaluated at the male employment distribution
22Turnover per worker has been suggested as an alternative profitability measure. I did not

detect a clear relation between turnover per worker and the size of the firm-level fixed effect in
the data.
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Table 4: Estimates of the total bargaining effect for different choices of the zero-rent
set of firms

Note: The effects are computed using the estimation results from the separate models for each
gender and occupation group. The column Normalization uncertainty reports the half-width of the
95 % confidence interval of the estimated normalization constants. These constants are estimated
according to equation (18) with standard errors clustered at firm level. The partial bargaining
effects are from the second panel of Table 3

and 0.01 log-points when evaluated at the female employment distribution. The

corresponding estimate for the total gender wage gap contribution of the firm-

specific wage premiums is 0.036 log-points23. Additional confidence in this estimate

is provided by the fact that it is quite close to the estimate of the total identified

contribution, 0.031 log-points, computed using the partial bargaining effects.
23From the sorting effect estimates based on the separate models for female-dominated occupa-

tions reported in Table 3, the total bargaining effect can be calculated either as 0.024+0.012 or
as 0.01+0.026.
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9 Summary and Conclusions

This paper further develops the method introduced by Card et al. (2016) (CCK)

to evaluate the role of firm-specific wage premiums as a source and explanation of

the gender wage gap. The empirical results are an interesting contribution to the

growing body of applied research based on this methodology24. It turned out that

several factors that have been of limited importance in earlier research significantly

affect Finland’s results.

I apply the concept of partial bargaining effect, which is new. This effect is iden-

tified directly from the econometric model without additional assumptions. More-

over, it is a lower bound of the overall bargaining effect under plausible assumptions.

The sum of the sorting and the partial bargaining effects equals the total identified

gender wage gap contribution of the firm-specific wage premiums. This concept

is a lower bound of the total wage gap contribution of firm-level wage factors if

the partial bargaining effect is smaller than the total bargaining effect. The other

methodological contribution is the observation that identifying the full bargaining

effect is subject to sampling variability uncertainty. I show how to evaluate that

uncertainty, which may be substantial if, for example, few firms in the data belong

to the set in which the actual firm-specific wage premiums are expected to be zero.

The statistical assumptions needed to identify the firm-specific wage premiums

are not likely to be satisfied in the subset of white-collar workers. This finding

raises the question of whether the firm-level wage premium concept, which job-

search theories do not find particularly attractive, is relevant for this group of

workers. Coudin et al. find that the statistical assumptions of the model are not

met for managerial workers in the French data. However, the authors still consider

the model acceptable for the data covering all workers, even those classified as

managerial. I prefer to restrict the analysis only to blue-collar workers.

Results also show that gender sorting by firm and gender sorting by occupa-

tion are closely linked in Finland. For this reason, the gender wage gap associated
24With this method, the sorting and the bargaining contributions to the gender wage gap are

evaluated using French (Coudin et al., 2018) and German (Bruns, 2019) data. The papers of
Sorkin (2017) Gallen et al. (2019) and Jewell et al. (2018) also build on the method, but they
estimate only the sorting effect.
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with gender sorting by firm is heavily overstated if gender sorting by occupation

is not taken into account. Furthermore, there is also evidence that firm wage pre-

miums differ not only by gender but also by gender dominance of the occupation.

The finding is consistent with the conjecture that it may be easier to differentiate

firm wage policies by occupation than by gender. It may also be related to the

Finnish collective bargaining institutions’ peculiarities. Therefore I conclude that

it is appropriate in this case to use separate econometric models for male- and

female-dominated professions to evaluate the contribution of firm wage factors to

the gender wage gap.

The estimation results show that in the male-dominated occupations sorting by

gender across firms paying different wage premiums accounts for 0.021 log-points

(13.9 %) of the total gender wage gap when evaluated using the male firm wage ef-

fects. When evaluated using the female firm wage effects, sorting accounts for 0.015

log-points (10.3 %) of the gender wage gap in the group. For female-dominated

occupations, the corresponding numbers are 0.026 (24.1%) and 0.012 (10.8 %).

Previous research has found that gender sorting across firms relates to a non-trivial

fraction of the overall gender gap but exhibits considerable variation across coun-

tries. Its relative importance varies from 11 to 25 % (Jewell et al., 2018) of the total

wage gap. The estimates presented here fall within that range.

The partial bargaining effect is negative but small in male-dominated occupa-

tions. Evaluated at the male employment distribution, it is only -0.7 % of the

gender wage gap and -4.3 % of the gender wage when evaluated using the female

employment distribution. In female-dominated occupations, the partial bargaining

effect is positive and relatively large when evaluated at the male employment dis-

tribution: 0.02 log points, 18 % of the total wage gap. It is still positive but much

smaller when assessed using the female employment distribution: 0.005 log-points.

The sum of the sorting and the partial bargaining effects, which I refer to as the

identified gender wage gap contribution, does not depend on the evaluation scheme

used to calculate its components. It is 0.014 log points (9.6 %) for the male-

dominated occupations and 0.031 log-points (28.9 %) for the female-dominated

occupations. These estimates are lower bounds of the corresponding total wage
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gap contributions if the partial bargaining effects are lower bounds of the total

bargaining effects. Therefore, the results suggest that firm-specific wage components

affect the gender wage gap in predominantly female occupations much more than

in occupations typical for men.

The method identifying the total bargaining effect through the relationship be-

tween profitability and firm-specific rents is problematic in this data. With that

method, the set of zero-rent firms could not be identified in the group of male-

dominated occupations. In the group of female-dominated professions, few firms

fall in the zero-rent group. Consequently, the estimates of the total bargaining

effect are very imprecise. The findings are most likely related to data and insti-

tutional features. Small firms are underrepresented in the data. Small firms are

most likely to face market conditions that squeeze actual economic surplus close to

zero. Wage-setting institutions provide additional potential explanations. Finland

lacks a statutory minimum wage, which may naturally cluster wages in low-profit

firms around its level. Another Finnish feature is that collective bargaining bench-

marks the level and evolution of the "average" firm’s productivity and profitability

in the economy and the branch. As a result, it may be that in Finland, low-profit,

potentially zero-rent firms quickly disappear.

Other plausible choices of the zero-rent firms set are the hospitality or retail

trade firms. These alternatives still did not lead to satisfactory results for the male-

dominated occupations: the precision of the estimates of the total bargaining effect

is low. Based on the partial bargaining effect estimates, I am inclined to maintain

the hypothesis that the bargaining effect may be of little importance in this group.

For the female-dominated occupations, bargaining effect estimates are very similar

both in size and precision (which is acceptable) under the assumption that the

zero-rent firms are either in hospitality or in the retail trade. The average of these

estimates is 0.024 when evaluated using the male employment distribution and 0.01

when estimated using the female employment distribution. These estimates are

not very different from the corresponding partial bargaining estimates, 0.02 and

respectively 0.005. It appears that in female-dominated occupations, bargaining is

an essential channel for the gender wage gap. I could not obtain robust estimates of
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the total bargaining effect in male-dominated professions. However, the estimates

of the partial bargaining effect in male-dominated occupations suggest that this

effect may be small. An important bargaining effect has been previously found by

CCK, but not in the papers of Bruns (2019) and Coudin et al. (2018) who also

evaluate it.

In summary, the estimation results point to the very significant role played by

firm-specific wage premiums as a source and explanation of the gender wage gap in

female-dominated occupations. In this group, the sorting and bargaining channels

together account for about 0.036 log-points, approximately 1/3 of the total gender

wage gap. I could not obtain robust estimates for the full bargaining effect in

professions typical for men. Consequently, the overall fraction of the gender wage

gap accounted for by firm-specific wage components could not be evaluated reliably

either. However, the partial bargaining effect, which under plausible conditions is

a lower bound of the total bargaining effect, is small. In these circumstances, the

sum of the sorting and the partial bargaining effects, 0.014 log-points respectively

10 % of the total gender wage gap, provides an indicative value for the overall

gender wage gap contribution of the firm-specific wage policies in male-dominated

occupations.
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Appendices

A Evaluating the need to adjust for firm struc-

tural changes

I noted in the main text that VAT-number identifies the firm. VAT-number may

remain unchanged if the firm continues to exist as a legal entity after an abrupt

change in its operating environment resulting from either corporate restructuring

or economic circumstances. Structural changes of that type may also affect firm

wage policies. In the context of the AKM model, if an employer firm changes

its wage policy, it should be treated as if it were a new firm after the change.

Correspondingly, workers who remained with the firm before and after the switch

to a new wage policy should be treated as if they moved to a new employer. Next,

I describe the procedure I use to detect abrupt structural changes and evaluate if

the econometric analysis requires adjusting the data.

My primary structural change criterion is a dramatic change in a firm’s employ-

ment. I assume a structural change if the number of workers has grown at least

three times or has decreased to one-third or less from the previous observation pe-

riod. The rule does not apply to firms with at most ten workers in both periods. If

structural change is detected, then I change the firm’s identity: it is given different

identification codes for the time-periods before and after the structural change.

I ignore back-and-forth jumps. Suppose the primary structural change criterion

is met, but the number of workers in observation period t is within 30 percent

of their number in period t-2 (a back-and-forth jump). In that case, the firm’s

observations from period t-1 are excluded from the data, but its identity is not

changed.

I exclude short spells with unchanged identity from the data but do not delete

any firm completely. The requirement is that the shortest time-spell during which

the firm retains its identity is at least three subsequent periods. Thus, one and

two-period same-identity spells are deleted whenever possible without deleting all
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observations for a firm. If the only option to retain observations for some years is

to accept a one or two-period long spell, the rule is to keep the longest, most-recent

spell.

The following examples clarify the procedure. Suppose a firm is in the data for

six periods, and a structural change is identified at period 4. Each spell is more than

two periods long, and the firm’s identity is split into two: it has one identification

code for periods 1 to 3 and another for periods 4 to 6. So, I will include two different

firm-specific effects in the model, one for each same-identity time spell.

Consider now a firm in the data for five periods, and structural change is iden-

tified at period 4, implying two same-identity time spells of length 3 and 2. I retain

the first identity spell (periods 1 to 3) and delete the second because it is too short.

A third firm is in the data for five periods, but identity changes are identified at

periods 2 and 4, meaning three same-identity spells of lengths 1, 2, and 2. All

spells are too short, but the longest most-recent spell (periods 4 and 5) is left in

the research data.

The motivation behind the rules used to identify structural changes and adjust

the firm’s identity is self-evident. A massive drop or sharp increase in workers’

number is a strong sign of profound change. Back-and-forth jumps in employment

point to temporary fluctuations or data imperfections, so deleting the atypical year’s

observations seems justified. Also, short same-identity spells may reflect transitions:

the firm is at the beginning or end of its life-cycle , or in the midst of restructuring.

Table A.1: Summary of the check for the need to adjust for firm structural change

To check if adjustment for firm structural change affects the results, I estimate

the baseline AKM-model of section 6 using both the adjusted and the unadjusted
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data. Results are summarized in Table A.1. The correlation of the fixed effect

estimates from the adjusted and the unadjusted data are virtually identical. I

also run a linear regression (not reported) of the adjusted on the unadjusted fixed

effects. It shows an almost perfect fit with intercept virtually zero and slope one.

The result confirms that the firm-level fixed-effect estimates from the adjusted and

the unadjusted sets are almost identical. Given that result, I continued to work

with the unadjusted data because that type of adjustment has not been done in

previous research either.
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B Descriptive checks of the AKM model assump-

tions

As discussed in the main text, Card et al. (2013) and Card et al. (2016) have

proposed a set of descriptive checks to identify some apparent violations of the

AKM model’s statistical assumptions. I reported the results from examining the

so-called symmetry assumption in section 5. Here I present the results from the

other two checks. The first is about the existence of pre- and post-move wage trends

of job changers. The second is about non-random patterns in the AKM model’s

residuals for some subgroups of firms and workers. I report only the results for the

blue-collar workers because the symmetry assumption check has already showed

that the AKM model is unlikely to be appropriate for white-collar workers.

B.1 Pre- and post-move wage trends

The model assumptions are invalid if persons who change employer experience a

different wage trend than persons remaining with the same employer. The descrip-

tive check for the presence of such trends uses the "event-study" setup described in

section 5 of the main text in connection with the symmetry-assumption check.

Figure B.1 shows wage trends of blue-collar movers from the first and the fourth

co-workers’ wage quartile. The log-wage at t-2 (two periods before the move) is the

regression-adjusted log-wage (the adjustment is described in section 5 of the main

text). For each subsequent period, the wage on the figure is obtained by updating

the previous period’s wage by adding the regression-adjusted log-wage change of

the corresponding movers ‘ group and subtracting the regression-adjusted log-wage

change of stayers. Movers are workers observed with the same firm for at least two

years before the employer change and at least two years with the new firm after the

change. Stayers are workers observed with the same employer for at least four years.

Thus, in the figure, the wage trend of each group of blue-collar movers is relative to

the wage trend of stayers. As expected, moves to and from firms with higher (lower)

co-workers’ wage quartiles (see section 5 of the main text for how co-workers’ wage
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Figure B.1: Blue collar workers: Wage Trend of Movers from First and Forth Co-
Workers Wage Quartile in the Exit Firm

(a) Male movers

(b) Female movers

quartiles are determined) are followed by immediate and approximately symmetrical

wage increases (decreases). However, year-on-year wage changes before the move

(from t-2 to t-1 on the horizontal axis of the graphs) and after it (from 0 to t+1)

are almost flat, which points to little difference in the wage evolution of movers and

stayers. Table D.1 reports the wage trends (computed in the same way as in Fig.

B.1) of male and female blue-collar movers for each of the 16 types of employer

change by co-workers’ wage quartile.
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B.2 Group level residuals from the AKM model

If the assumptions of the AKM-model are correct, residuals should be close to zero

for all types of workers and firms. I perform this check for blue-collar workers, as

it was evident that the model is not appropriate for white-collar workers. Workers

and firms are grouped by deciles of estimated personal/firm effects so that the data

is split into 100 bins for each gender. The average residual of the AKM model is

computed for each bin.

Figure B.2: Average residuals by decile groups of personal and firm effects

The residuals of the female workers behave as expected in all respects. They

are very small, and their size and sign do not exhibit any obvious pattern. The

residuals from the male model show some systematics. In low-wage firms, the model

systematically underestimates low-productivity workers’ wages and overestimates

the wages of high-productivity workers. But the finding is unlikely to indicate severe

problems because even the largest residual is under one log-percentage point, which

is about 0.5 % relative to the average wage of the 1st decile workers in the 1st decile
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firms. So, the fit’s precision is very good even in the most unfavorable cases.

It is worth mentioning that a similar residual pattern is also found in the German

and Portuguese data used by Card et al. (2013) respectively Card et al. (2016). I

believe the interpretation of the finding given in these papers is also valid. The

pattern most likely has to do with minimum wages and wage compression in low-

wage firms. Collective wage agreements are very extensive in Finland, and low-wage

firms have to pay low-productivity individuals at least the minimum collectively

agreed wages. On the other hand, low-wage firms may be particularly pressed to

keep their wage bill in check, and they can try to achieve this by "underpaying"

more productive workers.

C The financial statements data

The financial statements data is from statistics Finland’s database "The Financial

Statement Data panel (1986-2013). Over the period covered by the wage data,

1995-2013, this data set covers 95 to 99 % of the enterprises in the Finnish Business

Register. Between 1995 and 2013, financial statements for enterprises with over 20

employees have been directly requested by Statistics Finland. The tax authorities

have delivered financial statements for smaller enterprises. The financial data can

be directly linked to the wage data using the enterprise code assigned to each firm

in both sets.

Observation selection Initially, I select financial data (if available) for any firm

from the wage data for all years falling between the years when the firm is first

and last observed in the wage data. Then I exclude financial-sector firms and firms

whose form of incorporation suggests that they are likely to perform mainly non-

market or non-profit activities. The reason is that value-added, which I use in the

empirical analysis, is a meaningful profitability measure only for profit-maximizing

firms outside the financial sector (banks and insurance companies). Further, ob-

servations from a particular year are excluded if a) Statistics Finland has marked

the observation as unreliable; b) wage costs are under 10 000 euros per year; c)

information on turnover, payroll taxes, or depreciation is missing.
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The value-added measure Statistics Finland calculates Value-added (VA) using

the formula (Adjusted gross operating profit + wages and salaries + other person-

nel expenses). The adjustment to the gross operating profit means that Statistics

Finland excludes the item "other operating income" from the calculations. The rea-

son is that its informational content has not been constant over time. From 2004

onward, the item includes only income from operations related to the enterprise’s

core activities. But before that, it could also include merger gains and losses or

gains and losses from sales from fixed assets. Upon inspecting the data, I found out

that for a number of relatively large enterprises "other operating income" is signifi-

cant every year. Statistics Finland’s value-added calculation grossly underestimates

such firms’ profitability. On the other hand, it is not appropriate to include one-off

gains or losses from mergers or disposal of fixed assets in a measure of permanent

profitability. My solution is the following: I add "other operating income" to the VA

calculated by Statistics Finland, but exclude from the financial data observations

for years when: a) "other operating income" exceeds twice the average for the firm

or b) "other operating income" is at least twice the turnover.

The way in which Statistics Finland calculates value-added does not guarantee

that VA is non-negative even after the adjustment I make. In principle, value-added

may be negative in a particular year, so I do not automatically exclude observations

with negative VA. However, the possibility of negative VA affects how I calculate

the average log value-added per worker. I first calculate value-added per worker

using the average number of workers during the year as reported in the financial

statements. Then I compute the average value-added per worker using the valid

observations for the time-span covering the entire period between the first and the

last year that the firm is observed in the wage data. After that, I exclude the firms

with the highest and the lowest 0.5 % (zero point five percent, 0.005) average VA

per worker. The restriction also excludes the few firms with a negative average VA

per worker. Finally, I calculate the average log-VA per worker by logarithmizing

the firm’s average VA per worker.
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Table D.1: Wage Trend of Movers (Employer Changers), Blue Collar Workers

Movers are workers observed with the same firm for at least two years before the employer change
and at least two years with the new firm after the change. Stayers are workers observed with the
same employer for at least four years. In the table log-wage at t-2 (two periods before the move)
is the regression-adjusted log-wage, adjustment is described in section 5. For each subsequent
period, the reported wage in the table is obtained by updating the previous period’s wage by
adding the regression-adjusted log-wage change of movers and subtracting the regression-adjusted
log-wage change of stayers 174



Table D.2: Summary of the estmated AKM-models by gender dominance of the
occupation for blue-collar workers 1995-2013
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